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ABSTRACT
A WIDEBAND ANALOG CORRELATING SPECTROMETER
FOR
MILLIMETER ASTRONOMY
FEBRUARY 2008
ROBERT E. GOELLER
B.S., WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
M.S., NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Neal R. Erickson
This project developed an analog correlating spectrometer intended for use in millimeter
Astronomy. It is based in part on the Wideband Analog Spectrometers (WASP and WASP-
II) built by Harris, et al (Harris et al. (1998), Harris k Zmuidzinas (2001) ). Like WASP,
we use tapped microstrip traces etched on a circuit board as delay lines to produce the
autocorrelation function (ACF) of the incoming signal. We then get the spectrum by taking
the Fourier Transform of the ACF.
A major innovation of our design is the use of a single delay line (per segment) where the
signal to be analyzed is launched on to the same delay line from either end. We produce the
discrete autocorrelation function of the incoming signal via resistive taps coupled to detector
diodes. Multiplication of the signals from each end is accomplished using the detector diode
characteristics, along with phase switches and synchronous detectors, eliminating the need
for expensive Gilbert Cell multipliers.
We designed, built, and tested a complete prototype system with a bandwidth of 6.7 GHz
and and a resolution of 31 MHz. In this work we describe the detailed design, operation
and performance of the prototype spectrometer.
The work culminated with the observation of several nearby galaxies; M82, NGC253,
IC342 and NGC1068 as well as Sagittarius B2 and Venus, using the prototype spectrometer.
vi
We used the FCRAO 14 meter radio telescope with the SEQUOIA receiver, which covers
from 85 to 115.5 GHz. Our observations produced continuous spectra over 4 bands, giving
near continuous coverage from 8G GHz to 115.5 GHz.
vii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
One of the key instruments under (ievelopment for the Large Millimeter
Telescope (LMT) is the Redshift Receiver. The purpose of the receiver is to search for
high redshift galaxies through the observation of cai'bon monoxide (CO) and other
molecular transitions at millimeter wavelengths from 75 to 111 GHz. The wide bandwidth
will provide nearly continuous coverage of CO transitions out to high redshift. (2).
Figure 1.1 shows how CO transitions will shift into the receiver's passband as a function of
z. To unambiguously determine which transitions are observed (and hence determine
redshift) additional molecular lines such as CS, HCO"'" and HCN will be needed.
Figure 1.1 includes these as well.
I III 1 1 III I III III ill I till I i Mill II li I III
^iii I ii II 111 II
.
7=7.0.
> ll ll I II 7=5.0 -
,.-=^^"^-•7=3.0
,'4'-z=1.0
I ... I ... I ... I ...
"
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Rest Frequency (GHz)
Figure 1.1 An Illustration of various molecular transitions. The redshift Receivers's 36 GHz
bandwidth at 3mm corresponds to an increasing range of rest frequencies as redshift in-
creases. Across the top of the figure is shown the expected spectrum of CO, ^^CO, CS,
HCO"^, and HCN for a starburst galaxy, with the 8 lowest CO transitions(tallest lines).
The next strongest transitions after the CO lines are the CI lines. In the lower portion
of the figure, that piece of the millimeter spectrum which is redshifted into the receiver's
window is shown for redshifts of 1, 2, 5, and 7. Figure and caption courtesy of Prof Miia
Yun. University of Mass., used with permission.
The receiver is configured to observe two points on the sky (pixels), slightly
separated. Each pixel will observe in two polarizations (four channels) over a frequency
range of 75 to 111 GHz. Each of the four channels will be analyzed by a spectrometer
10
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with a resolution of 31 MHz, which is equivalent to 93 km sec ^ at 100 GHz. Carbon
Monoxide (CO) surveys of nearby galaxies show that the '-^CO (J = 1 - 0) has a typical
line width (FWHM) on the order of 200 to 400 km sec~i (Young et al. (1995) ). Surveys of
other prominent lines such as HCO"*" and HCN show similar line widths (Aalto et al.
(2002) ). Thus our choice of resolution is well suited for the task of measuring the redshift
of distant galaxies.
Figure 1.2 shows an overall block diagram of the receiver. The polarization
switches are de\ ices that rotate the incoming electro-magnetic field 90 degrees when
energized; when not energized the field passes through unaffected. The ortho-mode
transducers (OMT) are devices that separate the incident electro-magnetic field into
orthogonal components. Fields with a specific alignment pass to a specific port;
perpendicular polarization (with respect to the grid) passes to the upper port and parallel
(to the grid) polarization passes to the lower port.
The horns and grid are arranged to work as follows: Radiation from the source
polarized parallel to the grid is reflected off the grid into horn A. Radiation from the
source polarized perpendicular to the grid passes through the grid into horn B. Similarly;
radiation from off-source (blank sky) polarized parallel to the grid is reflected off the grid
into horn B; radiation from off-source polarized perpendicular to the grid passes through
the grid into horn A. Each horn is connected to a polarization switch, which can be set to
simply pass the incoming radiation or rotate the field 90 degrees.
From the polarization switch the radiation passes into an ortho-mode transducer
(OMT) which separates the parallel and perpendicularly polarized radiation. Each output
from each OMT passes to a receiver chain, and then a spectrometer. Thus by setting the
polarization switches in various combinations we can select either polarization from the
source and from off-source.
This arrangement, along with a function in the spectrometers which generates the
signal to the polarization switches (POLAR), allows position-switched observing without
having to move the telescope. Consider the input to the top pair of mixers in figure 1.2.
When POLAR is off (no rotation) perpendicular radiation from the source (Object-perp.)
passes through the grid to horn B, then passes through the polarization switch unaffected
2
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Figure 1.2 A simplified schematic of the Redshift Receiver front end. Note the arrangement
of the horns and screen. Radiation from the same point on the sky is separated into
orthogonal polarizations, and each polarization is routed to a particular horn.
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and out OMT B's upper port. When POLAR is on, parallel radiation from the blank sky
(Sky-para) is reflected off the grid into horn B and rotated 90 degrees by the polarization
switch. Although the incident radiation is parallel, after rotation by 90 degrees, to OMT-B
the parallel radiation appears perpendicular and again passes it to the upper port.
Since the spectrometer is the source of the POLAR signal, it "knows" in which
state POLAR is. The spectrometer subtracts the two signals prior to calculating the
spectrum; the result being the spectrometer will take the spectrum of the signal
Object-perp — Sky-para.
Since the polarization from the blank sky is random, the radiation in each polarization
will be equal, so this arrangement produces a signal equal to on-source radiation minus
off-source radiation. Table 1.1 summarizes the output of each of the four OMT ports,
following the same argument as above for each port.
Table 1.1 Summary of OMT outputs after subtractions within the spectrometer
OMT
Port
Port Output.
POLAR=OFF
Port Output.
POLAR=ON
POLAR ON
minus
POLAR OFF
Horn B 1 Object, Perp. Sky, Para. Object, Perp. - Sky, Para.
2 Sky, Para. Object. Perp. Sky. Para. - Object, Perp.
Horn A 3 Sky, Perp. Object, Para. Sky, Perp. - Object, Para.
4 Object, Para. Sky, Perp. Object. Para. - Sky, Perp.
The polarization switches are switched at a frequency of about one kilohertz.
This arrangement of the grid, horns, polarization switches and OMTs. with the fast
switching of the polarization switches, pro\-ides significant ad\'antages oyer conventional
position switching techniques. The switching time between the object and the sky is
reduced to the order of microseconds (the time required for the polarization switches to
switch). The observing efficiency is improved since the time required to reposition the
telescope is eliminated, and as table 1.1 shows, both horns are the always observing the
object.
Since the switching frequency is orders of magnitude greater than with
conventional position switching, receiver drift and atmospheric variation are better
4
compensated, resulting in improved spectral baseline stability. This is particularly
important in wide band spectroscopy.
The four signals from the OMTs go through a set of high-gain, wide band
amplifiers operating over the full bandwidth of 75 to 111 GHz. Fiom the wide-band
amplifiers, each of the four signals pass to two mixers that down convert the signal
frequency to the first intermediate frequency (IF). The conversion process produces two IF
signals, 2 GHz to 20 GHz each, representing 75 GHz to 93 GHz and 93 GHz to 111 GHz.
Each IF signal is subdivided into 3 segments, each 6.5 GHz wide, either via a simple
bandpass filter or heterodyne conversion. Each of these three band segments then goes to
a spectrometer from which the spectrum is obtained. Figure 2.1 traces how one OMT
output of 75 to 111 GHZ is mapped to each spectrometer. This is repeated four fold.
The major requirement for the spectrometer is to cover the complete frequency
range of 36 GHz with a resolution of 31 MHz. Such a spectrometer has approximately
1,160 channels; times four is 4,640 channels. A spectrometer with this capability
represents a significant challenge. Several alternatives are available for millimeter
spectroscopy. These include filter banks, Michelson interferometer, acusto-optic
spectrometer, digital correlators and recently, analog correlators.
None of these alternatives currently have the bandwidth and resolution
capability to meet this need in a single frequency segment. Any of them will require the
signal passband be subdivided into smaller segments for analysis. Thus there is a trade
between the number of subdivisions and hence duplicate devices, and how hard to push
the technology of the chosen alternative.
Based on work by Harris, et al (Harris et al. (1998) and Harris Zmuidzinas
(2001) ) we chose to develop an analog-correlator spectrometer. The analog autocorrelator
uses tapped delay lines and multipliers to generate the autocorrelation function of the
incoming signal, which is then Fourier transformed to produce the spectrum. Resolution is
determined by the number of taps on the line, so one can produce whatever resolution is
desired by adding line length and additional taps. In subsequent chapters the impact of
doing this will become clear. The upper band limit is set by the frequency response of the
5
driving components and the tap spacing. These attributes make the analog-correlator a
good choice for wide band spectrometers.
We planned an ambitious design having a bandwidtli of 6. •'3 GHz and a resolution
of 31 MHz on a single circuit board. We use groups of six correlators to cover the
complete frequency range from 75 GHz to 111 GHz and four groups-of-six for the four
OMT outputs, which is why the frequencies are mapped as discussed above and shown in
figure 2.1. As will be discussed in detail, each tap on the delay line requires an analog
multiplier.
An innovation of the current project is the use of inexpensive diodes and phase
switches for the multipliers, rather than Gilbert Cell multipliers. This allowed us to use
inexpensive, readily available electronic components. The only "custom" components are
the phase switches, which are commercial mixers, but have been removed from their
package.
This work discusses the efforts to design, build and test, both in the laboratory
and with astronomical observations, a prototype spectrometer that covers the planned
range of 6.5 GHz required of a single branch of the spectrometer. We designed our
specti'ometer based in part on the WASP Spectrometer produced by Harris, et al (Harris
et al. (1998) and Harris Zmuidzinas (2001) ). Our prototype spectrometer had a
slightly wider bandwidth than planned, 6.7 GHz.
In chapter 2 we provide a basic description of the spectrometer and its operating
principles. In chapter 3 we provide a detailed analysis of the theoretical basis of the
operating princ iples, as well as an analysis of some of the practical aspects of the
instrument design.
Chapters 4 and 5 give detailed descriptions of the two major sub-assemblies of
the spectrometer, called the driver module and correlator module, respectively, as well as
their individual performance. Chapter 6 discusses the operation of the spectrometer as a
unit, with the emphasis on how the signal power is distributed and measured by the
correlator. Chapter 7 discusses how the spectrum is reconstructed from the raw
autocorrelation function. Chapter 7 also includes an examination of the tolerance stack of
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the various components, and how the stack impacts the spectrometer's performance.
Chapter 7 also iiu hides the measured performance of the prototype spectrometer.
Chapter 8 shows spectra in the range of 85 to 115 GHz, from observations made
using the Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory's 14 meter telescope located in the
Quabbin Reservoir in North Salem, Massachusetts. Our observations include four galaxies;
M82, NGC253. IC342 and NGC1068; and Sagittarius B2, as well as Venus and Jupiter.
A final note on some notation used herein. We use "spectrometer" to refer to the
entire assembly of modules, while we use correlator for the set of delay lines and taps on
the correlator board. Although this work focuses on the specific design of the prototype
for the Redshift. Receiver for the LMT, our development is easily adapted for other
applications. To that end many of the expressions describing the operation of the
spectrometer and its components are left in symbolic form. For example, our correlator
has 256 taps. Throughout, we use A'^ to represent the number of taps, less one, so in this
work is always 255.
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CHAPTER 2
OVERVIEW OF THE SPECTROMETER
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Redshift Receiver produces four
signals, each with a frequency range of 75 to 111 GHz. Our goal is to extract the
spectrum from each of these signals. This requires a wide-band spectrometer. Our
solution is to down-convert and subdivide each of the primary signals into frequency
segments of 1.5 to 8 GHz each. Each segment then goes to a 256-channel analog correlator
that produces the discrete autocorrelation function (ACF) of each signal. We then invoke
the Wiener-Khitchine Theorem that states the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
function equals the power spectral density (PSD), i.e., the power spectrum, of the input
signal. Figure 2.1 shows the down-conversion and mapping of one of the primary signals
to each of the six base-band segments.
Local Osc. #1
113 GHz
Mixer
Input Signal
from Dewar —
(75-111 GHz)
Mixer
1st IF; 2-20 GHz
(1 1 1 - 93 GHz)
Local Osc. #3
15.5 GHz
Local Osc. #4
21.5 GHz
1st IF; 2 -20 GHz
(75 - 93 GHz)
Local Osc.#2
73 GHz
7 -14 GHz
Band pass
Filter
Mixer
13 GHz
Hi pass
Filter
* Mixer
13 GHz
Hi pass
Filter
Mixer
7 -14 GHz
Band pass
Filter
Mixer
8 GHz
Lo pass
Filter
8 GHz
Lo pass
Filter
8 GHz
Lo pass
Filter
8 GHz
Lo pass
Filter
8 GHz
Lo pass
Filter
8 GHz
Lo pass
Filter
1st IF; 1.5-8 GHz
(111.5-105 GHz)
2nd IF; 1.5-8 GHz
(99- 105.5 GHz)
2nd IF; 1.5 -8 GHz
(93 - 99.5 GHz)
2nd IF; 1.5-8 GHz
(93
-86.5 GHz)
2nd IF; 1.5 -8 GHz
(87 - 80.5 GHz)
1st IF; 1.5 -8 GHz
(74.5-81 GHz)
Figure 2.1 Frequency mapping of the primary signal, 75-111 GHz, to six base-band signals,
1.5 to 8 GHz each.
The spectrometer for each frequency segment (2"^IF) is formed by 2 modules, a
driver module and a correlator module. As the names imply, the correlator module
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produces the autocorrelation function of the input signal and the driver module provides
the RP power to drive the correlator. The autocorrelation function is sent to a jjowerPC
(Motorola P/N MVME5500, Motorola (2003)), a single board computer that calculates
the spectrum from the autocorrelation function. In addition to the powerPC, correlator
module and driver module, there is a timing module that provides the time base for the
correlators and also provides the POLAR signal to the field rotators (polarization
switches).
The modules and powerPC are housed in a 21-slot VI\IE-64x rack as shown in
figure 2.2. The VME backplane provides (non-RF) communication among the timing,
driver, and correlator modules, and between the powerPC and the correlator modules.
The modules and powerPC also get their power from the backplane.
The RF signals do not pass through the backplane. The RF signal enters the
driver module on an SMA connector on the front panel of the driver module. The RF
signals from the driver module to the correlator module connect via semi-rigid coaxial
cable and SMA connectors on the module front panels, not shown in figure 2.2.
Figure 2.3 shows the timing signal flow among VME racks. Note that the timing
module has an input which can be used to phase-lock the timing module's clocks to an
external time base. The timing module also has an external output clock. We can use this
output to use one timing module as a master time base to which each of the other three
timing modules (in the other three VME racks) can be phase-locked. Since the
polarization signal (Polar) is also provided by one of the timing modules, and the
correlator modules are phase locked to the timing module, the correlators can synthesize
the polarization signal, which is used to derive the differences listed in table 1.1. The
timing module is a relatively simple logic design, and we will not consider it further.
The balance of this chapter will discuss the basic design and operation of a single
256-channel spectrometer, which uses one each PowerPC, timing module, driver module
and correlator module.
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Correlator
Pathway
(1 of 6)
Slot Number
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Figure 2.2 Arrangement of the correlator modules, driver modules, powerPC and timing
module in a 21-slot VME rack. The arrangement shown is for a complete 6-segnient spec-
trometer. The prototype used a single driver module and correlator, along with a timing
module and powerPC module.
2.1 The Spectrometer
As previously stated, the spectrometers are analog autocorrelators. which
produce the autocorrelation function of the input signal. We perform a Fourier transform
on the ACF, TZ{t). to get the power spectral density (PSD), P(/), of the signal, our
desired output:
P(f) = r niry^'^'f^dT (Fourier transform) (2.1)
J — oo
and
^(''") = / ^{^ ~ (autocorrelation function) (2-2)
where
t = time
s{t) = the time varying input signal.
/ — frequency, and
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Figui'e 2.3 Timing signal distributions.
r = the time delay of signal s{t)
This is the Wiener-Khintchine theorem and we will return to it in more detail in chapter 3.
Throughout this work, unless stated otherwise, s{t) is real. Also, a comment is in
order regarding the sign of r. In the literature, the ACF is normally written with a '+'
sign in front of r. Indeed this is the natural result when deriving the Correlation Theorem
for Fourier Transforms. This would require r to be negative to represent delay. We will
find it more convenient for positive r to represent delay, hence the change in sign.
2.1.1 The Autocorrelator
Our autocorrelators are tapped transmission lines with the input signal launched
onto each transmission line at opposite ends. By way of introduction, consider the tapped
transmission lines in figure 2.4.
The signal s{t) is input to the signal splitter at the left of figure 2.4. The
transmission lines have a propagation velocity vi (we assume that the line has no
dispersion) so the signal takes a time To/2 to travel from one tap to the next, where
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Figure 2.4 Schematic arrangement of tapped transmission lines
ro/2 — AL/i'i and AL is the distance between taps. Using To/2 will prevent having to
include factors of 2 in the expressions in subsequent chapters.
Note that the taps in figure 2.4 are numbered from zero to N with zero on the
right and increasing to the left. N is the number of taps on the line, less one; less one
because we start counting from zero. The line extension below the tapped line, from the
signal split to tap 0 (on the right) is A^AL or N-taps long (where N is still one less than
the number of taps), so the signals from each branch of the splitter arrives at tap 0 at the
same time, each delayed by Nto/2
Consider the arrival of the signal from each branch at an arbitrary tap ??. The
signal in the upper line arrives at tap ?? delayed by {N — n)To/2 so:
6-7 = s{t - (TV - n)ro/2) (2.3)
The signal in the lower line arrives at tap n delayed by (A'^ + n)To/2:
s'r = s{t - (iV + n)ro/2) (2.4)
The output of the n^^^ multiplier will be:
s{t -{N- n)To/2) * s{t -{N + n)To/2) (2.5)
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Shift the time reference by Nto/2\ t ^ t + Nto/2 and the output of t he //^*'
multiplier becomes:
s{t + nTo/2)s{t - 7iTo/2). (2.6)
Filter the multiplier's output with a low pass filter, which is the equivalent of
integrating over a time on the order of the filter's time constant. If the filters time
constant is large with respect to the period of the lowest frequency in the signal, this
approximates integrating from — oo to +00 (we will expand on this point in chapter 3)
and the tap output becomes:
/:
S{t + 7lTo/2) S{t - 7lTo/2)dt (2.7)
which is a form of a discrete autocorrelation function.
At each tap the relative delay between the signal in the upper line, s'^^, and the
lower line, .s'°^'. is uTo. This is because if we move from any tap 77 to the next tap to the
left, n + 1, the signal s"^ arrives To/2 sooner, while the signal s'"*" arrives To/2 later;
moving one tap produces a relative delay of Tq; we define the electrical delay between taps
as 2AL/vl = Tq.
Our implementation of the autocorrelator uses diodes and a phase switch to
perform the multiplication function, as shown in figure 2.5 and described below. (We
actually use two phase switches as will be discussed in chapters 3 and 6.)
State-Select
B
Phase
Switch
Lo-Pass
Filter -yn+2
Lo-Pass
Filter -yn+1
Lo-Pass
Filter -yn
Figure 2.5 Using diodes and a phase switch for multiplication
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A diode's response to small signals (small compared with their bias condition) is
approximately proportional to the square of its input (see section 5.4.3 and Pozar (1998),
page 559, and references therein). More specifically, when an RF signal passes through a
diode, the average voltage across the diode (measured as the displacement from the bias
condition) is proportional to the power applied.
The average voltage referred to above is obtained by passing the signal from the
diode through a low-pass filter. The filter s cutoff frequency is chosen to be well below the
lowest RF frequency on the line, but well above the phase-switch switching frequency.
Then for each state of the phase switch, the output from the filter is proportional to the
power applied, which is proportional to the source voltage squared. We use this property
for multiplication.
Again referring to figure 2.5, two time varying voltage signals, A and B, are
launched onto a transmission line. Signal A from the left travels along the transmission
line to the right while signal B launched from the right travels along the transmission line
to the left. By superposition, the voltage on the line at tap n is {An + Bn)-
The diode bias is sufficient so that the diode is always forward biased regardless
of the amplitude of A or B. (Diode biasing discussion will be deferred to the end of section
5.4.3.) The resulting output from the diode, as a deviation from the zero-signal bias
condition, is:
where is the responsivity of the tap-diode combination, in [milliVolts per milli\\att].
Note that will be frequency dependent. This will be discussed in section 5.4.3. For
simplicity and with no loss of generality absorb k into Un-
Consider the phase switch between the tap and the source for signal B. The
phase switch has two states: in state 0, the signal (B) passes through the switch unaffected
(0 phase shift). In state 1, the signal is inverted. That is, the signal's phase is shifted by
180 degrees (tt radians), which is the equivalent of multiplying by —1.
(2.8)
y„ = {An + Bnf. (2.9)
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For each state of the phase switch we get:
y+ = {An + Bnf = Al + B^+ 2AnBn (state 0) (2.10)
y- = {An - B„f = Ai + Bl- 2AnBn (state 1) (2.11)
Subtract the state 1 equation from the state 0 equation:
Vn^yt -y- =0 + 0 + 4AnBn (2.12)
Figure 2.6 illustrates the concept further. As the drive signal to state-select
changes state (figure 2.5), the output y^ changes value, producing a square wave with an
amplitude of -iAnBn and a DC offset of Al + B'^ . The DC component [Al + B^) is
removed by passing the signal from the low-pass filter through a high-pass filter (an AC
coupled amplifier), with a high pass cutoff frequency well below the switching frequency.
Typical Tap Output
Switch
I I I I I I I
State 0
I I I I I I I
Switch
State 1
Figure 2.6 Typical waveform at the output of a tap. Switching the phase switch causes the
diode output to switch ±2AB, either side of A^ + B^. Within the FPGA, the lower portion
of the wave form is re-inverted (by subtraction) to form a continuous value 2AB.
Analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) continuously sample (48,282 samples per
second) each tap output. A field programmable gate array (FPGA) reads each sample
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from the ADC and adds it to, or subtracts it from an accumulator for the respective tap.
If tiie piiase switdi is in state U, the samples are added to the accumulators, if the phase
switch is in state 1, the samples are subtracted from the accumulators. Since the FPGA
generates the phase-switch drive signal, the FPGA "knows" which state the phase switch
is in.
Within the FPGA the subtraction process has the net effect of re-inverting the
portion of the signal which was inverted by the phase switch when it is in state 1 ( — Ix).
This is shown in figure 2.6 as the "state-l" portion of the signal reflected about the mean
The FPGA continuously accumulates values from the ADCs, as described above.
and periodically (without loss of continuity) passes the accumulated value for each tap to
the PowerPC. At the conclusion of an integrating period, the powerPC will divide the
total accumulated ADC values by the total number of samples taken, which produces an
aA'erage value for each tap. The powerPC then use these average values to compute the
spectrum of the source signal. Although this process can extend for thousands of cycles,
the total integration time has to be an integral multiple of the period of the phase switch
drive signal.
Thus the signal presented to an A-D converter will have an amplitude of AAnBn,
but after going through the processes of re-inversion, accumulation and averaging, the net
result is to get an average of 2.4,, B„, averaged over the entire integration period, i.e.,
2{A„Bn). where { ) represents time averaging:
" JTo
In the context of figure 2.6, at each tap, the final \'alue is the average of the line
constructed across the top of the signal plot, minus the mean value. The construction
shown in the figure will be used throughout when evaluating \'arious aspects of the
spectrometer operation.
Figure 2.7 shows the signal flow of the correlator from the delay line to the
computer where the spectrum is computed. The signal from each diode is filtered and
{Al+Bl).
(2.13)
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then AC coupled ti) a liigh-gain amplifier. From the amplifier the signal is AC coupled to
an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Each ADC is then read by the FPGA.
—^Ar
\7
Ethernet
link to
monitor
computer
Figure 2.7 Signal flow from the transmission line to the analysis computer (powerPC) that
computes the spectrum
For each tap (ADC) the FPGA performs the synchronous detection discussed
above, does an initial integration and communicates the result to the powerPC over a
VME backplane. The role of the FPGA is central to the operation of both the
spectrometer and the receiver. In addition to the data gathering and synchronous
detection just discussed, the FPGA accumulates the data until it is sent to the powerPC
for further integration and spectrum calculation.
The FPGA can also produce a total-power-signal, which is used in the procedure
to remove residual total power, and will be discussed further in section 6.4. The FPGA
also has diagnostic capabilities; it can store sequential sets of ADC samples from each tap,
which is useful for determining details of the system operation. A complete discussion of
the FPGA function can be found in the FPGA requirement specification, Appendix A.
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Our autocorrelator has 256 taps. As will be shown in section 5.5, the power loss
in each tap, along with the loss in the delay line, serve to attenuate the signal as it travels
along the line. In our design the loss from 256 taps was not tolerable. To overcome this
limitation we divided the delay line on each correlator card into four segments, each with
64 taps. The same approach is used by Harris et al. (1998). How the signals are
introduced to the segmented line is discussed in the next section and in section 4.8.
2.2 Driving the Autocorrelator
Figure 2.8 illustrates how the signal is divided and launched onto the four
segments of the correlator's delay line(s). The incoming signal is split into two signals,
A and B. Signal A goes through a phase switch and amplifiers, then to a four-way splitter.
Signal B goes through a long external delay line, then to a phase switch, amplifiers and
four-way splitter. The reason for the second phase switch will be discussed in section 3.6
Each signal from a four-way splitter is coupled to a correlator delay line through
an external delay line. The arrangement of external delay lines A through H is designed to
maintain an electrical distance of AL between the last tap of one correlator delay line and
the first tap of the adjacent correlator delay line. This puts the following constraints on
each of the external delay lines:
Line A = Line H = arbitrary length
Line B = Line G = 64 taps + Line A(H)
Line C = Line F = 128 taps + Line A(H)
Line D = Line E = 192 taps -hLine A(H)
Line J = 255 taps + Line A(H)
The constraint that Line A equal Line H is not strictly required to maintain
proper phase relationships as can be seen from figure 2.8. If for example line A was made
longer than line H, so long as the difference was added to lines B. C. D and J, the phase
relation would be maintained, however; it simplifies the construction to trj- and hold
line-A equal to line-H.
When calculating the length of the external delay lines one must also account for
the length of the lead on the driver and correlator boards. The lead on the driver module
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Figure 2.8 Arrangement of external delay lines and correlator delay lines
is the length of transmission line from the output splitter to the module SMA connector
(see figure 4.2). The lead on the correlator module is the length of transmission line from
the end taps of the correlator to the SMA connectors (see figui'e 5.3). We will discuss
setting the external delay-line length in section 4.8
In order to provide sufficient gain and power to drive the correlator lines from
the low-level signal from the IF amplifiers, additional amplifiers are provided in the dri\'er
module. In addition to the amplifiers, the driver module contains the phase switches, a
sharp-cutoff filter and the signal splitters. A detailed discussion of the driver module is
provided in chapter 4.
2.3 Signal Flow
Referring to figure 2.8 the input signal enters at the bottom of the figure and is
then split. Following the split, the flow paths to the outputs of splitters A and B are the
same, i.e., have about the same gain, except the additional loss of line-J in the "B" path.
Let A be the signal voltage from each of the outputs of splitter A, and B the signal
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voltage outputs of splitter B; then
A = s{t + NtoI2) and B ^ e'^"''^ s[t). (2.14)
where lossJ is the attenuation of line-J. For brevity, we shall use d for lossJ so
equfition 2.14 becomes
A = s{t + Nto/2) and B = e-'^s{t). (2.15)
The path from splitter-A and splitter-B have the same gain, so any signal presented at the
system input arrives at each output splitter with almost equal amplitude, except path B
has the additional loss and delay due to line-J. The term Nto/2 in the splitter-A signal
path is due to the fact that we have defined f = 0 at the tap closest to splitter-B.
If the correlator delay line was a single line of
-I- 1 taps, then at a given tap, n,
each signal would be attenuated as it moved down the line. Then at tap n, the voltages
from signals A and B would be
An = e-°<^-"' s{t + nr/2) and S„ = e-""e-^s(f - nr/2). (2.16)
where a is the attenuation per tap inter\'al of the correlator line. (Recall tap zero is at the
right end of the line and signal A is launched from the left end of the line.)
\Mien we segment the line as shown in figure 2.8, we have to add the loss due to
the external delay lines, and modify the value of N for each segment. Letting e~'°'"-^
represent the loss due to line A. e~'°*^^ represent the loss due to line B, etc., we write for
each segment
An = e-'°^^-4e-«(^-"'s(/ + nTo/2) and 5„ = ^-lossE^-ain-m^-d^^^ _ .^^^j^)
for 192 < n < 255
An = e-^°''B^-a{N-64-n)g^f ^ ^^^j2) and B„ = ^-lossF^-a(n-nS)^-d^^f _ ^^^^/2)
for 128 < 71 < 191
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An = e-'°''<^e-''^^-^'^^-"\s{t + 7,To/2) and B„ = e-'°**^e-"("-6^^e-''.s(^ - 71To/2)
for G4 < n < 127
^„ =
e-iossD^-a(N-i92-n)^^^
^ ,j^^/2) and B„ = e-'°"*^e-'^"e-'^s(f - 77ro/2)
for 0 < n < 63 (2.17)
Each delay line represents a delay that is essentially either 1/4, 1/2 or 3/4 of the
length of the long delay line, line-J, plus some additional length to compensate for the
length of lines A and H; for our analysis we will generally use these lengths as listed in
table 2.1. Table 2.1 shows the the approximate loss on each external delay line in terms of
line-J. Not accounted for in table 2.1 is the loss in the length of external delay lines
associated with line-A and line-H, or the loss in those lines, which are shorter than the
other lines.
Table 2.1 Relative attenuation of the external delay lines
Line Attenuation
A Od
B 0.25 d
C 0.50 d
D 0.75 d
E 0.75 d
F 0.50 d
G 0.25rf
H Od
Let A'^' equal the number of taps on a single correlator segment, (64 for our
correlator) and m =1. 2, 3. 4 where rn is an index specif>ang a line segment:
m = 0 segment between lines D and H 63<n<0
m — I segment between lines C and G 127<n<64
m = 2 segment between lines B and F 191<n<128
m = 3 segment between lines A and E 255<n<192.
Using these assignments for m, table 2.1 for the loss in each external delay line, and
recalling that d is the loss in the long delay line, line-J, we can represent equations 2.17, as
a single equation for An and S„ each, with ni as a parameter
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Ar, =
e-°-25(3-'»)de-a(N-n)^+a(3-m)yV'^(^^^^^/2) and
B,, = e-''e-'^-25'"''e-""e+'^™^'s(f-?ir„/2) (2.18)
The additional exponential factor involving rn and d (e.g., e-0-25(3-7n)c(^ represents the loss
in the external delay line, and the additional exponential factor involving a and m "puts
back" the loss that is included in the original exponential term for the loss on the
correlator delay line.
Noting that « 4N' (actually A'' — 4N' - 1), equations 2.18 can be rewritten as
An = e-0.25(3-m)d ^-a[(l+m)N'-n] ^^^^ ^ ^^j^^
Bn = e-'^e-°-2^'"'^e-'*("-'"^'^s(f-7?T„/2) (2.19)
This introduces a slight disparity of one tap in the loss along the correlator delay line
which could be included by adding an additional —1 in each of the correlator exponentials,
e.g., e-Q(n-'n-'V ) ii^ore accurately would be ^-(^in-mN -i) p^^. (^jg^j^-j^y choose not to
include it here. However, we do include it in our numeric computations when appropriate.
We shall use this representation extensively, and the meaning of ni will be implicit.
We define and y~ as the signal from the diode to the A-D converter in each
state of the phase switch;
y+ = ^(A„ + S„)2-(4 + s2)r,„,., State 0, and
Vn = '^(A,-5„)'-(4 + 5')r,„„, state 1 (2.20)
where kd is the tap-diode responsivity (frequency dependent), G,4 is the audio amplifier
gain (figure 2.7) and Zq is the impedance of the correlator delay line. The second term in
equations 2.20 is the long term average {Tiong- the long-term integration time) of A"^ + B^,
which is a DC term. Since the signal from the diode is capacitively coupled to the A-D
converter, the DC term appears across the coupling capacitor. Thus y:^ and y~ are the
deviation from the long term average (DC term).
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Our intpiest is in the difference between y,! and y~ . As figure 2.6 shows, y,| and
y~ are measured at different times and occur over a specific period. Thus, we define as
the integral of — y~ over a complete cycle of the phase switch drive signal (or a
multiple thereof):
Vn = '^[{{A„ + Bnf)'^l-{{An-Bnf)l:]
= ^[{A'r, + BU 2A,,B„ -{Al+Bl- 2A„B^ )?^]
kd G
^
[{ 2AnBn )ll + ( 2.4„S„ )l] + {Ai + Bl )f> - (4 + .
(2.21j
where Ti - Tq is the interval the phase switch is in state-0. T2 — T\ is the interval the phase
switch is in state-1, and T2 — Tq is the overall period of the phase switch drive signal.
We now invoke a key assumption that we glossed over in the previous discussion
of the multiplication process; If
{Al + Bl)ll = {Ai + Bl)\^\. (2.22)
then we can write
Vn = 2^^ [(A,S„)^; + (A,S,)r']
Zo
= 2^(A„5,)J^ (2.23)
where in the last equation we combined the two intervals.
Equations 2.21, 2.22 and 2.23 are the fundamental constructs of the spectrometer
operation. Of particular importance is equation 2.22. There are circumstances when
equation 2.22 is not identically satisfied. These include when the input signal is random
noise, variations in the signal power over time intervals on the order of the switch period,
as well as under the influence of reflections at the ends of both the external and correlator
delay lines. The implications of not satisfying equation 2.22 will be discussed at points
throughout this work.
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We also point out that while signals t/+ and y~ are physical signals available at
the input to the A-D converter, the signal ijn only exists within the "digital space" of the
accumulators of the FPGA and the powerPC. None-the-less, is directly scalable to an
equivalent voltage at the input to the A-D converter and we shall find it convenient to use
y„ in this context.
Continuing on the premise equation 2.22 is satisfied, then we can perform the
multiplication of and Bn using the expressions from equations 2.19 and we can write
for (AnB^)
0.25(3-m)(/ ^-q[(1+77j) N'-n] ^-d ^-0.25md ^-a(n-mN')
I \{t + nTo/2) s{t - nTo/2)dt
JTo
{A„Bn)^' = e-' ''"^e-''^' r s{t + nTa/2) s{t-nTo/2)dt (2.24)
JTr,
In equation 2.24 all dependence on in cancels so that to within the limits of the
approximations we have made, the loss on the external delay lines is the same for all four
line segments: 0.75*loss-on-Iine-J. Also equation 2.24 shows there is no loss dependence on
71.
More explicitly, the loss factors from the external delay lines, i.e., e-0-25(3-m)rf
and can be combined with the long delay line loss factor e"*^ to get e~^ '^'^.
Likewise, the loss factors for the correlator delay lines, e"'**"'^ and e-Q("-('"-i)-^ )
combine to e~'^^ for each segment (recall A^' is the number of taps on a single correlator
delay line segment, N' — 64). Although the product A^Bn has no dependence on tap
number other than the phase delay, a and d are frequency dependent.
Using equation 2.24, we can now write for y,,
y„ = 2^ e''-'^' e-'^^' [\sit + nro/2) s{t - nrj2) dt ' (2.25)
JT(\
It will be useful to note that the power output from each output of splitter-A and
splitter-B, Pa and Pg respectively, are
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Pa =^ -^nd rB = ^, ' (2.2(i)
where A and B are the square of tlie root-iueaii-sqiiare (RMS) of the voltages.
Since the two paths from the signal input port to each of the final splitters is the
same, with the excejition of the loss in line-J, we can write:
PA^P^nGd and PB=e-'"^GdPrn, (2.27)
where P,„ is the signal power into the input port and is the power gain of the drivers.
Chapter 4 will show that G^ is also frequency dependent.
Equation 2.27 leads to the useful result that
Pb = e-^'^PA. (2.28)
The power output from splitter A, and hence splitter-B as well, sets the operating point
for the spectrometer. The setting for P\ is an important parameter and will be discussed
in section 6.5.5.
Equation 2.28 is only approximately true since the gain in each path will not be
identically the same: both paths use identical circuits, but have slightly different layouts,
and hence will not have identical performance. Further, there is potential for both
amplitude and phase imbalance between the phase switches in each path, as well as
part-to-part variation
.
In addition to the imbalance in the phase switches, we have neglected the issues
of reflections at the interfaces of the correlator delay liness to the external delay line and
at the driver ends of the external delay lines, the frequency dependence of the various
parameters, non-uniformities in tap responses and other departures from ideal operation.
These issues will be taken up in subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYTICAL BASIS
In this chapter we provide the mathematical basis for the various operational
apects of the spectrometer. We start with the Wienei'-Khintchine theorem. We next give
a brief discussion of the resolution of the spectrometer, followed by a detailed discussion of
the multiplication process introduced in chapter 2, including the impact of not satisfying
equation 2.22. We then investigate the impact of line-loss and unbalanced insertion loss of
a phase switch. We go on to show how the use of two phase switches corrects for potential
insertion loss (amplitude) imbalance of a single phase switch and the implications of phase
imbalance in the phase switches. We close with a discussion of reflections at the end of the
correlator and external delay lines.
3.1 The Wiener-Khintchine Theorem
Given a time varying signal s{t), the formal autocorrelation function of s{t),
'R-f is
/oo
s{t)s{t - T)dt (3.1)
-oo
then
P{f)^J^[Rf{T)]. (3.2)
where
/ = frequency (or "formal" when used as a subscript)
and !F[
]
represents a Fourier transform
(See Butkov (1968) chapter 7 for a detailed discussion of Fourier transforms.)
Several proofs of this theorem are available in the literature (see Rolilfs <k: Wilson
(2000), pages 49-52; Papoulis (1991), chapter 12; Fante (1988), chapter 7). We follow an
approach specifically applicable to our physical implementation. (The initial portion of
our derivation is similar to that of Fante; we believe ours is a clearer presentation,
although less rigorous.)
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As above let s{t) represent a time varying signal and S{f) represents the Fourier
transform of s{t). In our application s{t) represents the instantaneous voltage applied to
the spectrometer input and is a continuous, real function of time, t. Further, we assume
s{t) is a stationary random variable, i.e., s{t) is a noise signal whose statistical propeities
are constant with time.
Start with Parsevals theorem (Butkov, 1968, pages 2G7 268):
r s{ty{t)dt = /" S{f)S*{f)df (3.3)
{s*{t) and S*{f) are the complex conjugates of s{t) and S{f}, i.e., * indicates complex
conjugate).
If we consider s{t) over a finite interval T, and since s(t) is real, we can rewrite
Parseval's Theorem as:
/ s{t)s{t)dt= / S{f)S*{f)df. (3.4)
Jo J-oc
If the left hand integral is divided by T, the resulting expression represents the average
power, (P), over the interval T and equation 3.4 becomes:
(P) =
^£ s{t)s{t)dt = ^ S{f)S*{f)df. (3.5)
Since the right hand integral also represents the average power over the interval
T, the integrand must represent the distribution of power as a function of frequency:
P(/) = ^S(f)S*{f). (3.6)
Apply the Correlation Theorem (Fante, 1988, page 77) or follow an argument similar to
that in Butkov (1968), page 269:
H{f)G*{f) = T
/oo
h{i)g{t - T)dt
-oc
(3.7)
where H{f) = J^[h{t)] and G{f) = J^[g{t)]. to get
P{f) =
/OC'
s{t)s{t - T)dt
-oc
(3.8)
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Note that tlie autocorrelation function as produced by the tapped delay line correlator
does not match the formal dehnition of the autocorrelation function as used in the
correlation theorem:
s{t)s{t — T)dt Formal autocorrelation function (3-9)
oo
T^inTo) = / .s(/ -]— s{t dt Delay line autocorrelation function (3.10)
Jo 2 2
In the first equation s{t) is correlated with a delayed version of itself and
integrated over ±oo, while in the second equation the correlation is between s{t) with a
lead, and s{t) with an equal delay, integrated over a finite interval.
For s{t) a stationary random variable, and if T is much greater than the period
of the lowest frequency contained in s{t). then the ACF that results from the integration
over a finite region, T, i-epresents the result for integration over ±oo. Although the result
is representative in a statistical sense, it is not exact and repeated integrations will
produce slightly different results. This has consequences that will be discussed further in
section 3.3.
There is also the difference in the delays of the two versions of 7?. To reconcile
them consider figure 3.1. The lower two lines are s(f). and s{t) delayed by Ntq. the latter
being the largest the delay may be. These are the factors of the formal autocorrelation
function TZj. The upper two lines are s{t) delayed by —Nto/2 (leading), and s{t) delayed
by which are the factors of the delay line autocorrelation function TZ. Although in
each case s{t) extends beyond the limits of f = 0 and t — T: these are the limits of
integration, as shown on figure 3.1.
Discrepancies are introduced because the region of s{t) contained in the two
integrals [ s{f) s{t) dt (no delay) and J s{f ) s{f - NTo)di (maximum delay) are different
around the end points / = 0 and f = T. A similar situation exists for the upper two lines;
the region of s{t) contained in the integrals / s{t) s{f)dt and / s{t + Nt/2) s{t - NT/2)dt
are again different around the end points f = 0 and t = T. Further the discrepancies at
the end points are different for each construction.
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Figure 3.1 A comparison of the signal timing for calculation of the autocorrelation function.
Top two lines: signals as seen by the delay line ACF; leading and lagging by Nto/2. Bottom
two lines: signals as would be use in a formal ACF; no delay and delayed by Ntq.
However; so long as s{t) is well behaved (remains finite) in the end point regions,
and if these regions are small compared to the integration interval, the regions contribute
negligibly to the ACF integral. Thus the discrepancies introduced above are negligible,
and the two forms of the ACF are equivalent. That is, if T :» Ntq then the delay line
ACF is equivalent to the formal ACF, and we may use them interchangeably:
^£ s{t)s{t-nTo}dt^^£ s{t +'^)s{t-'^)dt. (3.11)
Generally we will find it convenient to favor the form for TZ{t):
n{nTo) r s{t) s{t - HTo) dt, (3.12)
J Jo
and will refer all signal delay to the splitter-B side signal.
3.2 Spectrometer Resolution
Here we give a brief outline of the calculation for the spectrometer's resolution,
this will be taken up in more detail in chapter 7. However; the final result will be about
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the same. Since the delay Hne correlator produces a discrete autocorrelation function, to
get the PSD we use a discrete Fourier transform (see Press et al. (1992)).
Stai't with the Nyquist sampling theorem (Ogata (1970) or Fante (1988)) which
states, an arbitrary signal can be fully reconstructed from a set of samples of the signal if
the highest frequency in the signal is less than half the sample rate, i.e., I/tq. Define the
critical frequency fcnt as:
and allow only discrete frequencies
f _ J_Jcrit — r,
2To
fk — fcrit
where ff^ is the k^^^ discrete frequency {k is an integer).
Assume s{t) and hence TZ{iito) contain no signal power above fcnt and replace
the Fourier integral with a sum as described by Press et al. (1992):
P{f) = / 7e(T)e2-/-dr ^ P{fk) ^ToY^ 7^(7iro)e2-^^-"-° = Ck (3.13)
where ci; is the amplitude of the discrete frequency //,..
Define the resolution as A/ = fk+\ — fk which implies
A/=^±i/„.„-i/„„ = ^. . (3.14)
Since the data set IZ is finite with A'^ + 1 samples, only a total of A'' + 1
amplitudes, (q-
'
s) can be obtained which implies 0 < k < N. Our correlator has 256 taps,
A'^ = 255, and the cutoff frequency is about 8 GHz {fcnt = 8GHz). so the spectrometer's
resolution will be about 31.4 MHz.
3.3 Details on the Multiplication Operation
Recall from sections 2.1.1 and 2.3. and figures 2.5 and 2.6 the use of diodes and
phase switches to perform the multiplication of .4,, and 5„. where A„ and S„ are the
signal voltages propagating from the left and right respecti\'ely. We examine this process
when the signal is noise, i.e.. an astronomical signal, and when the signal is sinusoidal,
which is used for spectrometer calibration.
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Equations 2.20, 2.21, 2.22 and 2.23 are the starting point, and are repeated below.
= {An + B„f - {Ai + D'X^^^ State 0, and
Vn = ^{An-B„f-{Al + Bl)T,^,,^ state 1 (3.15)
Vn =^ [{2ArrB„ + { AI + BI+ )?> ~ { AI + B^ (3.16)
{Al + Bl)ll = {Al + Bl)\ll. (3.17)
=2^(^,5,,)?^ (3.18)
where Tq. T\ and T2 are the end points for the indicated integrations and Tiong is the
long-term integration time.
When equation 3.17 is identically satisfied, or near identically satisfied,
equation 3.18 can be used directly. When this is not the case then we use equation 3.16
and evaluate the impact of the last two terms.
Although equations 3.15 through 3.18 are written to be over a single cycle, a
more realistic statement is that the average is taken over many (M) cycles of the phase
switch. Then the brackets represent the averaging process as
{AnBn)^l= 7^ / AnBndt. (3.19)
m=0 •'"'^^
AT = T2~T -0
For the sake of clarity, we will omit the summation over m (not to be confused
with m representing the individual delay line segments) and use the notation of
equations 3.15 through 3.18; but the summation is implicit when long integrations are
considered.
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3.3.1 Sinusoidal Signal
For a sinusoidal input signal, so long as the the integration periods T\ - Tq and
T2 — T\ are either an integral number of periods of the sine signal, or are much greater
than the period of the sine signal, equation 3.17 will be satisfied, and equation 3.18 will
hold. For the spectrometer where the lowest frequency of the signal will be about 1.3 GHz
(<1 nanosecond) and the integration period is at least 0.454 milliseconds (2.2 kHz, the
phase switching rate) equation 3.17 is satisfied. (Later we show that the minimum
integration period is longer than this when the second phase switch is considered,
section 6.1.)
where Ap is the peak amplitude of the cosine signal at the output ports of splitter-A, and
/ is the frequency of the signal. Substituting this into equation 3.18 and expressing the
integration explicitly (in the form of equation 2.24) gives
For a sinusoidal signal, let
s{t) = Ap cos(27r/0 (3.20)
(3.21)
For T2 — Tq ^ 1/f the integral can be evaluated as:
T2 - To JTo
'
cos(27r/ t) cos(27r/(f - iiTo)) dt =
-IT cos(27r/nTo) (3.22)
which when substituted into equation 3.21 gives
Vn = COs(27r/ HTo) (3.23)
or in terms of splitter-A output power
Vn = 2 P4 kd Gy\ e COs(27r/77To) (3.24)
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(The 2 comes form the fact that for a sinusoidal signal, the average power is half the
square of the peak voltage divided by the resistance)
3.3.2 Noise Signal
In the ca^e of a noise signal, s{t) is a random variable, characterized by the
average power contained in it:
(3.25)
and A,-,ns = yiAg). For the discussion that follows and throughout this work, we assume
the noise signal has a Gaussian distribution.
Except at the zero lag where Aq oc Bq, and are uncorrelated, which implies
(AnBn) =0, n^O. (3.26)
This only valid for all 7i / 0 if s{t) is a perfectly flat spectrum and unlimited bandpass,
which generally not be the case. None-the-less, it is still true that as n gets large,
{AnBn) 0. Thus we consider the case of n large rather than /?, 7^ 0. From a practical
stand point, what constitutes large n is a function of the spectral content of the signal and
will be considered in section 6.2.
Because the signal is random noise, the criteria of equation 3.17 will not hold
identically. That is
{Al + BD'^l^iAl + Bl)^^. (3.27)
This is because, integrating a random signal over different time intervals of the same
length can yield slightly different values. Here we investigate the impact of not satisfying
equation 3.17 and look at how "unequal" the power terms are.
To evaluate how a noise signal is processed by the spectrometer, we will make use
of the radiometer equation (Rohlfs & Wilson (2000), section 4.2.2, and attributed to Dicke
(1946) ). The radiometer equation provides a statistical relation between the average
power in a noise signal and the expected fluctuations therein:
AP
_
1
Pa ~ VAtBV^
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(3.28)
where Pa is the average power; averaged over a time much greater than At. At is the
time over which a single power measurement is made (averaged for At), BW is the
bandwidtli of the signal s{t). and AP is the expected power fluctuation when P is
measured over At, i.e., AP = (•P)a/ - (^)T/ong-
More specifically, for [P — (P)r,o„g] having a Gaussian distribution, AP is the
RMS (1 standard deviation, i.e., 1 a) of the displacement of P from the average of P (P
averaged over a time Tio^g ^ At).
Recall the general expressions for y+ and y~ (equations 3.15)
yt =
Vn
kdGA
Zo
Al)ll + {Bl)ll+2{A,,B,,)ll]
[(4)f; + (^')fl-2(A,Pn)?;]. (3.29)
The power terms, (A^) and (P^) can be broken down into two terms, the
long-term averages (^^)|r(on<, and (P^)|r/ong and their fluctuations A{A^)\f^T and
^{B'n)\f^T- We can then write equations 3.29 as
yt = ^[A(4)S + A(P,^)?;+2(A„P.)S + (4)r.„, + (5.^)r..,]
Vn = ^[A(Ai)g + A(p2)?J-2(^,P,,)?;j + (4)r,„,,, + (S^)^,„„J. (3.30)
Since the last two terms in each of equations 3.30 are the long-term average power, they
are equal and will cancel when the two equations are subtracted;
yn = Vn - Vn
= ^ [{A{Al)^^ - A(4)?j) + {A{By^^ - AiB'^l) + 2{A,,B,)^]
(3.31)
where we have rearranged the order of the terms and also combined the two correlation
terms to a single integral over the range T2 — Tq — AT.
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Although equation 3.31 would lead one to the definition
{A{Ai)^^ - A{Al)^l) = {AAD^t and {A{BI)^^ - A(52)f^) = (AB^)^,,
we point out that A(.4^)^^, A{Al)l^^, A(B^)^^ and A(B^)^2 ^^.^ uncorrelated random
variables. Thus we define (A.4^,)at and (AB^)Ar as
(A{Ai}ll + A{Ai)^l)
{A{Bl)^^+A{Bl)'fl)
{AAi)^l = {AAi)^T
= {ABl)ll = {ABi)^T (3.32)
Substituting equation 3.32 into equation 3.31 with the indicated sign changes, get
Vn =
kd Ga
Zo
[{AAl)^T + {ABI)at + 2(^„B„)at] . (3.33)
Note that (A.4^, |at')/'^o and {AB'^\at)/Zo are power fluctuations. Define
(A'^ j.jj^g) /Zo and (B^^„j^)/Zo as the long-term average power traveling in their respective
directions at tap n, and use D f to represent the bandwidth of the correlator. Using these
in the radiometer equation (equation 3.28), we can rewrite equation 3.33 as
Vn
Zo
At
+
Bt
VATDf s/ATDf + 2{A„Bn)\AT (3.34)
In terms of the RMS voltage at the at the output ports of splitter-A, this
becomes (see equation 2.19 and 2.24):
Vn
kd GMA
Zo
^^2 ^g-0.5(3-m)rf g-2Q| (1+m) N'-n] ^^2 ^g-O.Smrf ^-2a{n-m N')^-2d
y/ATDj + y/ATDj
+ 2e-'''''e-^-''"'{s{t)s{t-nTo))AT\ (3.35)
where m = 0, 1, 2, 3 is associated with a specific delay line segment.
A reminder regarding notation: equation 3.35 is actually + 1 (256) equations,
which are grouped according to the subdivision of each correlator delay line, in our case
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four such groups {m =0, 1, 2. 3), and the limits of n must be observed for each vahie of
771. Since tlie ACF term has no dependence on ?7i, or 77, amphtude dependence on 771 and n
only api)lies when we discuss total-power-like terms.
Recall {Ag)/Zo — P4 is the average power from splitter-A, so we can write:
yn = Ga k, -0^^ ,-OMS-m)<i ,-2al N'-n]
+2-^ ^-ayV'^-1.75d ^^.(^^^.(^ _ ^^^^ (3_3g^
The last term in equation 3.36 is the desired term, the autocorrelation function
(ACF), while the first and second terms are contaminants, and are the direct result of
and y~ being measured at different times. We refer to the sum of these first two terms as
the residual total power.
When 77 = 0, (the zero lag), ^„ and S„ are fully correlated and the ACF term
becomes
2G^il-rfP4 e-^^'e-i-^^'^. (3.37)
It is important to note that expression 3.37 is the total power, not a fluctuation, although
fluctuations will be present.
3.4 Noise Fluctuations in the Autocorrelation Function
For the idealized situation of s{i) only random noise with a flat spectrum and
integrated over ±oc, the ACF term at 77 — 0 contains all the signal power and for ?? / 0.
(s(f) s(f - 77ro)) 0. However, since the integration time is finite and the spectral content
is not flat there will be significant power in the ACF terms not only for n = 0, but also for
ACF terms near zero. Under this circumstance, the bulk of the desired spectral
information is contained in the region of the ACF for 77 near zero, and the 77 = 0 term is
still the total signal power. Therefor we divide our analysis into two regions, small 7?
where the bulk of the information is, and large 77 in which the ACF should tend to zero.
Since the integration period is finite, from sample to sample, the result {A„ Br, )
will fluctuate. Further, since the ACF terms from tap to tap are uncorrelated. the
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fluctuations will also appear as variations in the ACF term from tap to tap within the
same integration period AT. That is, not only do the fluctuations appear as variations
from one integration interval to the next on a given tap, the fluctuations also appear as
variations from tap to tap in a single integration interval. Call these fluctuations
The noise from the ACF will be transformed into noise in the spectrum. That is,
fluctuations in the ACF will translate into fluctuations in the power spectrum, appearing
as variations among the frequencj' bins. The frequency bins are fcTit/{N + 1) wide, so for
this situation, fcnt/i^ + 1) will be A/ in the radiometer equation (equation 3.28). The
fluctuations from frequency-bin to frequency-bin will be
(P(/)) - v^ATAT
^'-"'^
where AP{f) is the fluctuation among the fi'equency bins and {P{f)) is the time average
power in the spectrum.
fluctuations in the ACF {n S> 0) are equal to the RMS of the fluctuations in the spectrum,
scaled by the square root of the ratio of the band pass (D /) to the critical frequency
Combining the previous two expressions and recognizing that (P(/)) = (P(f)),
and that {P{t)) = Pri|,!=o gives
We show in Appendix D that for s{t) a random variable, the RMS of the
ifcrit)'-
(3.39)
Zo
AP(/) = Df Pn=0
fc„t yA/AT" (3.40)
Using
Pn=o = Pa e
-aN' ^-\.7hd
(3.41)
gives
v/A/AT
-QN'g-1.75d
(3.42)
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Equation 3.42 gives the expected fluctuations in the ACF as a function of the
input power. These fluctuations are the result of taking the ACF of a random (noise)
signal.
3.4.1 A Comparison of the Total Power Terms to the ACF Fluctuation
For noise input, the first two terms of equation 3.36 gives the expected RMS of
the total power terms and equation 3.37 gives the total power signal. Combining
equation 3.37 with ecjuation 3.40 gives the expected RMS of the ACF fluctuations for
n » 0 (recall Df is the band pass and A/ is the resolution):
Residual total power
Total power
ACF fluctuations
j^p-0.5(3-m)d g-2Q[(l +m) N'-n]
_|_ ^-O.Smd ^-2a{n-m N')^-2d'^
2GAkdPA e-^^'e-i^^'^
2GAkdPA e-°-^'e-i '^'^
1
fcrrf V A/ AT
(3.43)
Of particular interest is the ratio of the residual total power to the ACF
fluctuations. This gives a measure of how significant the total power terms are. This ratio
is
Residual total power
ACF fluctuations
1 / fcrit [e~°-^*'^~'"'^e''^"f'^''"'"'^'""l -\-
^-2a{n~m N')^-2d
1 09 re-0-5(3-m)d g-2Q((l+ ni) _|_ ^-O.hmd ^-2a(n-m N') ^-2d
1.09
,
—
- * [2.0 to 4.9], (3.44)
where we have used typical values for a. and d\ a = 0.0199, d — 0.177 (see section 6.2).
Note that this ratio is independent of the integration time as both the ACF fluctuations
and the residual total power go as AT"^/'^. This expression implies that we can expect
the total power fluctuations to be between 1 and 2.5 times greater than the ACF
fluctuations, depending on tap position.
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Of some interest is the ratio of the ACF fluctuations to the total power, which is
[dT
I
1 ^ s/{N + l) Df 1 ^ 1-646 *10-^
]l fr,,t \l Af AT f,ru ^/AT s/AT ' ^
'
where we used fcr,t = {N + l)Af and AT is in seconds.
To put this in perspec tive, tlie slow phase switch (sections 3.6 and 6.1) has a rate
of 139 Hz, which has a period of about 7.2 milliseconds. Using 7.2 milliseconds for AT
will give an expected ratio of ACF fluctuations to total power of 1.94 * 10~^.
3.5 Effect of Phase Switch Amplitude Imbalance
Up to now we have assumed the phase switch characteristics were independent of
the switch state, other than a 180 degree phase change. In this section and those that
follow we examine the impact of when this is not the case. We start the analysis with
operation using a single phase switch, and show that amplitude imbalance will introduce
another total power term (in addition to the total power terms discussed in the previous
sections). We go on to show how adding a second phase switch completely removes this
term (but not the ones from the previous section), and in section 3.7 we discussed the
impact of phase imbalance in the phase switches.
Unless stated othei-wise, we do not include the total power terms from the
previous section in these calculations. Neither the amplitude imbalance or the phase
imbalance has any impact on these total power terms, and the total power terms have no
impact on the analysis that follows.
Consider again figure 2.5, a segment of the correlator line with a single phase
switch. We introduce an amplitude imbalance as follows: When the phase switch is in
State 0, the driver has a specific gain. When the phase switch is in State 1, the insertion
loss of the phase switch shifts by the amplitude imbalance, so that the driver gain changes
by the factor [b can be plus or minus, depending on how the pheise switch insertion loss
changes).
In this analysis, for the sake of clarity, we assume a single unsegmented correlator
line, so the factors involving m will not be included, and A'^' goes over to N.
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The output at each tap, y„, is composed of the square of the sum An ± B„, the
signal from tlie A-side at tap n, and ±5,1, the signal from the B-side, the latter's sign
determined by the state of the phase switch. An. Bn and B' expressed in terms of the
signal and line parameters, with all the delay moved to the B-signal, are:
An - s(i)e-'*'^-"^ (3.46)
B+ = s{t -nTo)e-''''e-'^ (3.47)
B- = s(/ - r7To)e-''"e-V (3.48)
where a = attenuation of the correlator line per tap interval
d — attenuation of the long delay line (J)
Q. d and b are generally frequency dependent
and as previously, N = the number of taps, less one.
When the switch is in state 0 (phase = +1):
yt = {An + Bt? = Al + {Bt? + 2AnBt. (3.49)
Likewise when the switch is in state 1 (phase = tt = — 1):
y- = [An - B-y- = Ai + {B-f - 2A„B-. (3.50)
so
Vn ^ J{yi-y-)dt = JiB^fdt - j {B-fdt + 2 j (A„5,| + A„B;;)dt (3.51)
(The integrals are taken over a complete cycle of the phase switch, and B^ and B" are
zero over their respective "off"' interval).
Substitute the expressions for A„. Bn and B~ into the integrals in equation 3.51:
j{B^fdf = e-^'^^'e-^'' j{s{t-nTo)?df
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j{B-fdt - e-'^'^^'e-'^'^e^^ j{s{t -nTo)fdt,
J[B^fdt
-
J{B-fdt
= (1 - e-'"')e-'^''"e-'"^ J{s{t - nTo))'dt
2 j A„Bt + A„B-dt = 2 y".4„(B+ + B-)dt
= 2e-«'^-")e-°"e-''(l + e**) | s{f).s{t - nTo)dt
= 2e-°^e-''(l + e^) j s{t)s{t - iiTo)dt
and substitute the result back into equation 3.51:
yn = {l-e'')e-'-^e-''Js{f--nrofdf
+2(1 + e'')e-''^e-^ J s{t)s{t
- nTo)dt. (3.52)
Equation 3.52 shows that y„ contains both a total power term (a term in
/ s{t — nTo)"^ dt) and the autocorrelation function (a term in J s{f)s{f — nTo)dt). If the
phase switch had no amplitude imbalance, then 6 = 0; e^'' = 1 and the first term would
vanish. Further, we see that the total power term is tap dependent since it contains e~^°".
3.6 Adding a Second Phase Switch
Let us add a second phase switch on the A-side of figure 2.5. Like the switch on
the B-side, the A-side switch will also have amplitude imbalance e°; that is, when phase
switch A is in State 1, the insertion loss of phase switch A shifts by e° from the insertion
loss of the phase switch when in state 0.
There are now four signals to be combined:
= e-'*<^-"'s(f) and A' = e-''^^-''h''s{t), (3.53)
5+ = e-'^''e''^s{t - UTo) and B' = e'^^^'e-'^e''s{t - uto). (3.54)
Thus there are four combinations of phase switch states defined in table 3.1, which nuist
be combined with the proper sign:
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Table 3.1 Phase switch state assignments with two phase switches
At Phase A=+l Bt Phase B= + 1
hn. At Phase A=+ l Bn Phase B==-1
hn: An Phase A=-l Bt Phase B= + 1
An Phase A=-l Bn Phase B==-1
Using the state assignments from table 3.1, get
'yn ^ j{At + Btfdt = j{At fdt + J{B^fdt + 2 J AtB^dt
'yn = /(At- B-fdt = I{Atfdt + J(B-fdt
- 2 jAtB-dt
^yn = J{-A- + Bt?dt
= j{A-fdt + j{Btfdt - 2 J A-Btdt
'yn = j{-A- - B-fdt = j {A-fdt + j {B-fdt + 2 J A-B-dt.
We combine these as follows:
Vn =^ Vn Vn Vn +^ Vn =
+ j{Atfdt + j{Btfdt + 2 J AtBtdt
-
I{Atfdt
- j{B-fdt + 2 j AtB-dt
-
J{A-fdt
-
J {Btfdt
+ 2 y A-Btdt
+ J{A-fdt + I{B-fdt + 2 1 A-B-dt (3.55)
yn =0 + 0 + 2 J At Bt + At +
.4"5+ + .4,; dt. (3.56)
The last expression contains only products of .4,, and Bn - which are terms of the
antocorrelation function and since there are no terms in ,4^, or Bfj. there are no total
power terms.
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Expand each term in the integral of equation 3.56 and substitute into
equation 3.56:
J A+B^dt
- e-'^^e-'^y s{t)s{t - nTo)dt
j AtB-dt = e-'^^'e-^e' I s{t)sit - nro)dt
I
A-B^dt = e-^'^e-^'e" J s{t)s{t
- nTo)dt
1 A-B-dt = e-''^e-'^e"e^ j s{i)s{t - i)To)dt
Vn = 2e-''''e-\l + e")(l + e^) j s{t)s{t - nTo)dt
which has no offset and no tap dependence other than in the signal delaj'. Thus the second
phase switch in concert with the first removes any total power term arising from
amplitude imiaalance in either of the phase switches, assuming no phase imbalance.
3.7 Effect of Phase Imbalance
We now consider the impact of phase imbalance in the phase switches. That is,
the change in the phase shift through the phase switch not being exactly 180 degrees
(tt radians). We use state 0 as the reference, so when changing to state 1, the phase
change becomes tt + 7 for switch-A and tt + /i for switch-B. Building on the result from
the previous section and adding the phase factors, An and B^ become:
At = .(f)e-"('^-")
A- = ,s(t)e-«<^-"^e°e^^
B+ = s{t -11x0)6-"" e-'^
B- = s{t-nTo)e-°"e-''e^e'^
and 7 and f3 are generally frequency dependent.
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y„ is still constructed as in equation 3.56:
yn = 2 J{AtB+ + AtB- + A-B^ + A-B-)df.
To give meaning to a phase value, other than ±1 as in the previous section,
consider s{t) to be a cosine function rather than a noise signal:
s{t) = Dcos{2TTft) (3.57)
where D is an arbitrary, real constant and / is an arbitrary frequency within the passband
of the correlator. With the phase offsets included, A^ and B~ become:
A- = e-^<^-"'e°Dcos(27r/f + 7) and (3.58)
B- = e-''"e-'^e''Dcos{27Tf(t-7iTo) + f3). (3.59)
Further we w-ill integrate over an arbitrary interval T' such that T' 2> 1// and 1/f — T.
Then T' can be written as:
T' = STi + niT + ST2
where m is an integer much greater than 1 and ST^ and ST2 are less than T, but not
insignificantly (??) not to be confused with 77) indicating a line segment).
Apply this to the integral of A'^ B~ and use the identity
2cos(9) cos(/i) = cos{g + h) + cos{g — h) to get
1
T
- [ A-B;^dt (3.60)
1 fT'
- D cos{2-Kfi + 7)D cos{2Tif{t + uTo) + 3) dt
I Jo
- f cos(27r/f + 7 + 2nf{t + jito) + 3) dt
Jo
1 f^'
+— cos(27r/f + 7 - 27Tf{t + nr„) - /i) (
1 fT'
— cos(47r/f + 27r/??ro + 7)
(3.61)
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+ cos{2ttfllTo - 7 + /^)]
= £>2e-«^e-'^e°e'' cos(27r/7iTo - 7 + /?)•
(3.62)
(3.63)
The second integral in equation 3.61 evaluates simply to the integrand Ijecause
the terms in t within the cosine function cancel so the integrand is not a function of t and
the integral over the interval T', divided by T' is simply the integrand.
The integral in equation 3.62 goes to zero as follows: Recall T' = ST] + mT + 5T2
where m is an integer much greater than 1, and [5T\, 8X2] < T with T = 1//. Then over
the interval mT. the integral is identically zero. In the interval ST\ or 6T2, the integral can
be at most equal to 2, but for T' very large, i.e. m 1, ^ ^ 0.
Apply the above argument to ^y„, and
'^y,i to get:
iy„
= D2e-°^e-'^cos(27r/»ro)
2y„ = Z)2e-'^^e-'^e''cos(27r/7JTo + /5)
3y„ = L»2^-°^e-'^e° cos(27r/77ro - 7)
which when combined per equation 3.55 gives
y" = D^e-^'^e-'^
[
cos{2nfnTo)
+ QOs{2-KfnTo + l3)
+e° cos{2ttf iiTo - 7)
+e°e'' cos(27r/nTo - 7 + /?)] (3.64)
Equation 3.64 shows that for a sinusoidal input, the output will be a cosine in
/itq. It can be shown that putting an arbitrary phase term in equation 3.57 would still
produce equation 3.64. Again, total power terms (terms in [cos{2txfTo\^) caused by phase
switch imbalances are eliminated by the construction of equation 3.56. Each term is a
cosine, with different phase offsets and amplitudes. When all terms are combined, the
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amplitude imbalance has an effect to cause a gain change due to difference in the insertion
loss in each state. The jjhase offset also causes the zero-lag to be offset from the n = 0 tap
for which we must take account when j^roducing a spectrum from the ACF. In chapter 4
we show that the phase imbalance is small, on the order of 2 degrees at the band edges.
Chapter 7 describes the procedure that inherently compensates for this effect.
3.8 Signal Reflections on the Delay Lines
In this section we consider the impact of reflections at each end of the delay line
due to an impedance mismatch. Initially we consider the somewhat idealized situation of
a single, unsegmented line. This situation is shown in figure 3.2. Note that in order to
keep track of actual time delays, in the figure we have reverted to the original notation for
the delays of s(f), i.e., the right hand side of expression 3.11.
We then repeat the analysis for a segmented line with the reflections occurring at
the far end of the external delay lines, with no reflection at the interface of the correlator
and external delay lines. We then include the effects of the discontinuity at the
correlator/external delay line interfaces (the connectors). For this analysis a single ideal
mixer will be assumed and only the first reflection at each discontinuity is considered.
3.8.1 Reflections on a Continuous Correlator Delay Line
In figure 3.2, signals A and B again represent signals launched onto the line from
the left and right sides of the line, respectively, written out to include the effects of delay
line loss as well as the actual time delays, r.4 represents the (voltage) reflection coefficient
at the left side of the line and Fg represents the (voltage) i^eflection coefficient at the right
side of the line.
In addition to signals A and B, the reflected signals have to be included in the
input to the diode at each tap n. These are shown in figure 3.2 as signals C and D. where
C is the reflection of signal B at the left side of the line, and D is the reflection of signal A
at the right side of the line. Since these signals have traversed the complete length of the
line, an extra factor of f is included in each term. Since the reflection occurs at the
microstrip-connector interface, and since even an idealized line still has to have some lead
between the connection and the first tap, additional delay is added. The lead on the
prototype is about 4 tap-lengths, so an extra term of 4to is added to the delay of each
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^D=rBe^(^^")s(t-4To- nTo/2)
C=rAe^e s(t -ATo - NTo + nro/2)
A=e^(^-% + nTo/2)^ ^B=e^"e's(t - nTo/2)
^N-l ^N-S ^4 ^3 ^2 ^1 ^0
Figure 3.2 Construction for evaluating the impact of reflections at the ends of the correlator
delay lines. Note that we have used the original notation for time delay, i.e., the right hand
side of expression 3.11.
reflected signal. (Not 4ro/2, since the signal traverses the distance twice, the 2's cancel.)
An additional delay of Nto/2 is added for signal C since it has ah^eady traversed the
correlator delay line. The delay argument for C then takes the form
NTo {N - n)To TITO
t-^'To ^ ^ = i - 4ro - iVTo +— . (3.65)
No such addition is requii'ed for term D, since i = 0 is at the right hand side of the delay
line, where the reflection of signal A occurs.
At tap 7J, the resulting outputs are for the phase switch not inverting and y~
for the phase switch inverting:
yt = ^(A„ + 5„ + c„ + A,)'
[iA„ + Dr,) + {Bn + Cn)Y
Zo
^'^
[{Ar, + D„f + {B„ + C„f + 2{A,+ D„){B„ + C„)]
Z.
Vn - ~^{An-B„-C„ + Dnf
-
^^^'^.p„ + D„)-(5„ + C„)]2
Zo
^^^\{A,, + D„)2 + (5^ + c„)2 - 2(A„ + D„)(B„ + C„)].
Zo
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Subtracting y,, from y'^ and integrating over a complete cycle of the slowest phase switch
(or multiple thereof, section 3.6) gives
yn = fj^ ivt - yn )df = 2 ^ ^ [An + Dn){Bn + C„) dt. (3.66)
Expanding this gives
Vn - 2 / {A^B,, + A„C„ + + C„D„) (3.67)
Using figure 3.2, substitute for each term in equation 3.67:
(AnB,,) = e-«(^-")e—e-'^i|^.(#+^).(f-^)df
(AnCn) = e-(^-")e-V-(2A'-)r4 /.(f+!^),s(^-7Vro-4r,+ ^)df
{B„D,,) = e-"e-'^e-«(^+"'rs;^ /s(f-^)s(/-4r„-^)d/
1 Jt 2. I
{CM = e-(2A^-"'e-V-<^+">r4rB;^ /5(f-4r„-iVr„ + ^)5(f-4r,-^)df
I JT 2 2
which can be rewritten as
{AM = e-^^e-'^J^sit+'^)sif-'^)dt
{AM = e-^-2«(^-")e-'^r4^|^s(f+^).s(f-(iV + 4)r„ + ^)di
{BM = e-"^'e-V2-rs^y^.(f-^)..(f-4r,-^)df
{CnDn) = e-3-^V^r^rsiy^,s(f-(iV + 4)r„ + ^)5(f-4r„-^)df
(3.68)
The {A^Bn) term is the base autocorrelation function we seek.
In the {AnCn) term the sign of u in both functions of .s in the integral is plus,
which makes this a total power term. However, the presence of the extra delay of
{N + 4)ro makes this an uncorrelated term. Thus the integral will tend to zero, and will
only appear as a fluctuation, per equation 3.40.
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Similarly, in the (S„Z)„) term, the sign of ?; in both functions of .s in the integral
is minus, which makes this a total power term a,s well. But unlike the (AnCn) term, the
signals axe "partially" correlated. The signals would be fully correlated but for the extra
4to delay due to the lead from the connector to the first tap on the line.
If the input signal was truly flat noise (flat in a spectral sense), then even the
small delay of 4ro would be .sufficient to completely uncorrelate the signal. However, since
this is generally not the case, variations from a flat PSD will cause power to extend into
delays near the zero lag (see figures 7.8 and 7.9). Thus we would expect the {Br,D„) term
to contribute to the ACF as a contaminant.
Further, comj^aring these two terms, {AnCn) and (5„£)„), to the first two terms
in equation 3.36 shows that the reflected total power terms have similar tap dependency
(??) as the total power terms in equation 3.36.
The signs of n in the integral for {C„Dn) are opposite so it is an autocorrelation
function of s. Of intei'est is where the zero-lag for {CnD„) falls. This occurs where the
arguments of both functions of s are equal, which is at n = N, the left, side of the line, not
at n = 0, so this term is also a contaminant to the desired ACF, Also note that
like {AnBn), (CnDn) the coefficient of the integral has no dependence on n.
In addition to assuming the reflections happen at the end of the correlator delay
line, we have also implicitly assumed the reflection coefficients. Fa and Fg, are real. If the
reflection coefficients have an imaginary part, it will cause a shift in the zero-lag position
of the secondary ACF, (C„D„), but will not influence its magnitude. It may shift the
zero-lag off the correlator delay line, thereby reducing the contamination it causes.
An imaginary part to the reflection coefficients will cause a phase shift in the
integrands of terms (AnCn) and {BnD„). For {Ar,C„), which is already uncorrelated,
there would be negligible impact. For {B„D„). which is pai'tially correlated, an imaginary
part to r4 will reduce the correlation further since an imaginary part can only add
additional lag. However, an imaginary part to the reflection coefficients does not change
the conclusion that {AnCn) and {BnD„) will have the same form as the total power terms.
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3.8.2 Reflection on a Segmented Correlator Delay Line
We now consider the more realistic situation of tlie segmented line, with the
reflections at the far ends of the external delay lines. Referring again to figure 2.8, we now
write the expressions for A„
,
B„, Cn and D„ in a way that more directly indicates which
external delay line is responsible for a particular loss factor. To that end we define g-'"®*''^
as the loss in the external delay lines on the left side of figure 2.8 (i.e., lines A, B, C and
D): and as the loss in the external delay lines on the right side of figure 2.8 (i.e.,
lines E, F, G and H). In terms of m and A^' these can be written as
^-lossX
_
g-0.25(3-m)d
^-lossY
^
^-0.25md
^^_Qg^
When considering the segmented line, we re-introduce terms with and return
to using A'^', rather than A'^. In addition, we let the reflection coefficient at the far end of
the external delay lines be Taa ai^d Tbb- Each signal is now
An = e-'°*^-'^e-"[(i+'"'^'-'^U-(f + ^)
5„ = ^-lossY ^-a{n-mN')^-d _^_}^^
(j^ ^ ^-d^-lossY ^-aN' Y (,-'^iossX ^-Q[(\+m)N'-n\
sit - Ato - Nto -2n +
s(f-4To-2H- ^)
riTn
(3.70)
Note that we have not included the loss associated with the lengths of line-A or
line-H, but we have included the delay associated with them. Further we have assumed
line-A and line-H have equal length, and expressed their delay as H. Also, we continue to
carry the delay associated with the correlator delay line lead, 4ro.
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Again form the expressions for (^„S„), (>l„C„). (BnDr,) and (CnDn), for whicli
we use the subscript SEG to indicate quantities associated w ith the segmented line:
/ A \ -ilossX ~2a[tl+m)N'-n]„-aN' -lossY -d
{BnDn)sEG = g-^'ossV g-a7V'g-2a{n-r./V')g-/o..X^-rf
{CnDn)sEG = e'^''^'''' e-^'^''' 6-^'°''^' e-''
Y
aa^BB
i I s{t-ATo-Nro-2n+'^) sit-iTo-2n-^)dt
1 Jt 2 2
(3.71)
Using the fact that g-^ossX ^-lossy _ g-o./5rf^ g^j-^^j exphcit expressions for e"'"*^-''^ and
g-fossV
^
j^g^j-^ rewrite equations 3.71 as
{AnCn)sEG = e'l-^^'^ e""^' e-0-^(3-m)dg-2a[ (l+m)yV'-„]
f l^if+'^)-<f'i^ + N)ro-2n+'-^)dt
{BnD,,)sEG = e-i™e-'^^'e-°-^-'^e-2«("-'"^')rBB
^
//(^-^)*(^-4ro-2H-^)d^
^
y^.s(f - (4 + iV)r, - 2H + ^) s{f - 4r„ - - ^)d/
(3.72)
Segmenting the hue and including the effects of the delay (no reflection at the
external/correlator delay line interface) produces the same basic result as assuming a
single correlator line. Like the single line case, {AnB„) is the desired ACF, {AnCn)sEG
and {BnDn)sEG are total power terms, and {CnDn)sEG is a secondary ACF, with the
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zero-lag at ii = A'^. It also uses a different set of reflection coefficients, F^^ arndFbb
instead of r.4 and F/j. The major impact of the segmentation of the line as regards
reflections is to change the loss coefficients for each term, where the loss on the external
delay line substitutes for the loss that would have occurred on the correlator delay hne.
Another aspect of the external delay lines is that the additional delay associated
with the liue-A and line-H lengths further de-correlates the total power terms {AnCn)sEG
and {BnD„)sEa by 2H, reducing their magnitude from what we got in the unsegmented
situation above. On our prototype correlator, line-A and line-H were 8.88 inches long,
which is equivalent to about 33 taps, which makes H = 33ro/2. For {A„Cn)sEG which was
already de-correlated by taps, this is a minor effect, but {BnDn)sEG-, which was only
de-correlated by 4to, is now de-correlated by 37ro, which substantially reduces
{BnDn)sEG^ magnitude.
To get an idea of the significance of these reffections, we compare equations 3.72
to the ACF ffuctuations, derived in section 3.4, equation 3.42. The integrals in
equations 3.72 can not be explicitly evaluated for a random noise signal since the integrals
in the middle two equations, integrated over —00 to 00, will be zero for all n, while the
integral in the last equation will be zero except at n — N
.
However, since these integral are taken over a finite time, it is reasonable to
expect the integrals to be on the order of the fluctuations in the total signal power, i.e.,
(3.73)
To form the ratio of equations 3.72 with the ACF fluctuations (equation 3.42) we use the
above expression for the integrals in equations 3.72, and divide by equation 3.42, less the
exponential factors to get.
-
/^-'-./^•9^^
= 1.09 (3.74)
6.7
We then replace the integrals, {l/T) j . . .dt, in the equations for (.4„C„) and {B„Dn)
(equations 3.72) with equation 3.74, and include the exponential factors from
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equation 3.42 to get
{AnCn)sEG
_
,
^
^_().5(3_„, )rf^-2Q[ ( 1 + „i).\"-7i]
ACF fluctuations
{BnD„)sEG
f-, ,^r^\ ^-O.bind -lain-rnN') r————-— = (l.U9)e e ' I BBACf nuctuations
{CnDn)sEG
-2aN' -l.5d r r~ e e 1 .4.11 BBACF fluctuations
(3.75)
Note that there is no numeric factor in front of the last equation. Since {CnD„)sEG is a
true ACF, the integral will match those of the prime ACF, {AnB,,).
The magnitudes of and Tbb cai^ he found from the return loss of the
splitters. Said return loss is given in figure 4.20. which shows the return loss to be about
20 dB through most of the band, with significant frequency dependence, and rising to
about 15dB (and above) near 8 GHz. For this calculation, we will use a nominal 15 dB.
which gives the magnitude of the reflection coefficients as 0.18 (unitless);
^AA = ^BB = 0.18.
Using this value for r and Tbb^ and using mean values for a and d;
a — 0.0199 and d — 0.177 (see section 6.2) we get a range for the above ratios, depending
on the tap position n:
{AnCn)sEG
ACF fluctuations
{BnDn)sEG
ACF fluctuations
{CnDn)sEG
ACF fluctuations
= 0.0118 to 0.189
= 0.00860 to 0.132
= 0.00195 (3.76)
Based on the assumptions we have made, i.e., single reflections at each interface,
the mean values for T^a^ ^bb^ d, and the using the total power fluctuations for the
integrals in ecjuation 3.72 (equation 3.74), the contribution from the reflections are less
than the ACF fluctuations, but not insignificantly, so we expect the reflections will
contribute some contamination.
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3.8.3 Reflection on a Segmented Line Including the External/Correlator Line
Interface
A still more realistic consideration is the combination of reflections at both the
end of the external delay lines, and reflections at the connector interface between the
correlator delay lines and the external delay lines. There are two approaches that we can
take to this analysis. The first is the more rigorous approach, which considers only a
reflection at the correlator-to-external delay line connector interface, but with a reflection
coefficient modified to account for the external delay line, and its reflections at the far end.
The second approach is to approximate the reflected signals as the superposition
of a signal reflected at the connector and the signal reflected at the far end of the external
delay line that propagates through the connector interface. We shall investigate this
approach in detail (again we shall consider only a single reflection at each point), and
return to the first approach afterwards.
Equations 3.72 gave the far end reflected signals; we only have to modify them by
including the transmission loss through the connector interface. The magnitude of the
transmission coefficient is
-
^CON- (3-77)
where TcoN is the reflection coefficient at the connector interface and we assume it is real,
symmetric, and the same for all connectors. We get TcoN from figure 5.8. The figure
shows the return loss is about 20 dB, with some frequency variation. Using 20 dB, we get
^CON = 0.1. Since the signal must pass through the connector interface twice, we square
the transmission coefficient: Thus we multiply each of equations 3.72 by the square of
expression 3.77 to get the resulting signal from the far end reflections, that is
1 - ^CON = 0.99. (3.78)
We next construct the reflections directly off the connectors (still carrying the
additional 4to delay from the correlator delay line lead):
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s{t - (1 + m)A^'^(i iV - (4iV' - n)^ + (3 - JrO^'y - 4ro)
and then construct the expressions for {A„B„), {A„C„)cON
, {BnDn)cON awd
{CnDn)coN for this set of An, Bn, Cn and
(AnBn) =
{AnCn)cON —
{BnDn)cON =
{CnDn)cON =
g-1.75dg-a/V , 1
f dt
^-1.75d^-aN'^-2a[il+ r.)N'-n] p^,^^
f 1^(1+'^) sit- {1 + m)N'To -4ro+'^)dt
g-1.75rfg-a.V'^-2a(r,-r.iV')r^,^^
g.-1.75rfg-3QiV' p2
(if
(3.79)
^
- (1 + m)iV'ro - 4ro + ^) s{t - (2 - 7n)iV'ro _ -
(3.80)
As expected, {AnB„) is the desired ACF and {AnCn)cON aiid {BnDn)coN are
total power terms. {AnCn)coN is uncorrelated by (1 + m)N'To + 4ro; m = (0, 1, 2, 3)
(i.e.; Q7to. LSItq, 19.5ro and 2.59ro). {BnDn)coN is uncorrelated by (2 — m)N'To + 4ro,
(i.e.; 131ro, 67to, 4to and -59to). With the exception of {BnD„)coNi = 2, these total
power terms are essentially uncorrelated.
The m = 2, {BnDn)coN term, uncorrelated by Atq, could produce significant
signal amplitude. In order to proceed, we assume that TcoN has some imaginary part,
which, in addition to the Ato from the correlator delay line lead, will further decorrelate
Bn and Dn, and we will continue to use the assumption that the integral on s{t) will be
on the same order as the ACF fluctuations. Thus we will treat {BnDn)cON the same as
the other terms, recognizing the weakness of this assumption.
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{CnDn)coN is a set of secondary ACFs. The zero-lag falls at
n = (2771 — 1)A''', 77? = 0, 1, 2, 3, which places the zero-lag for each segment at
77 = —63, 63. 191, 319, respectively (recalW and multiples thereof must be reduced by
one). Each segment has the zero-lag at a different location since the reflections occur at
different locations with respect to an unsegmented line. We note that for the m = 1 and
777 = 2 segments, the zero-lags fall at the right and left ends of the respective segments.
This implies there will be significant signal from the {C„D„)coN term on these line
segments.
Again we compare these I'esults with the ACF fluctuations of section 3.4,
equation 3.42. Note that in this case the results are segment dependent. We use the same
approach as above, using the total power fluctuations to replace the uncorrelated integrals
for {AnCr,)cON and {Br,Dn)cON-
{AnCn)cON
,^ . 2a\ (\+m)N' -n\ t———
—
7— = 1.09 e TcoTV
ACf* fluctuations
{BnDn)cON
Ci ^Q^ ^-2Q(n-mAf' )p————-— = (1.09) e 'i-cONACF fluctuations
{CnDn)cON
-2aN' r"^ (o o^^
- e
'-CON- {6.^ljACF fluctuations
Putting in the values for TcoN' d we get the range of values:
{AnCn)cON
ACF fluctuations
{B„Dn)cON
ACF fluctuations
{CnDn)cON
ACF fluctuations
= 0.00853 to 0.105
= 0.00888 to 0.109
= 0.000783. (3.82)
Since our view of the reflections was to use the superposition of the first reflection
at each interface, this will be equations 3.76, multiplied by the square of the transmission
coefficient (equation 3.77), summed with equations 3.82 (we use the subscript TOTAL to
indicate this is the total reflected signal from both the connector and far end reflections):
{AnCnhoTAL
^ 0.0203 to 0.294
ACF fluctuations
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{Bn Dn)TOTAL
= 0.0175 to 0.241
ACF fluctuations
{CnDn)TOTAL
= 0.00273, (3.83)
ACF fluctuations
Regarding the expressions for {C„Di^)total- when taking the indicated ratio,
since {CnDn)TOTAL is the ratio of true ACFs, the integrals in this case cancels exactly.
Equations 3.83 indicate that adding the additional reflection from the
correlator/external delay line interface shows the overall reflected signals do increase
significantly. This is due to adding the reflection at the correlator connector to the
reflection at the far end of the external delay line.
interface as the only point of reflection, but we include the effects of the reflections at the
far end of the external delay lines, and include the external delay line loss, as part of the
reflection coefficient of the correlator/external delay line interface. Since there is a
different length of external delay line on each side of correlator delay line segment, the
reflection coefficient will be different for each segment. r4,„ is the effective reflection
coefficient on the left side of the correlator lines (figure 2.8), and m. indicates which line
segment. Similarly, TBm is the effective reflection coefficient on the right side of the lines,
and m indicates which line segment.
reflection oflf the interface and the portion of the far-end reflections that are transmitted
back through the connector discontinuity. When considering a random noise signal, the
latter is made up of multiple reflections from the far-end as the signal bounces between
the two discontinuities, with each reflection adding additional delay. Rather than trying to
evaluate this in detail, we consider only what is the net reflection coefficient and how it
compares to the previous analysis. Appendix E gives a derivation for the effective
reflection coefficient at each connector. Again, assuming all the far-end and
correlator-connector reflection coefficients are equal, and using:
The last consideration is the most realistic, in which we view the connector
The resulting composite reflection from a given connector is the sum of a direct
FcoTV = 0.10, and Taa = ^bb = 0.18 (3.84)
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we get for the various reflection coefficients:
m = 0 r.4o = 0.17 = 0.20
m = 1 r.4i = 0.18 Tbi = 0.19
ni = 2 r,42 = 0.19 Tb? = 0.18
m = 3 r.43 = 0.20 = 0.17
The significance of these reflection coefficients can be seen by replacing FcoN in
equation 3.80 with the appropriate r4,„ or Tbih (and using the subscript COMP to
indicate ''complete"
)
TJt
{BnD„)coMP = e-i-"^'^e-'^^'e-2"("-'"^')rB^
fl^'-"^) - (2 - m).V'r„ - 4r„ - ^) rff
{CnDn)cOMP = e~^'^'^ e~^'^^ ^Am^Bm
1 r T? 7" T7 7"
- s{t - (1 + m)iV'ro _ 4r, + ^) 5(f - (2 - m)iVVo - 4r„ - ^) (if
(3.85)
Again using the total power fluctuations to replace the uncorrelated integrals
gives
{A.nC„)cOMP
_
. ^
_2Q((l + m)iV'-n]p
ACr fluctuations
{BnD„)cOMP
_ ^_2Q(n-mA-')
ACF fluctuations
{CnDn)cOMP
_ e~^°^'
ACF fluctuations
= (1.09) e-^'^*"-'"^^ Tb^
r.4mrBm- (3.86)
Putting in the values for r.4,„ and FBm gives
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{AnC.r)cOMP
^ 0.0145 to 0.209
ACF fluctuations
{BnDn)cOMP
ACF fluctuations
{CnDn)cOMP
ACF fluctuations
= 0.0151 to 0.281
= 0.00267, (3.87)
Comparing equations 3.83 to 3.87 shows the ratio of reflection-power to ACF
fluctuations are compai'able to a level consistent with the approximations we have made.
The results of both eciuations point out that multiple sources of reflection will contribute
residual total power like terms.
In summary, we have analyzed the reflections for a single correlator line, which
showed that reflections introduce total power terms, as well as an additional ACF term
that is out of step with the primary ACF (equations 3.68). We expanded the analysis to
included the impact of segmenting the line and assuming the reflection occurs exclusively
at the far end of the external delay lines and found that the result was similar to the
unsegmented result, except for the change in the attenuation factors and a further
"de-correlation" of the total power terms (ec^uation 3.72).
We then took the more realistic view of contributions from both the reflections at
the connector-correlator interface and at the far-end of the external delay lines. This
produced results similar to the single reflection-point case, but almost doubled the impact
of the reflections and introduced the additional complication of secondary ACFs at
different positions on the line segments..
Finally we considered the case of a single reflection at the connector-correlator
interface with the external delay line connected. This gave results similar to the previous
analysis, and to the level of our approximations, either view is usable. The important
point is that the reflections produce contamination to the ACF, and must be dealt with.
We shall discuss how we deal with reflections in chapter 6.
3.8.4 Higher Order Reflections and Isolation
In the previous sections we only considered the first reflection at each
discontinuity (connector). We consider here higher oi'der reflections. For example,
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consider the impact of the reflection of signal-D (the reflection of signal-A at the B-end of
tiio line, figure 3.2); call this reflection signal-F. Since F has the same phase as signals A
and D, F will interact with each of signals B and C.
The interaction of F with B will produce another secondary ACF, with a
magnitude on the same order as the secondary ACF (C„ D„). In the case of the former,
each of C and D have been attenuated by the reflection coefficient and the loss of
traversing the delay line once prior to the reflection. In the case of an (F„5„) interaction,
F has been reflected twice and traversed the line twice prior to its interaction with B,
while B has done neither. Thus the products {C„Dn) and {F^Bn) will be of the same
order of magnitude. Also because F has traversed the delay line twice, its zero-lag position
will be displaced significantly away from either end of the delay line.
The interaction of F with C will appear as a total power signal similar to that of
{AjiCn), or {B-nDn). However, the (FnCn) term will be substantially reduced in
comparison to these other two terms since {FnCn) has an additional reflection and the loss
of an additional trip across the delay line.
A similar argument will hold for the reflection of signal-C at the A-end of the
delay line. Still higher order of reflections could be included in the analysis, and such
analysis would proceed in the same way as the previous sections. However, higher order
reflections will have substantially reduced magnitudes as they have the loss from multiple
reflections and multiple trips across the delay lines.
Finally we consider the impact from imperfect isolation between the output ports
of the splitters. Consider a signal that has traversed both the correlator and external
delay lines. A portion of the signal will be reflected as discussed above, but most of the
signal will enter the output port of the splitter driving the end of the line. The splitter
does not have perfect isolation, and a portion of the signal entering the splitter's output
port will appear at the splitter's other output port, which will propagate along the
neighboring delay line.
This signal turned through the splitter will interact with the other signals on the
line. Since the sphtter's isolation is on the same order of magnitude as the return loss
from an output port (see figures 4.20 and 4.21), the result of these interactions will have
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the same order of magnitude as the reflected signals with the same interactions. For
example, when signal-B reaches the end of the line and is turned around in the splitter, it
will appear on the neighboring line the same as signal-C, and the analysis of the previous
sections will apply. Similarly, when signal-A reaches the end of the line and is turned
around in the splitter, it will appear on the neighboring line the same as signal-D.
Thus the signals turned in the splitters will also produce total power
contaminants and secondary ACFs in a similar fashion as the reflected signals do, and will
be on the same order of magnitude.
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CHAPTER 4
THE DRIVER MODULE
4.1 General Description
The driver module provides the signal conditioning after the signal has been
converted to the the frequency band of 1.5 to 8 Ghz, either by filtering or down-conversion
of the original signal to a second IF. The module is composed of three submodules: the
primary driver, the secondary driver, and the power and analog signal conditioner, called
the auxiliary board. There are also two filters on the input to the driver module, which
will be discussed in chapter 8. A block diagram of the driver module is shown in figure 4.1.
The signal enters the primary driver module via a front panel SMA connector,
from which it passes to the input notch filter. Prom the notch filter, the signal goes to an
RF Microdevices NBB-312 (RF Micro Devices (2005a)) amplifier with a nominal power
gain of 12.5 dB. From the amplifier the signal goes through a 1:2 power splitter. One leg
of the splitter output goes ofi^ the primary driver through the long delay line (J), to the
secondary driver. The other leg of the splitter routes the signal to phase switch-A. From
phase switch-A, the signal goes into another RF Microdevices amplifier, an NDA-412 (RF
Micro Devices (2005b)), also with a nominal 12.5 dB gain.
From the NDA-412 amplifier the signal goes to the driver-amplifier. TriQuint
P/N TGA8652-EPU-SL (TriQuint Semiconductor (2005), TriQuint is a division of Texas
Instruments). The amplifier has a nominal 14 dB power gain and output power rating of
25 dBm. The output of the driver then goes to a 1:4 power splitter which is made from
three 1:2 splitters in cascade. Each leg of the power splitter routes to an SMA connector
to which connects an external delay line, which then connects to the correlator module.
Isolation filters are pro\'ided for the power supph- for each amplifier; bias voltages are not
filtered but have by-pass capacitors.
The secondary driver module is the same as the primary driver from the phase
switch onward, using NDA-412 and TriQuint P/N TGA8652-EPU-SL amplifiers.
Both the primary and secondary drivers are built on a two sided circuit board
made from Rogers Corporation RT/duroid 6002, 30 mils thick, which has a relative
permittivity of 2.94 ± 0.04 (Rogers Corporation (2005b)). All components, except the
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phase switches, are surface mount devices and are mounted on the top layer. All circuit
traces are also on the top layer. The lower layer is a solid copper ground plane. Figure 4.2
shows the ai'twork for the priniar\- driver board.
The secondary driver board, figure 4.3. was made from a primary board with the
lower section cut off. In order to couple the signal onto the board at the input to the
NDA-412 amplifier, sections of surplus circuit board material with the proper line widths
were glued to the chassis between the phase switch and the circuit board, and between the
phase switch and the chassis wall where the connector was mounted.
The phase switch mounting is unique from the other components. A pocket is
machined through the board and into the chassis to accept the phase switch, which is then
bolted to the chassis. The phase switch is connected to its three interface cuxuit traces
with small brass tabs.
Each board is mounted to an aluminum chassis (figure 4.4) with screws along
each edge. In addition, under the region where the connector joins the raicrostrip, to
insure good electrical conducti\'ity between the board's ground plane and the aluminum
chassis, the board is glued to the chassis with silver filled epoxy. The board is also glued
to the chassis under each of the amplifiers with silver filled epoxy to provide good thermal
conductivity' from the board to the chassis.
Each chassis is made from an aluminum plate, with a pocket machined-in to
receive the circuit board. The pocket is 0.130 inches deep so the top of the chcuit board is
0.100 inches below the the top of the pocket (figure 4.4). The base of the plate is thick
enough to support the SMA interface connectors that are bolted to the side of the chassis.
The chassis has an aluminum plate bolted over the top to provide a complete enclosure of
the cucuits. The cover plate is covered on the inner surface with an RF absorbent
material to reduce internal radiative effects. The absorber also acts as an electromagnetic
seal between the chassis and the cover.
In order to prevent coupling between the signal input and output, in both the
primary and secondary drivers, a wall was placed along the ground land between the input
and output connectors as indicated on figures 4.2 and 4.3.
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Figure 4.2 Primary driver circuit board art work.
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ure 4.3 Secondary driver circuit, board art work.
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4.1.1 Microstrip Lines
The RF connections between the various components on the board were made
with copper traces sized to produce a 50 Ohm microstrip transmission line. The line
width to provide 50 Ohms was calculated using the Line-Calc tool in Agilent's Advanced
Design System (ADS) software package (Agilent Technologies (2003)). The specific input
parameters are listed in table 4.1, which gave a line width of 70.7 mils.
Table 4.1 Driver circuit board parameters
model: microstrip
dielectric permittivity: 2.94
dielectric thickness: 30 mils
Copper thickness: 0.7 mils (i oz.)
dielectric loss tangent: 0.0012
All right angle bends in the microstrip line were made using optimally mitered
corners and follow the construction defined in the ADS component library for microstrip
(ADS manual, 2003). The specific dimensions for the corners used are shown in figure 4.5
4.1.2 Connector Interface
The connector interface is an integral part of the system: this interface must
provide a good impedance match between the connector and the microstrip transmission
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line. The connector is a standard four-bolt flanged SMA connector such as Tensolite
P/N 5220 or Delta Electronics P/N 1358-000-G050. The connector has a r)() mil diameter
center-pin tail covered by a 162 mil diameter Teflon sleeve. The construction shown in
figure 4.6 was designed to provide a good impedance match between the coimector and
the microstrip over the frequency range of interest, 1.5 to 8 GHz.
The design of figure 4.6 was performed using Ansoft's High Frequency System
Simulator (HESS) softw^are (Ansoft Corporation (2003) ). The diameter of the center pin
and Teflon sleeve were held fixed as they are set by the connector construction. The
diameter and depth of the air cylinder were adjusted until a good impedance match was
achieved at the input port (the pin). Figui'e 4.7 shows the calculated return loss for the
geometry of figure 4.6.
As previously mentioned, in the vicinity of the connectors, the circuit board is
glued to the aluminum chassis with silver filled epoxy. This is to insure an uninterrupted
ground path from the connector flange through the aluminum chassis to the circuit
board's ground plane.
The measured return loss from a connector mounted to a test block is shown in
figure 4.8. The disappointing result is at least in part due to a poor termination at the far
end of the microstrip fine. The test block was an unpopulated NDA/NBB amplifier test
block (see section 4.3.1 and figure 4.14). The 50 Ohm termination resistor was placed on
the line at the start of the taper, leaving a tapered stub in parallel with the resistor.
4.2 Anti-aliasing/Image Rejection Notch Filter
The strategy for anti-aliasing and image rejection is to use a notch filter along
with an upstream 8 Ghz low-pass filter. The notch filter provides a sharp cutoff, while the
low pass filter removes the response on the high frequency side of the notch. The notch
filter is part of the driver module and is etched directly into the Copper on the circuit
board (figure 4.2). A detailed discussion of the theory of design and operation of a filter of
this nature can be found in Hong & Lancaster (2001) chapter 5 and Matthaei et al. (1980)
chapter 10 (see also Pozar (1998) and Howe (1974) ).
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Figure 4.7 Calculated return loss from final connector configuration
The notch filter is a stub-tuned filter with four stubs. Each stub is tuned to be
approximately a quarter wavelength long at the notch center frequency. Target design
parameters for the notch filter were:
Cutoff frequency: IdB down at 7.8 Ghz
3 dB down at 7.85 Ghz
Flatness in pass band: 0.5 dB
The filter was designed using Agilent's Advanced Design Software package (ADS)
Agilent Technologies (200.3). A model is entered in the computer as a series of
interconnected microstrip sections, each characterized by a width, length and thickness. In
addition, interface objects that model the interface between the various microstrip
components are placed between microstrip sections. After the initial layout is entered, the
ADS program is used to optimize the various geometric parameters of the filter to meet
the above requirements. The final values of the optimized parameters are given in
figure 4.9. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the calculated performance of the optimized filter.
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Figure 4.8 Measured return loss from a connector mounted to a test block.
Initial test of a filter mounted on a test block indicated the cutoff frequency to be
7.65 GHz. about 0.45 GHz too low. To compensate, we trimmed the stubs to length based
on measured filter performance. Figure 4.12 shows the performance of the filter after
trimming 6.0 mils off each stub. This represents the performance of the filter used for this
project.
4.3 The Amplifiers
As discussed in section 4.1 there are three types of amplifiers used in the driver
modules, all are commercial, packaged RF amplifiers, two from RF Micro Devices and one
from TriQuint Electronics. All of these amplifiers receive their DC power on the output
pin. Thus the RF output signal must be decoupled from the DC power supply for the
amplifier, and the RF signal capacitively coupled to the output transmission line. This is
accomplished using the filters shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3.
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Figure 4.10 Insertion loss of the filter as calculated by ADS after optimization
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Figure 4.11 Calculated insertion loss of the filter in the region of the corner.
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+12 VDC
2x3.3pF
Figure 4.13 Electrical schematic of the NDA-412 and NBB-312 amplifiers. Note that the gate
line and associated resistor are not used on the NBB-312 amplifier. Number in parenthesis
indicates component package size.
4.3.1 NDA-412 and NBB-312 Amplifiers
Figure 4.13 shows a schematic diagram of the electrical connection of the
NDA-412 and NBB-312 amplifiers; figure 4.14 shows the mechanical structure in detail.
Note the NBB-312 amplifier does not have the gate terminal and associated 200 Ohm
resistor. There are three salient points regarding these amplifier's installation; the tapered
CPW transmission line from the microstrip line to the amplifier's RF terminals, the plate
that forms the ground plane of the CPW line and also acts as a heat sink, and the filter in
the DC supply path to the output terminal.
The amplifier package is a ceramic chip, 120 mils square, with a 9-contact ball
grid array on the bottom. Each contact is 20 mils in diameter (contact 1 is 20 mils
square). The amplifiers are specified to have an input and output impedance of 50 Ohms
over the passband, but the geometry is such that a 71 mil line will not interface directly
with the 20 mil diameter pad due to the proximity of adjacent pads. This was overcome
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NBA-412 and Scale aprox. 3.5:1
Figure 4.14 Mechanical installation of the NDA-412 and NBB-312 amplifiers and associated
components. Number in parenthesis indicates component package size.
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by using tapei'ed CPW lines on both the RF input and output lines to provide a
transition from the 71 mil microstrip line to the 20 mil diameter amplifier contact.
The gap between the tapered section of the transmission line and the ground
planes on either side of the line is sized to maintain an approximate line impedance of
50 ohms. The gap varies from 1.5 mils where the ground flare meets the line down to
5.8 mils near the ampliher contact. The via "fence" along the ground [Amiv provides a low
impedance to ground along the CPW line.
The ground plane also acts as a heat sink for the amplifiers. To that end we
placed as many vias in the ground plane, under the amplifiers as we could fit. The
NDA-412 amplifier dissipates about 0.300 Watts, the NBB-312 amplifier dissipates about
0.120 Watts. For both amplifiers, while operating at room temperature ambient with the
cover removed from the chassis, both amplifiers were warm to the touch, but not hot.
When operating with the cover on, the region of the chassis under the heat sink had no
perceptible temperature difference from any other portion of the chassis, indicating the
heat sink was adequate.
4.3.2 Power Driver
Figure 4.15 shows a schematic diagram of the electrical connection of the Triquint
power driver. Figure 4.16 shows the mechanical structure in detail. Note the Triquint
amplifier has two additional gate connections. Like the NDA-412 and NBB-312 amplifiers,
the Triquint driver has the tapered CPW transmission line from the microstrip line to the
amplifier's RF terminals, the plate that forms the ground plane of the CP\^' line and also
acts as a heat sink, and the filter in the DC supply path to the output terminal.
The amplifier package is a ceramic chip, 350 mils square, with 12 contacts on the
edges of the chip (see figure 4.16). The amplifier is specified to have an input and output
impedance of 50 Ohms over the passband. Although the 71 mil line would interface
directly with the 18 mil wide input and output contact, based on the success obtained
with the smaller amplifiers above, we used a tapered CPW line for the RF interface to the
Triquint amplifier as well. The gap between the ground planes on either side of the
tapered section of the transmission line and the ground planes varies from 15 mils where
the ground flare meets the line down to 8 mils near the amplifier contact.
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The grouiui i)Iane also acts as a heat sink for the amplifier. To that end we
placed as many vias in the ground plane, under the amplifiers as we could fit. The
Triquint amplifier dissipates about 1.7 Watts. While operating at room ambient
temperature with the cover removed from the chassis, the amplifier was hot to the touch
but not so hot as to not be able to keep one's finger on the chip. When operating with the
co\'er on, the region of the chassis under the heatsink had no perceptible temperature
difference from any other portion of the chassis, indicating the heatsink was adequate.
The amplifier is rated to have a minimum saturated output power of 25 dBm
(316 mWatts). For this output power from the amplifier. 19 dBm (80 mWatts) would be
available at each dri\'er module's four main output ports. However, the level of saturation
is not specified so we tested the primary driver module. Table 4.2 lists the levels measured
at about the 1 dB saturation point.
Table 4.2 Driver amplifier saturation levels.
Freq Output Sat. Level
GHz mW/dBm dB
2.0 93.7/19.7 0.77
5.5 76.0/18.8 0.88
7.5 67.0/18.3 1.13
While table 4.2 gives the measured 1 dB saturation levels for the driver, these are
for sinusoidal signals, not for noise signals, which will produce a lower saturation
characteristic.
4.4 Power Splitters
The power splitter couples half the energy incident on the input port equally to
each of the output ports while maintaining a good impedance match at each port. Our
power splitters are nmlti-section splitters. See Pozar (1998) for a discussion of the theory
of operation of such splitters: we provide a brief summary here.
In figure 4.17(A), connecting two 50 Ohm output lines onto a single 50 Ohm
input line would provide a very poor match as the two 50 Ohm lines would appear as a 25
Ohm impedance to the input line. This is overcome by inserting an impedance
transformer (a quarter wavelength line at the center frequency and impedance 70.7 Ohms)
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between each of the output ports 1 and 2, and the input port 3, figure 4.17(B). The
mipedance transformers are designed to present a 100 Ohm load to the input port when
the output port is terminated with 50 Olnns. The addition of a resistor between ports 1
and 2 provides isolation between the output ports and improves matching the output
ports to the 50 Ohm hues.
Figure 4.17 Schematic of a simple power splitter, (a) An arrangement that produces a poor
match at all ports, (b) A splitter that is matched at all ports.
To increase the bandwidth of the splitter, additional quarter wavelength sections
are added with their impedance graded from 100 Ohms to 50 Ohms and resistors between
each section. Our design uses five sections. ADS was used to optimize the lengths and
widths of each section for a good match at the input, port 3.
Figures 4.18, 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 show the insertion loss, return loss from the
input port (3), return loss from one of the output ports (1) and isolation between output
ports respectively. In each case unused ports are terminated in 50 Ohms.
4.5 Phase Switches
The phase switches are commercial double-balanced mixers configured to act as a
phase switch in a manner described below. Figure 4.22 is a schematic (not literal)
description of the phase switch (mixer).
When operating as a mixer, i.e., to convert a signal from one frequency range to
another, usually lower, the RF signal is applied to the port labeled RF and an oscillator
(the local oscillator or LO) is appUed to the port labeled LO. The nonlinearity of the
diodes where the signals meet provide a multiplication action which in turn leads to a
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Figure 4.19 Measured return loss from the input port (3) of the spUtter
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Figure 4.20 Measured return loss from output port (1) of the splitter
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Figure 4.21 Measured isolation between output ports of the splitter
Figure 4.22 Conceptual schematic of a double balanced mixer
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RF (RF out): 1 £ to 8.0 GHz
IF: DC to 100 MHz @ 15-20 mA
Insertion Loss: 5 0 dB max
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Figure 4.23 Manufacturer's drawing of the double balanced mixer used for the phase
switches. (Figure courtesy of Marki Microwave, used with permission.)
shift in the output signal (called the intermediate frequency or IF) above or below the LO
frequency. A detailed discussion of the operation of high frequency mixers can be found in
Pozar (1998).
When used as a phase switch, the input signal can be applied to either the RF or
LO port of the switch; our layout applies the incident signal to the LO port. By applying
a positive DC current into the IF port, diodes Dl and D3 are forward biased and D2 and
D4 are reverse biased. The signal applied to the LO port is then coupled to the RF port
such that the signal at the RF port is in phase with the signal at the LO port.
By reversing the polarity on the IF port, diodes D2 and D4 are forward biased
while diodes Dl and D3 are reverse biased. The signal applied to the LO port is then
coupled to the RF port such that the signal at the RF port is opposite phase with the
signal at the LO port. This action allows the mixer to be used as a phase switch.
The parameters of interest in the phase switches are; insertion loss, amplitude
balance, return loss and phase balance. Each of these, except phase balance, is shown in
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Phase Switch Insertion Loss
OdB^i 1 1 1 1 1 1
Figure 4.24 Phase switch insertion loss with bias current horn 0.2 to 10 mA
figures 4.24, 4.25, and 4.26, respectively. Phase balance for complete driver assemblies are
shown in figures 4.31 and 4.34. Measurements shown in figures 4.24, 4.25. and 4.26 were
made on a packaged version of the mixer (phase switch) of figure 4.23.
4.6 The Auxiliary Board
The auxiliary board provides conditioning for the power for the NDA/NBB
amplifiers and the driver amplifiers, bias voltages for the amplifiers, blanking capability
and cm-rent drivers for the phase switches. The auxiliary' board went through significant
changes after it was ljuilt as various issues were discovered and resolved.
Figure 4.27 is a block diagram of the auxiliary board. The schematic, as well as
the circuit board layout can be found in Appendix B. Plus and minus 12 Volt DC power is
supplied from the VME back plane which is filtered before use. Power to each of the
power drivers passes through a current limiter and then to an 8 Volt regulator before
going to the primary and secondary drivers.
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Phase Switch Amplitude Imbalance
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Figure 4.25 Amplitude imbalance of the phase switch
Phase Switch Return Loss
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Figure 4.26 Return loss from the LO port of the phase switch
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The current liniiter is provided to protect the Triquint driver. Without gate bias,
the driver presents a low impedance path from the sujjply to ground, and will draw excess
current, leading to component failure; the current iimiter prevents this.
The gate voltage controls the quiescent drain current through the Triquint
drivers so the gate voltage sources were made adjustable. The gate voltages are set to
produce 21U niA drain current, which required approximately -U.2 VDC. A lesson-learned
on the gate supply circuit was that during power-on/ofF transients the gate voltage went
to about +1 VDC for 5 niSec. The Triquint driver has a maximum rating on the gate
voltage of 0 VDC. The power-on/ofF transient damaged one of the drivers so the gate
voltage source was reconhgured so that the voltage could not go positive.
The control voltage sources are fixed at +1.0 VDC.
The +12 VDC supplies to the NDA-412 amplifiers can be switched on and off
under control of the correlator module's FPGA. The FPGA can turn off the NDA-412
amplifiers in the primary driver (A) or the NDA-412 amplifier in the secondary driver (B)
independently (blanking signals). This feature is used for troubleshooting and as part of
the correlator calibration discussed in chapter 7.
Five gain control bits are sent from the correlator s FPGA to the auxiliary
board. The intended purpose for these was to pass them to a low resolution
digital-to-analog converter, and use the resultant voltage to bias the NDA-412 gates as a
means to control their gain. The NDA-412 were unsuited for this purposes as we found
that varying the gate bias introduced unacceptable frequency slope in the response of the
amplifier. In the next design iteration, these bits will be routed from the back plane to a
more suitable amplifier upstream of the driver module.
4.7 Module Performance
This section presents the performance of tlie primary and secondary drivers, both
individually and together. Using the results of the pre\'ious sections we can determine the
nominal gain of the drivers: The three amplifiers in in each path have a total gain of
12.5 dB + 12.5 dB + 14 dB = 39 dB. There is a signal attenuation of -3 dB due to the
first splitter. -6 dB for the cascaded output splitter and -3 dB through the phase switch
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Figure 4.27 Block diagram of the auxiliary board that provides the power and signal con-
ditioning for the driver modules.
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(figure 4.24), for a total attcMuiation of -12 dB, which results in a net nominal gain
through each driver of 27 dB.
As can be seen in the measured gain versus frequency curves, there is significant
frequency dependence (ripple), which is primarily due to standing waves on the lines
between the various components of the drivers.
4.7.1 Primary Driver
Performance of the primary driver is shown in figure 4.28, the gain of the module
as a function of frequency. The "average gain" is consistent with the expectation of 27 dB,
but with an overall ripple of 3 dB. Figui'es 4.29. 4.30 and 4.31 are the return loss from one
of the main output ports, return loss from the output port to the secondary driver, and
the primary driver phase imbalance, respectively.
The ripple in the return loss seen in the output port to the Secondary Driver is
consistent with the return loss seen in the splitter output port (figure 4.20). The
correlation to the ripjjle on the dri\'er"s main output port is not as strong.
Primary Driver Gain
25 dB
STRT fl. OOOOGHz CRSR +3. SeOOGHa: STOP +9. OOOOGHz
Figure 4.28 Primary driver module gain.
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Figure 4.29 Primary driver module return loss from a main output port.
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Figure 4.30 Primary driver module return loss from output port to secondary driver.
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Primary Driver Phase Balance
i . farafafaarafarara ghz e .rvwszxaaizmd gh-z
Figure 4.31 Primary driver module phase imbalance.
4.7.2 Secondary Driver
Performance of the secondary driver is shown in figure 4.32, the gain of the
module as a function of frequency. The nominal gain is about 2 dB less than the primary
driver. This is probably due to the high return loss from the secondary driver's input port
(figure 4.33), reducing the power coupled to the driver. The additional return loss is
probably due to the improvised manner in which the signal is coupled to the secondary
phase switch and from the phase switch to the circuit board, as described in section 4.1
and figure 4.3.
Figure 4.33 is the return loss from the input port. The return loss from the
output ports is similar to the those of the primary driver. Figure 4.34 shows the secondary
driver phase imbalance.
4.8 The External Delay Lines
On the prototype spectrometer the external delay lines connect directly from the
driver module to the correlator module. (For the balance of this section we will simply
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Secondary Driver Gain
25 dB*
STRT +1. OOOOGHac CRSR -4-3. 5800GHZ STOP -^O. OOOOGHz
Figure 4.32 Secondary driver module gain. Module was driven from the primary driver and
includes the gain and loss therein.
Return Loss from Sec. Driver Input Port
0 dBei
Figure 4.33 Secondary driver module return loss from the input port.
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Secondary Driver Phase Balance (neg. bias - pos. bias)
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Figure 4.34 Secondary driver module phase imbalance.
refer to the external delay lines as simply delay lines.) On the final design the delay lines
are incorporated into the dri^•er module: short equal length jumpers connect the driver to
the correlator. Hence we include this section with the driver module.
Recall from chapter 2, that a delay line is used to set the zero lag at one end of
the correlator delay line (figure 2.4), and that several delay lines of various lengths are
used to maintain the proper relative delays among the correlator delay line segments
(figure 2.8). We now discuss in detail how the lengths of the various delay lines are
calculated and how they are built and set to length. The delay-line lengths will be
discussed in terms of their delay in seconds rather than their actual length. Once the
required delay is determined, the translation to length is elementary. This approach will
be particularly useful in dealing with the long delay line (line J) since the length
calculation im'oh'e two media with different propagation velocities.
Most of the external delay lines were made from semi-rigid 141 coaxial cable,
Micro-Coax P/N UT-141A-AL (Micro-coax (2007) ), which has a copper plated steel
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center conductor, PTFE insulation and an aluminum outer conductor with a 141 mil
outside diameter. The Micro-Coax data sheet for UT-141A-AL gives a velocity factor of
0.7 (i.e., propagation velocity = 0.7c, c= velocity of light) and the insertion loss at 10 GHz
as 2 dB/meter. Some of the delay lines were made from cable having a copper outer
conductor, but with the same center conductor and insulation, and hence has the same
velocity factor and insertion loss.
4.8.1 Intermediate Delay Lines
We consider first the delay lines between the correlator module and the driver
module. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show that for both primary and secondary drivers, the path
lengths from the final driver amplifier output (the Triquint amplifier) to each output
connector are all equal. Thus we use the plane of the connectors as a reference plane.
As stated in section 2.2 the length of line A is arbitrary and its only purpose is to
connect the signal from the primary driver's splitter to a correlator delay line; define the
delay on line A as T.\. The delay from tap 255 to tap 192 has to be 64(ro/2) (recall To is
twice the propagation delay between taps). Since the lead on the correlator board from
the connector to the first tap is the same for the four fines, (figure 4.35), line B must have
a delay equal to that of T4 plus 64(ro/2). A similar argument applies to line C and line D;
the results are summarized in the second column of table 4.3.
Line A
(Ta)
Lead-
Line B
Lead-
Driver
Connector
Plane
64To
To
9 9 9
Tap
255
9 9 9
099
Tap
192
Tap
193
Figure 4.35 Detail, of the external delay fines to the correlator delay lines
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Like line A, line H connects one secondary driver output to a correlator delay
line. Define the delay on line H as Th and the same argument given above applies to lines
G. F and E, also listed in 4.3. We made lines A and H equal to maintain symmetry in the
system, although as was shown, such symmetry is not necessary but it provides some
convenience.
4.8.2 The Long Line
Consider figure 4.36. which shows in detail the relation between the long delay
line, line-J and the correlator lines. The purpose of line-J is to set the signal delay from
the first splitter to tap zero equal along both signal branches from the splitter to tap zero.
The delav along each branch is:
ta + tc + TA + Tiead + 255^ (left branch)
fb + Tj + td + t^ + Th + Tiead (right branch)
(4.1)
(4.2)
Splitter A Splitter B
Line D
LineC Tc TapO
Line B \
Tap 255
Line F Tp
Line G Tq
Line E \
-255To
2
Line J
Sig.
,
,
In \^
Figure 4.36 Detail of the long delay line relationshij) to the correlator delay lines
Set expression 4.1 equal expression 4.2 and solve for Tj. Tifad (distance from
connector to first tap) is the same for each end of all correlator line segments so Tigad's
cancel. Ta = Tfj and both drivers have the same layout following the phase switches,
hence tc = tg, and we write
Tj =ta + 255'^ -{th + tdl (4.3)
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The lengths of transmission line corresponding to f„, tf, and f,. are 1.0880 inches,
1.0734 inches and 0.5067 inches, which using a line velocity of
Qight/y/^- = 6.883 in-nanosec' ' gives fa — 0.1581 nanosec, t), = 0.1559 nanosec and
tj = 0.0736 nanosec. Further,
r 1
255-;^ = 255—— = 8.0118 nanosec. (4.4)
(See section 5.3 for a discussion of fcnt, and its relation to To/2.) Substitute these into
equation 4.3 to get Tj = 7.9404 nanosec, which translates to a length of coax {v = O-Tcught
of 65.649 inches.
Table 4.3 Summary of the delay line delay.
Line Delay
A Arbitrary
B Line A+64(to/2)
C Line A+128(ro/2)
D Line A+192(ro/2)
E Line H+192(to/2)
F Line H+128(to/2)
G Line H+64(ro/2)
H Arbitrary
J see equation 4.3
and discussion following
If Ta were not equal to Th, the difference could have been incorporated into the
remaining delay lines per table 4.3 and line-J per equations 4.1 to 4.3. In practice, the
final length of J was determined empirically, using the above as a guide for the first
attempt. The line was cut long, and tested on the correlator and the position of the zero
lag noted. The line was then shortened to place the zero lag position about a half a tap
into the line. That is the actual point where the two paths have equal delays was placed
about halfw'ay between taps 0 and 1.
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CHAPTER 5
THE CORRELATOR MODULE
5.1 General Description
The correlator module produces the discrete autocorrelation function of the
input signal as received on either end of four tapped delay lines as discussed in Chapter 2
and shown in hgures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.8. In this chapter we discuss in detail each of the
aspects of figiu'es 2.4 and 2.5, including the structure of the delay line, the connector
interface to the delay lines, the tap structure and interface to the delay line, the diode
characteristics and the analog-to-digital conversion process. Note: in this chapter "delay
line" refers to the trace on the circuit board, not the external delay lines discussed at the
end of the pre\ ious chapter.
We postpone the detailed discussion of the synchronous detection process to the
next chapter. That is, the process of taking the difference of {A + B)- and {A — B)-
discussed in chapters 2 and 3, and figin-e 2.6. This operation is performed in a field
progranmiable gate array (FPGA), which is on the correlator board. The FPGA also
performs short term integration of the autocorrelation function (ACF) and communicates
with the PowerPC: getting instructions from the powerPC and sending data to the
PowerPC. The FPGA supports other diagnostic and calibration functions as well. A
complete description of the FPGA can be found in Appendix A, the FPGA specification.
The PowerPC performs continuous integration of the data from the FPGA and performs
the spectral analysis which will be discussed in detail in chapter 7.
The correlator module assembly consists of a circuit board, chassis, front panel,
top cover and RF connectors. The chassis (figure 5.1) is a one-piece machined aluminum
plate: the top cover is a flat plate supported by two rails on either side. The front panel
fastens both to the circuit card and the chassis, and supports the RF connectors which
connect the external delay lines to the correlator delay lines.
The circuit board is a two sided board with the RF section on the bottom of the
board and the analog/digital circuitry on the top of the board. There is also some
additional analog and digital circuitry on the bottom rear portion of the board, outside
the RF section.
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Figure 5.2 shows a section of one of the delay hnes. Note the copper fill around
the lines and taps. The Copper along the line is to configure it as a coplanar waveguide
(CPW) line: the reason for this configuration will he discussed below. The copper fill
among the tap structm-es works with bosses on the chassis to reduce wave propagation
and resonances in the space below the board.
Figure 5.2 A portion of the RF section of the board showing the CPW structure of the
delay line. Note the connector matching networks on the left side at the delay line ends.
The copper fill between tap structures matches raised lands on the chassis.
Figure 5.3 shows the RF section of the board with its four tapped delay hnes.
We have removed the copper fill for clarity. Figure 5.4 shows a close up of some tap
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structures, showing the location of the tap resistors, detector diode and RC-filter resistors
and capacitors. All components are surface mount devices.
Figure 5.3 RF section of the correlator board showing the delay lines and tap structure. We
have removed the filler Copper for clarity
The low frequency (audio frequency) portion of the tap structure is located on the
top side of the board. The amplifiers (op-amps) are LM833s from National Semiconductor
(National Semiconductor Corp. (2004)). The LM833 is a dual-channel, low-noise
operational amplifier designed for the audio industry, and is a good fit to our purpose.
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The analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) are Cirrus Logic devices, P/N CS5330A
(Cirrus Logic (2006)). which are 18-hit, dual-channel converters with a serial data
interface. The converters are controlled by the Master Clock signal which originates from
the FPGA. This signal sets the conversion rate and keeps all ADCs synchronized. Use of
serial ADCs also reduces the number of the connections between the ADCs and the
FPGA, an important consideration when using a large number of converters.
The amplifier has a gain of 222; this choice will be discussed below. The LIM833
has a typical gain-bandwidth product of 15 MHz (10 MHz min.) so the amplifier will
cutoff at 15 MHz/222 = 67 kHz (45 kHz min.). The converters have a high frequency
cutoff of 22. kHz, which sets the upper frequency limit of the conversion train.
5.2 Circuit Board Structure
The correlator board is a 6-layer circuit board with a mixed media substrate
(figure 5.5). Between copper layers 1 through 5 is FR4 (resin impregnated fiberglass);
between layers 5 and 6 is RT/duroid 5880 from Rogers Corp., 15 mils thick. RT/duroid
5880 has a specified relative permittivity of 2.20 +/-0.02 (Rogers Corporation (2005a)).
Overall thickness of the circuit board is nominally 63 mils.
Layer 1
Digital comp.
Layf" 2
.
Y.'/y///.'/////.'///,'/.'/y///.'/////.'/y/7),»r-FR4
Digital siqnals---_
^
Layer 3 k/a///. FR4
Power,
_
Digital sigs. rro/i
Layer 4 ^
'
Analog/digital cd/i
gnd plane kv////.v////////// .v////////// .v///k-FR4
Layer 5 K.v.Av.v.y.v.v./,v.v.//y v.Av.v.A'K-Duriod RT/5880
RF and Dianeg pl ne'
Layer 6^
RF Section
Figure 5.5 Cross-section of the circuit board showing the copper layers and the dielectric
material separating them.
5.3 Correlator Delay Lines
The microstrip line that forms the correlator delay line was initially sized using
the Line-Calc tool in the Agilent's ADS software package (Agilent Technologies (2003)).
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Table 5.1 Correlator circuit board parameters
Substrate permittivity: 2.20
Substrate thickness: 15 mils
Substrate loss tangent: 0.0009
Height of lid above substrate: 100 mils
Conductor thickness: 0.71 mils.
The parameters for the circuit board material were set to the values given in table 5.1. We
used the base microstrip transmission line model to get a line width of 42.0 mils, which
also produced an expected phase velocity on the line of 8.68 inches/nanosecond. We set
the target tap spacing to get a quarter wavelength (per section 3) at the target fcnt of 8.1
Ghz. which resulted in a tap spacing of 0.268 inches.
We built an initial prototype board with the above delay line geometry, i.e., no
copper fill, a simple microstrip line. \^'e populated one of the four lines of the prototype
with tap and load resistors Rl and R2 (see figures 5.4 and 5.9). We also populated several
taps with coupling capacitor CI and detector diode Dl. Using the taps with detectors, we
measured the frequency for which the tap spacing was a quarter wavelength (fcnt) by
short-circuiting one end of the line and exciting the other. Then comparing the frequency
ripple at various taps we determined fcnt- The result was 7.78 Ghz, lower than the
expected value of 8.1 Ghz.
Rather than producing a new board layout, again using ADS (Agilent
Technologies (2003)) we reconfigured the line to a coplanar waveguide design, with the
same tap spacing but with a higher phase velocity. This is the reason for the copper fill
shown in figure 5.2. This configuration resulted in quarter-wave tap spacing at 7.957 GHz.
5.3.1 Connectors
The RF signal is connected to the cori'elator through standard 4-bolt flanged
SMA connectors. The connector mounting arrangement is shown in figiu'es 5.6 and 5.7.
The salient features of the connector as regards the electrical interface to the correlator
delay lines are the length, diameter and material of the dielectric sleeve, and the diameter
and length of the center i)in extension.
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The connectors are bolted to a front panel, which is then bolted to the circuit
board as shown in the figures (bolts and bolt holes not shown). Under the mounting
bosses are copper lands that are intimately connected to the RF ground plane l)y multiple
vias between the lands and the gromid plane. This provides a good ground path from the
connector shell through the front panel to the RF ground plane of the circuit board.
Circuit board
mounting
boss
Copper ground
land
Delay line
(Side ground planes
truncated for clarity)
Section of
front panel
Connector
center pin
Circuit board
mounting
boss
All Copper
set back
10 mils
along
this edge
Copper ground
land
Figure 5.6 View of how the front panel and circuit board are assembled. This view is
looking down on the bottom (RF side) of the board. The board is fastened to the front
panel with machine screws that come through from the top of the board (bottom of figure)
into threaded holes in the front panel bosses (bolts and holes not shown).
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Figure 5.7 Additional views of the connectoi--front-panel-circ uit card assembly.
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When assembled, the center pin of the SMA connector lays on the pad at the end
of the delay line. The pin is soldered to the trace after the circuit board, front panel and
connector are assembled (in that order).
The left hand side of figure 5.2 shows the matching networks etched into the
copper of the delay line at the connector pin interface. This network was developed to
provide a good match between the connector and the correlator delay line over the full
correlator bandwidth of 1.5 to 8 Ghz. The geometry shown is the result of iterative trials.
The performance, i.e., magnitude of the return loss from a connector is shown in figure 5.8.
Return Loss from Correlator Connector
OdB»
>
T3
STORT STOP
1.000000000 GHz 9.000000000 GHz
Figure 5.8 Return loss from the correlator connectors when the correlator board, front panel
and connectors are assembled.
Ah Copper is kept 10 mils from the edge of the circuit board; see figure 5.6. This
prevents the circuit trace from shorting to the front panel. The set-back on the RF ground
plane and the ground lands under the mounting bosses prevents electrical contact with the
front panel along the edge of the circuit card. Without this set-back, sporadic contact
between the RF ground plane and front panel becomes possible. If contact is made, it
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would provide an additional, and unreliable ground path not included in the design of the
tonnector-trace matching network.
5.4 Delay Line Taps
A schematic of a single tap is shown in figure 5.9. Figure 5.4 shows a close-up of
the tap structure on the circuit board. The upper end of Rl is soldered to the delay line
at a lociition determined by the opening in the solder mask, which determines the
geometric position of the tap. R2 in conjunction with Rl form a voltage divider which
provides the RF signal to Schottkey diode Dl via coupling capacitor CI. R3, C2, R4 and
C3 form a 2-pole low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 32 MHz. Capacitor C4
AC-couples the signal to op-amp Ul. Resistor R6 provides a path to ground for the signal
current as well as for any leakage current from Ul. Resistor R5 provides the bias current
for diode Dl; capacitor C5 provides a by-pass path for residual RF.
+4V
MCLK from FPGA
LRCK to FPGA
SCLK to FPGA
SDATA to FPGA
Figure 5.9 Schematic of a single tap from the delay line to the ADC. (All resistances are in
Ohms.)
Resistors R7 and R8 set the nominal gain of the op-amp Ul at 222. The signal
from the op-amp is AC-coupled to the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) via C6 and R9.
C7 is included in accordance with the ADC manufacturer's reconmiendation. C6, R9 and
C7, along with the input impedance of the chip, form a band-pass filter, with low and high
frequency cut-offs of 3.4 Hz and 33.9 kHz, respectively. These cutoffs have little impact on
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the performance of the correlator since these frequencies are outside the bandpass of the
ADC which is 20 Hz to 22 IcHz.
5.4.1 Tap Resistors
As mentioned, ail components on the correlator are surface-mount devices.
Passive components such as resistors and capacitors are ceramic chips with metallic end
caps that wrap around the ends as shown in hgure 5.1()(a). The end caps on the resistor
act as plates of a parasitic capacitor with an Alumina dielectric, having a dielectric
constant of 9.34 (CRC (1999)).
As shown in Appendix B, we estimate an 0402 packaged ceramic resistor to have
a parasitic capacitance of approximately 0.0365 picofarads. This is only a rough estimate,
based on a '"circuits" approach to making the estimate, which is based on the view that
the physical dimensions of the component are insignificant with respect to the signal's
wave length. In this case, at 8 GHz, the length of an 0402 package is about 8.2% of the
wavelength, small, but not insignificant. Further, there are additional parasitic effects not
included such as inductance associated with the resistive film, and internal capacitance
between the end caps and the resistive film.
At 1 Ghz, a 0.036-5 picofarad capacitor would have an impedance of 4.36 kOhms,
and at 8 Ghz. 545 Ohms. Since Rl has a DC resistance of 1.5 kOhms, the parasitic
capacitance would produce stronger coupling from the line to the diode than desired, as
well as causing the signal coupling from the line to the diode to have a significant
frequency dependence.
To alleviate this effect we use microwave resistors that use Quartz as a base
material, with a relative dielectric constant of 3.75 (CRC (1999)), and the wraparound
end caps are replaced with small metalizations on the bottom of the chip at each end;
figure 5.10(b). The manufacturer, Mini-Systems, Inc. specifies the parasitic capacitance at
0.02 picofarads (Mini-Systems (2005)).
Using Ansoft Designer SV, v2.2(Ansoft Corporation (2006) ), we calculated the
power coupling from the transmission line to the detector diode for both 0.0365 pF and
0.02 pF parasitic capacitance for Rl and with 0.0365 pF parasitic capacitance for R2. The
result is shown in figure 5.11. Figure 5.12 shows the circuit schematic used for the analysis
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Dielectric (Alumina)
Body—
7
Figure 5.10 SMT resistor lead geometry, (a) A conventional surface mount resistor, (b) A
microwave surface mount resistor.
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that produc-ed figure 5.11. Note we have not included Cl (treated as a short circuit), or
any of the parasitic effects of the diode, we treated the diode as a 1400 Ohm resistor (see
section 5.4.3).
Power Coupling from Delay Line to Diode vs Frequency
Frequency - GHz
Figure 5.11 Impact of the parasitic capacitance on the power couphng from the transmission
line to the detector diode. For both curves we used 0.0365 pF for the parasitic capacitance
of R2. The two curves are the results for the parasitic capacitance of Rl of 0.02 pF (MSI
data sheet value), and 0.0365 pF (our estimate for a conventional 0402 chip resistor). The
bottom line is the result for no parasitic capacitance.
Figure 5.11 shows that the Quartz resistors provide a substantial improvement in
reducing the variation in the coupling over conventional resistors. However, Quartz
resistors are many times more expensi\'e than conventional resistors, are easily damaged or
knocked loose from the board, and are more difficult to solder to the board than
conventional resistors. Thus Quartz resistor use is limited to where the parasitic
capacitance of conventional resistors can not be tolerated. Quartz resistors are used only
for Rl.
5.4.2 Capacitor Parasitics
Consider a typical 0402 surface mount capacitor. Current flowing through the
capacitor produces a magnetic field around the capacitor, creating a parasitic series
inductance. The parasitic inductance associated with an 0402 capacitor mounted on a
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Figure 5.12 Schematic used to generate the results shown in figure 5.11. The parameter of
interest is the ratio of the power absorbed by Rj to the power incident on the tap, Pj„.
15 mil dielectric (15 mils above a ground plane) was estimated in Appendix B at 0.753 nH.
Again the package is small, but not insignificant with respect to the signal wavelength.
Using this value and a capacitance of 3.3 pF, the capacitor will have a
self-resonance at 3.2 GHz. Measurements of several 3.3 pF capacitors showed the self
resonance to range from 2.6 GHz to 3.24 GHz. For the correlator board, the parasitic
inductance has the most significant impact on Cl, since it directly impacts the coupling of
the RF signal from the tap resistors to the diode.
The choice for Cl of 3.3 pF is based on its resonant frequency and the
requirement that Cl's impedance must be small compared to Rl and Rj. Table 5.2
summarizes the impedance of Cl at various frequencies and shows that 3.3 pF in concert
with the parasitic inductance of 0.753 nH, produces near minimum impedance across the
band and an impedance much less than Rl or Rj.
Since 3.3 pF provides a low impedance with respect to and Rj. it also
provides a low impedance with respect to R^ and R^ in the 1.5 to 8 GHz range: thus we
selected 3.3 pF for C2 and C3.
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Table 5.2 Iinpedaiue of CI.
Freq
GHz
Xc
Ohms
Xl
Ohms
X
Ohms
1.0 -i48.23 +i4.73 -i43.50
3.2 -il5.1 +jl5.1 0.0
Resonance
8.0 -il2.06 +i37.85 +125.79
5.4.3 The Diodes
In chapter 2 we stated the average voltage across a diode as a deviation from the
bias condition is proportional to the applied power. What follows will put this statement
in context as the diodes are used in this application.
Start with the diode equation relating diode current / with diode voltage v. [See
Delaney (1980), section 1.3 or Pozar (1998), page 559.]
i = Is[exp{v/^i) - I] (5.1)
where
1.1 = 7]kT/q, a characteristic voltage
7] = an ideality factor (= 1.08 for the diode we chose)
k — Boltzmann's constant
T — diode junction temperature (not a time period)
q = electron charge
and 7.5 = diode reverse saturation current.
For T = 300K, ^ = 0.028 Volts.
Solve equation 5.1 for v:
V = ix\n{i/Is + l) (5.2)
and expand the result in a Taylor series around the bias condition; Vb and Ib-
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Define the signal voltage and current and id as ?v = ^' ~ aiid id = i — Ig and
substitute them into equation 5.3, and for Ib » h
(5.4)
or
n=l Ib )
n
(5.5)
The series converges for all values of |i(///s| < 1. but does so slowly. A second order
(n = 2) series approximation and the true function differ by 3.5% at id/Is — 0.3, but by
id/lB — 0.6. that difference grows to 16%. To maintain good agreement out to
hI^b = 0.8, requires an eigth order series (?) = 8).
Defining Rj = /j,/ Ib as the diode's equivalent RF resistance, equation 5.5
becomes:
Figure 5.13 shows an ideal RF equivalent circuit (capacitor impedances equal
zero) of the tap resistors Rl and R2, diode Dl and first through resistor R3 (reference
designators agree with those of figure 5.9). is the instantaneous voltage on the
correlator delay line and Vd is as defined above.
Using only the first term in equation 5.6 (i.e., assumibg id -C Ib)- we
approximate the current through the diode as id = v'^/Rj. where is the I'esult of the
voltage division of V,,, by Rl and the parallel combination of R2. Rj and R3. Ib is set to
20 micro-amps by the 4 VDC source and R5 = 200 kOhms (figure 5.9). which combined
with the value for gives Rj — 1400 Ohms. (Diode bias selection will be discussed in
section 5.4.3.1.) Evaluating the voltage division gives v'^ = pVm = 0.0946 V5„, where p is
the voltage division ratio of VJ,, to r^.
Our interest is in the relation between V',„ and Vd (no prime), but no closed form
exists to evaluate the relation. \\'e can get an approximate solution by assuming that the
diode current is proportional to the line voltage Vt„. From the previous paragraph we write
(5.6)
U = pV,r,/Ry (5.7)
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Figure 5.13 The RF ideal equivalent circuit l^etween the delay line and the detector diode.
No parasitic elements are included and all capacitors are considered short circuits.
For id <§; Ib' assume terms above second order can be neglected, make the
substitution of pV,„/Rj for in equation 5.6 and take the average value of Vd {T is again
the time, not the temperature):
fir"' ^ ""^flrIT
{Vd) =
{vd) =
pVin
dt
2/|T
^ f , 11
fJr 2-,
~ j^ipVrnfdt.
dt
(5.8)
We emphasize that this substitution is only valid for id <C 7^, and even then this is onlj'
an approximation.
If Vin is symmetric about zero over time, as is a sinusoidal signal or a random
noise signal with a mean of zero, then for T nmch larger than the period of the lowest
frequency contained in Vm, the first integral on the right of equation 5.8 will vanish and
equation 5.8 becomes:
dt.
2// 1 JT
Equation 5.9 shows two salient points: as stated in sections 2, the average
deviation of the diode voltage from its bias condition is (approximately) proportional to
5.9)
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the average of the square of the input voltage, and that in the configuration shown in
figure 5.9 the deviation is negative.
In terms of the average power (P) on the delay line (50 Ohms), at a given tap
which substituted into equation 5.9 gives
(^'d)--|^50(P). (5.11)
Put in the \'alues given for p and to get
(t'rf)[mV] = -7.99(P)[mW]. (5.12)
Although the bias current does not appear explicitly in equation 5.11, the bias
current sets the diode's RF resistance (Pj), which in turn is contained in p. So long as
Rj S> /?2- the sensitivity of the diode {p^/2p) is only a weak function of the bias current.
Figure 5.14 shows the diode response on an early test board. The figure shows
that the responsivity of the diode is as predicted, a weak function of the bias current, and
that the non-linearity of the diode (compression) is also a weak function of bias current.
The figure also shows that the responsivity is a strong function of frequenc}', which we
discuss immediately below.
The above analysis (equations 5.1 through 5.12) assumed all components are
ideal. The diode is an Avago Technologies P/N HSMS-286B (Avago Technologies (2006),
formly Agilent Technologies), in an SOT-323 surface mount package. Sections 5.4.1 and
5.4.2 discussed the parasitics associated with the resistors and capacitors. Figure 5.15
shows a typical schematic diagram of the parasitics associated with a leaded, surface
mount packaged diode. These parasitics are representative but do not constitute a
complete electrical description. Many of the elements are lumped approximations of
distributed parameters; the values of which may be frequency dependent and are
ultimately installation dependent.
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Diode Responsivity
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Figure 5.14 Diode responsivity measured on an early test board. Responses are measured
at 1b — 5.6, 19 and 50 microAmps, each at 2, 5 and 8 GHz. Note that the hnes are tightly
grouped for all values of /g, but show a strong dependence on frequency.
Ci
^bw ^bw '-Id
Id
Lid: External lead inductance
Cld: External lead capacitance
Rbw: Bond wire resistance
Lbw: Bond wire inductance
Cd: Substrate capacitance
Cj: Junction capacitance
Rj: Junction resistance
Figure 5.15 Typical parasitic elements associated with a detector diode.
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The overall tap and diode response on the final board configuration, with a bias
current of 20 niicroAniperes, at 3, 5 and 7 GHz is shown in figures 5.16 through 5.21, along
with the derivative of the responses. The figures show that the diode response is always
nonlinear, and although figures 5.16, 5.18 and 5.20 seem to show that the non-linearity
becomes significant (visually) at a response voltage of about 15 to 20 milliVolts,
figures 5.17, 5.19 and 5.21 show the diodes are always nonlinear. The non-linearity is due
to both higher order terms in equation 5.4 that were neglected, and the weakness of the
substitution we used for id in equation 5.8. Analysis of the impact of the compression and
frequency dependence will be explored further in section 6.5 and chapter 7.
The figures also show that the overall tap response increases with frequency,
consistent with figure 5.11, with CRl (figure 5.12) equal 0.02 pF.
5.4.3.1 Diode Bias Selection
The diode bias current is set based on consideration of the diode's RF impedance
{Rj) and tap noise. As shown in figui'e 5.25 increasing the diode bias current reduces the
diode noise but also reduces the diode's RF impedance, Rj.
We show in section 5.4.5 that the diode is the dominant noise source in the tap
circuit, and that increasing the bias current will reduce the diode noise. Specifically,
increasing the bias current from 20 niicroAmps to 50 microAmps reduces the diode noise
about 2 dB.
Since R2 (and R3) reduce the impact of parasitics on the diode's frequency
response (particularly the parasitic capacitance associated with Rl). Rj should be large
with respect to the parallel combination of R2 and R3, so keeping Rj 3> Ro is a primary
consideration, which argues for Ib to be as low as possible {Rj — IJ./Ib)-
There is no analytical means of setting the bias current. As just shown, it is a
trade-off between tap noise and frequency response variation. We chose
Ib = 20 microAmperes, which gives Rj = 1400 Ohms, about eight times R2 in parallel
with R3 (176.4 Ohms), while still providing acceptable noise performance.
5.4.4 Tap Geometry and Performance
The presence of the various parasitic elements makes analytical predictions of the
tap performance unreliable since reliable values for the parasitic elements are not
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Diode-Tap Response, 3 GHz
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Figure 5.16 Measured tap-diode response at 3 GHz using the final circuit layout. The points
marked with an "*" are the measured data. The curve is a 5^^ order potynomial fit to the
data. The straight, unmarked line is projected fi-om the origin through the first data point.
This line has a slope of 1.968 mV/mW.
Derivative and Large-Signal-Variation of the Diode-Tap Response, 3 GHz
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Figure 5.17 Variation of the tap-diode response at 3 GHz. Each curve represents the tap-
diode responsivity, k^. The upper curve is the large signal responsivity in that it represents
the ratio of the output voltage to the input power vs. input power. The lower curve is the
small signal response; it is the derivative of the curve of figure 5.16.
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Diode-Tap Response, 5 GHz
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Figure 5.18 Measured tap-diode response at 5 GHz using the final circuit layout. The points
marked with an "*'" are the measured data. The curve is a 5*^^ order polynomial fit to the
data. The straight, unmarked line is projected from the origin through the first data point.
This Une has a slope of 4.922 mV/mW.
Derivative and Large-Signal-Variation of the Diode-Tap Response, 5 GHz
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Figure 5.19 Variation of the tap-diode response at 5 GHz. Each curve represents the tap-
diode responsivity, kd- The upper curve is the large signal responsivity in that it represents
the ratio of the output voltage to the input power vs. input power. The lower curve is the
small signal response: it is the derivative of the curve of figure 5.18.
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Diode-Tap Response, 7 GHz
Power on Correlator Delay Line - milliwatts
Figure 5.20 Measured tap-diode response at 7 GHz using the final circuit layout. The points
marked with an "*" are the measured data. The curve is a 5"* order polynomial fit to the
data. The straight, unmarked line is projected from the origin through the first data point.
This line has a slope of 9.421 mV/mW.
Derivative and Large-Signal-Variation of the Diode-Tap Response, 7 GHz
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Figure 5.21 Variation of the tap-diode response at 7 GHz. Each curve I'epresents the tap-
diode responsivity, ka- The upper curve is the large signal responsivity in that it represents
the ratio of the output voltage to the input power vs. input power. The lower curve is the
small signal response; it is the derivative of the curve of figure 5.20.
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available. Thus, taj) perfonuaiice was determined empirically. Results from an early test
board, figure 5.22, show the cumulative impac t of all the various parasitics. On the test
boeird, the diode was closely coupled to the the junction of R1-R2 through capacitor Cl.
The response shown in figure 5.22 is relative to a "known-flat" detector. The issue with
Tap Response - An Early Test Sample
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Figure 5.22 Tap responsivity - early design. This design had the diode closely coupled to
the tap resistors; Rl a conventional resistor.
figure 5.22 is the 10 dB variation in response from 3.6 GHz to 8 GHz
In order to reduce the diode response variation with frequency, in addition to the
Quartz resistors, the geometry shown in figure 5.4 was introduced. The important
parameters in the geometry are the length of the narrow line from the junction of Rl - R2
to capacitor Cl. labeled Leg 1, and the length and width of the line from diode Dl to the
ground via, labeled Leg 2 in figure 5.4. (Component references match figure 5.9.) The
width of the narrow line. Leg 1, is not critical and was made as narrow as the circuit
board fabricator was comfortable making, which was 5 mils.
Figure 5.23 shows the aggregate response of 32 taps from the final design.
Although individual tap traces are not discernible, two particular points can be seen. The
variation of the tap response with frequencj' is reduced to 6 dB and the tap-to-tap
response variation is on the order of 1 dB.
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Normalized Frequency Response, line 4. Taps 225 - 256
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Frequency -GHz
Figure 5.23 Tap responsivity-final design. Tliis is a collection of taps. The gap at 3 GHz is
due to a limitation of the sweep oscillator used to make the measurement.
5.4.5 Tap Noise
Figui'e 5.24 shows the noise equivalent circuit of a tap: only components on the
input side of the amplifier are considered. For resistors, thermal noise power is used and
the RMS noise-voltage is (Gray k Meyer (1977)):
Vrms = V^I^TRNa (5.13)
where
k — Boltzmann's constant
T = resistor temperature
R = resistance
and A/,4 = the audio bandwidth;
the latter is set by the passband of the analog-to-digital converter, 20 Hz to 22 kHz.
To go from figui'e 5.9 to figure 5.24, capacitors are assumed noiseless and 3.3 pf
capacitors (Cl, C2, C3 and C5) are considered open circuits as they are too small to pass
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Figure 5.24 Noise equivalent circuit of a tap. Numbers in tlie circles are the noise equivalent
voltage (RMS) at 300 K in nV/\/Hz. Rj is the diode equivalent resistance.
a signal in the passband of interest; 20 Hz to 22 kHz. Capacitor C4 is considered a short
circuit since in the passband, its impedance is negligible compared to any of the
resistances.
For the amplifier, the data sheet noise value is used: 4.5 nV/v^Hz, (National
Semiconductor Corp. (2004)).
The diode noise was measured: the uncompensated data is shown in figure 5.25.
Recall from section 2 that switching the phase switches generated a square wave whose
amplitude is proportional to the product of the two counter propagating signals A and B.
The switching frequency is chosen to be 2.2 kHz. above most of the "1//" region of the
diode, the left hand portion of figure 5.25. After compensating for the test fixture, the
diode noise at 2.2 kHz is 10.7 nV/vliz [Ib = 20 niicroAmps).
The total noise power coupled to the inputs of the amplifier is determined by
setting all noise sources to zero except one. For that source we find the noise voltage at
the input to the amplifier. This is repeated for each noise source. All resulting noise
voltages at the amplifier inputs are added in tjuadrature. regardless of whether the noise is
pi'csented to the im'erting or non-inverting input. The result is summarized in table 5.3.
As can be seen the noise figure is dominated by the diode noise. Another
manufacturer's diode was tested to determine if it had a lower noise figure, but it did not.
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Table 5.3 Summaiy of noise sources and the contribution to tlie total noise power
Source Noise Division Noise into Amp
Resistor Ohms nVolts \/Hz Ratio nVolts \/Hz
Diode, Rd 1.4k 10.7 0.9381 10.04
R3 1.5k 2.23 0.9381 2.092
R4 1.5k 2.23 0.9381 2.092
R5 200k 57.6 0.02062 1.188
R6 100k 40.7 0.04128 1.680
R7 Ik 4.07 0.9950 4.050
R8 221k 60.5 0.004975 0.3010
Amplifier n/a 4.5 n/a 4.5
Total RMS 12.27
Using the value from table 5.3 of 12.27 nV/\fH~z, a bandwidth of 22 kHz, will
produce an RMS noise signal at the input to the amplifier of 1.82 microVolts. Multiplying
by the amplifier gain of 222, the RMS noise signal would be about 0.404 mV. Since the
signal is sensed by a synchronous detector, only fluctuations in the noise will be sensed,
rather than the total noise power. This is discussed further in section 6.5.4.
5.4.6 Amplifier and Analog-to-Digital Conversion
The analog to digital converters are Cirrus Logic part number CS5330A. These
A-D converters are dual-channel, delta-sigma converter chips with a serial interface. The
converters have a resolution of 18 bits, a dynamic range of 94 dB and a sample rate of
48,828 samples per second. Refer to figure 5.9 for the circuit schematic of the input to the
converters. A complete description can be found on the data sheet from Cirrus (Cirrus
Logic (2006)). We give a summary below.
These converters were designed for the audio industry for use in stereo
equipment: each converter has two independent input conversion channels, designated left
(L) and right (R). The converter's input range is 0.4 to 4.4 Volts, so the input nmst be
either AC-coupled or be offset from zero by 2.4 Volts; we use AC-coupling. The A-D
converter chips have an on-chip voltage reference so no external I'eference is required.
The converters use one-bit delta-sigma conversion (see Candy & Temes (1992))
with an on-chip, low-pass anti-alias filter with a nominal cutofi^ at about 22 kHz (-1 dB).
The low frequency cutoff is set by an on-chip, high-pass filter which has a nominal cutoff"
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(-1 dB) of 20 Hz. For the input circuit we followed the manufacturer's recommended input
circuit (R9, C6 and C7, figure 5.9).
The converters are controlled via the Master Clock signal (MCLK) from the
FPGA to the converters. MCLK is a 12.5 MHz square wave, 0-5 VDC, which sets the time
base for the converters and hence the conversion rate (sample rate). The MCLK signal
also sets the filter cutoffs and controls the interface clocking. Two other signals, derived
from MCLK used by the convei'ters are SCLK (serial clock) and LRCK (left-right clock).
The output from the converter is sent to the FPGA as a serial data stream on
SDATA (serial data). SCLK is a clock to which SDATA is synchronized so that each data
bit on SDATA is read on the falling edge of SCLK. SCLK is set from MCLK as:
SCLK = MCLK/A = 12.5 MHz/4 = 3.125 MHz.
LRCK provides a flag for the transmission of the data and is equal to MCLK/256;
LRCK = 12.5 MHz/256 = 48,282 Hz.
The falling edge of LRCK indicates the beginning of the transmission of the next sample
from each channel. The left channel's 18 bits are transmitted followed b\' the right
channel's 18 bits. One will notice that there are 64 pulses of SDATA for each cycle of
LRCK, but only 36 bits transmitted. The remaining 28 pulses from SDATA are ignored.
A detailed description of the A-D converter interface to the FPGA is provided in
Appendix A. the FPGA Functional Specification.
The gain of the audio amplifier was set to use the approximate, apparent linear
range of the detector diodes, about 20 milliVolts (figures 5.16, 5.18, 5.20), without
saturating the analog to digital converters. Although additional analysis shcjwed there is
no linear range (figures 5.17, 5.19, 5.21), the resulting gain turns out to be a good choice.
Since the A-D converter is AC coupled, 20 milliVolts gives a voltage swing of
±10 millivolts. This should translate into about ±2 Volts at the input to the A-D
converters, which would set the gain at 200. Accounting for the voltage division of R3, R4
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and R6; 0.971, extends the gain to 206. The choice of available resistor values within the
laboratory parts tracking system led to the choice for R7 and R8 of 1 kOhni and
221 kOhms, respectively, which produces a net gain of 215.53 (0.971*[(221k/lk)+ l]).
5.5 Correlator Line Loss
The parameters of interest that describe the delay line are its characteristic
impedance, phase velocity, and attenuation (loss), which is frequency dependent. We have
already discussed the first two in section 5.3. The attenuation along the delay line (a) is
required to evaluate the overall spectrometer performance as given in sections 2.3 and 3.3.
The loss on the line is the result of the inherent line loss (finite copper resistance
and substrate loss tangent), and the energy absorbed by each of the taps, the latter being
the dominant term. Figure 5.26 shows the end-to-end attenuation of a bare (unpopulated)
64-tap line, which varies from 0.5 dB at 1.5 GHz to 2.5 dB at 8 GHz.
The loss due to a single tap can be estimated from figure 5.27 (a more detailed
analysis follows). For this estimate, rather than trying to evaluate the rigorous
transmission line equations regarding reflections, absorption and transmission at each tap,
we estimated the loss based on incident and exiting power. Start with the relation
Pin — Ploss = Pout^ and in terms of the incident and out-going voltages:
y.2
,in
_ m out
50 Rioss ~ 50
(5.14)
(!-#-) = Kit (5.15)
Ploss
Pout
Pin
50
loss
(5.16)
where 50 is the impedence of the delay line in Ohms, and Rioss is Rl in series with the
parallel combination of R2, R3 and Rj
,
1656.72 Ohms. Substitute 1656.72 Ohms in for
Ploss to get the tap attenuation as:
p
= 0.9698 = 0.1331 dB. (5.17)
For 64 taps this then becomes 64 * 0.1331 = 8.518 dB. Combined with the bare line loss
(figure 5.26) we get an estimated loss of 9.018 dB at 1.5 GHz to 11.018 dB at 8 GHz.
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A more complete analysis was performed using Ansoft Designer SV 2.2 electronic
analysis softwai-e (Ansoft Corporation (2006)). A complete 64-tap grounded coplanar
waveguide transmission line was modeled, which included Rl, R2, CI and Dl, along with
the parasitic capacitances of Rl and R2, and the parasitic inductance of CI, and is shown
in figure 5.28. The resulting line loss vs. frequency is shown in figure 5.29.
Figure 5.30 shows the end-to-end loss measured on a fully populated (64 tap) line
on the prototype correlator board. Comparison of figure 5.29 to figure 5.30, and to our
first estimate shows generally good agreement, although the measured data shows about
0.4 dB higher loss than the model at 1.5 GHz, and about 2 dB higher loss at 8 GHz.
Further, while the model shows a near straight line dependency with a slope of
-0.292 dB/GHz, the data measured on the populated hne shows an initial slope of
-0.682 dB/GHz out to 5.5 GHz at which point the loss goes flat. At 6 GHz the loss
develops a ripple, and at 8 GHz the measured data shows a loss of 13 dB. This indicates
there are additional interactions between the taps and the delay line not included in the
model.
For the purposes of further analysis when the loss is requii-ed, we will
approximate the loss as a straight line between 9 dB at 1 GHz and 13 dB at 8 GHz;
^ ^
9 + 0.571(/ 1) ^ ^^^g ^ 0.00907(/ - 1). (5.18)
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where q is the attenuation per tap in dB and / is the frequency in GHz. This
approximation has a maximum error of less than 1 dB with respect to the measured data.
5.6 Taps Driven from the Delay Line
Using the delay line model of figure 5.28, we calculated the tap response to the
signal propagating along the line. Figure 5.31 shows the response of 5 taps on the model
delay line at positions 0, 15, 31, 47 and 63. where the position is the number of taps from
the driven end. (Tap 0 is at the driven end.)
A Comparison of figure 5.31 to the measured tap response, figure 5.23 shows that
the overall response variation with frequency, 4.75 dB. is less than measured. 6.5 dB. The
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comparison also shows a significant difference in shape. The measured response has a
distinct "S" shape, while the model response is more linear.
We attribute the difference in the shapes of the curve between the model
response, figure 5.31. and the measured response, figure 5.23, to elements of the circuit not
included in the model. Specifically, the circuit traces leg-1 and leg-2 that connect to the
diode (figure 5.4), and the parasitic elements of the diode.
Also, both the model and the measured data show some ripple, which is
indicative of interaction with the delay line.
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Figure 5.25 Uncompensated diode noise measurements in a test fixtures for various bias
currents.
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Figure 5.26 Tlie end-to-end loss of an unpopulated 64-tap line segment.
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Figure 5.27 Tap equivalent resistance
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Figure 5.28 Tap model used for delay line loss simulation. Component Rl, R2 CI and Rj
(Dl) correspond to figure 5.9. CRl and CR2 are the parasitic capacitances of Rl and R2.
LI is the parasitic inductance of Cl. The delay line is modeled as a grounded coplanar
waveguide with the dimensions given in section 5.3. No diode parasitics are included. Two
of 64 taps shown.
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Correlator Delay Line End-to-End Attenuation
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Figure 5.29 Calculated end-to-end attenuation of a 64-tap delay line using the detailed
transmission line model of figure 5.28.
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Figure 5.30 The end-to-end loss of a fully populated 64-tap line segment
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Figure 5.31 Calculated tap response with the taps driven from the delay line. We used the
model of section 5.5 and figure 5.28
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CHAPTER 6
SPECTROMETER OPERATION
In this chapter we consider the operation of the spectrometer, and the correlator
in particular as regards producing the autocorrelation function (ACF). We consider the
process of extracting the spectrum from the ACF in the next chapter.
There are two specific aspects of operation that are of interest. First is setting
the oijtinunn input j^ower. This will l)e a compromise lietween higher poww for best signal
to noise ratio, where the noise is the tap noise of section 5.4.5, and lower power to reduce
diode compression. We showed in chapter 5 that the diode response as a function of input
power is significantly nonlinear. The total power on the correlator delay line strongly
influences the diode's operation.
The other aspect of operation is dealing with the total power contaminants. In
chapter 3 we showed that reflections produced significant contaminants to autocorrelation
function (ACF). We also showed that our use of the diodes as multiplying devices resulted
in a residual power contaminant to the ACF.
To deal wath these contaminants, a total power mode is included in the
spectrometer operation for measuring total power response, and algorithms have been
developed to remove most of the total power contamination based on a total power
measurement.
We start however, with a brief discussion of the operation of the two phase
switches and the polarization switch.
6.1 Two Phase-Switch Operation and the Polarization Switch
In chapter 1 we introduced the use of the fast polarization switch, and in
chapter 3 we showed that the use of two phase switches removed any error due to
amplitude imbalance. Here we give a summary of liow these functions are implemented. A
detailed discussion is provided in Appendix A: section 3.3.5, Tables 1 and 3.3.5-1, and
figure 4.
Phase switch B is switched at 2.22 kHz, the polarization switch at 1.11 kHz and
phase switch A at 139 Hz. All edges of the switches are aligned, see figure 4, Appendix A.
Recall in section 3.6 there were 4 states of ,i/„; ^y,;, •^y^. combined as
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Table 6.1 Summary of phase switch couibinatious
Swt A Swt B yn Sign
0 0 +
0 1
1 0
1 1 +
Vn Un Un ijn +"* Un- Each ''i/,, Corresponds to a specific combination of the states of
the phase switches. The sign associated with each "^y^ is given in table 6.1. On each
reading of the A-D converter, logic within the FPGA determines if to add or subtract the
\'alue to or from the accumulators (yn) based on the state of the switches, in accordance
with table 6.1. Thus by integrating over an integral number of periods of switch-A, the
slowest switch, we get the prescribed combination of ''y„'s.
The state of the polarization switch modifies the sign listed in table 6.1 by,
within the FPGA, inverting the sign in the last column when the switch is set to rotate
(POLAR =True); otherwise the sign is not inverted. The polarization switch switches at
1.11 kHz, so the fast phase switch (2.22 kHz) will complete a full cycle in a single state of
POLAR. On the next cycle of POLAR, the signs are inverted. For example, for horn B,
figure 1.2
yn\poLAR=False = vt - Vn ;POLAR=False, observe the object
yn\pOLAR=True = + Vn ;POLAR=True. observe blank sky.
When these two equations are added, we get
yn\pOLAR=False - yn\P0LAR=True "^ Object - Sky (6.1)
Since this is averaged over many cycles of the slow phase switch, this gives the
fast position switch introduced in chapter 1, observing both the source and blank sky
without moving the telescope.
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6.2 Total Signal Power and the Total Power Mode Operation
In section 3.4.1 we showed that residual total power terms from the
multiplication process were 2 to 5 times larger than the ACF fluctuations. In addition, in
section 3.8 we showed that reflections at the ends of both correlator and external delay
lines produced contaminants that also appear as total power signals, along with a small
contribution of a secondary ACF with an offset zero-lag.
There exists within the spectrometer a mode to measure the total power in a
signal at each correlator tap, called the total power mode. In this mode, the phase
switches are held in a fixed state, and power to the NDA-412 amplifiers in the driver
modules are switched on and off at 555 Hz (called the Blanking signal). Since we are
intei'ested in the total power, only a short integration time is required, on the order of a
few seconds. In practice, we perform an integration in each of the four combinations of
phase switch states, and then average the results. This corrects for the amplitude
imbalance of the switches.
With the spectrometer operating in this configuration
[Ar,+BnY = Al+Bl + 2AnBn
Vn 0 (6.2)
In the first equation, for a noise signal integrated over a long period, the last term is
negligible with respect to the first two terms, except at and near the zero-lag since An and
B,i are otherwise uncorrelated. Thus is proportional to the sum of the power delivered
from each side of the correlator delay line. In the second equation, y~ is zero since no
power is delivered to the correlator.
Taking the difference and integrating over a full cycle of the Blanking signal
(which gives a factor of one half) and using equation 3.36 get
{AD
,
{B2\
2 2
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(6.3)
(77? = 0, 1. 2. 3 indicates the specific Hue segment.)
where we huve set the last term (the ACF) to zero and removed tlie ^AT A/ since we are
now measuring total power, not power fluctuation.
We reiterate that equation 6.3 is not valid for the zero lag, or near the zero-lag.
For the zero lag. following the same prescription as above, ecjuation 6.2 will give
+ GAkdPAe-''''"e-'~"^. (6.4)
To evaluate equations 6.3 and 6.4 we need kd, the tap responsivity; a, the
correlator delay line attenuation per tap; d, the attenuation of the long delay, line-J, and
Ga, the audio amplifier gain.
Ga was given in section 5.4.6 as 215. ,53 (unitless).
Q was given in section 5.5 as 0.143 + 0.00907(/ - 1) dB per tap
The external delay line loss is 0.44 dB/foot at 10 GHz with an approximate
frequency dependence of /a, and has a length of about 66 inches (section 4.8.2). Thus
0.44 / f \ ^ 1
'^^^ [ibj * 66 = 0.765/2 (6.5)
where / is in GHz and d is in dB.
Figure 5.23 gave the relative response of the taps. Fitting the values from
figures 5.16, 5.18 and 5.20 of 1.968, 4.922 and 9.412 mV/mW, respectively, to figure 5.23
we can build table 6.2, the values for k^ vs frequency.
Since the noise signal contains all frequencies in the pass band, for kd, a and d,
we use mean values:
kd = 5.6 mV/mW
a = 0.0199 Nepers/tap (0.173 dB/tap, see figure 5.30)
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Table 6.2 Tap responsivity vs. frequency
Fi'ecj Response
GHz mV/niW
1 3.1
2 2.2
3 1.97
4 2.4
5 4.9
6 9.6
7 9.4
8 8.2
d = 0.177 Nepers (1.54 dB)
Putting these values into equation 6.3, and using a constant power of 1 milliWatt
from splitter-A, we get for y„ the result shown in figure 6.1. Figure 6.2 shows the same
result as figure 6.1, but normalized to y^s mean (zero-lag not included).
Figure 6.3 shows the measured total power on the spectrometer, also normalized
to its mean (zero-lag not included). Comparing figures 6.2 and 6.3 shows good agreement
between the the calculated and measured plots, although the rise of the last two peaks on
the calculated plot, figure 6.2 is greater than that on the measured plot, figure 6.3. This is
due to diode compression since the diode responsivity goes down as the total power
increases, and these peaks are at the highest power delivered to a tap {n ^ 0).
6.3 Signal Response - Sine Waves and Random Noise
In this section we anah^ze the spectrometer response to both sinusoidal and
random noise signals. The basis for these analyzes is the results of section 3.3.
We start with a sinusoidal input signal. This analysis is useful for determining
the approximate signal power needed for the calibration process, which will be discussed
in section 7.1.1.
For a sinusoidal signal
^2
s(0 = ^psin(27r/0 and P.A = (6.6)
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Calculated Tap Output with 1 mllllWatt from Splitter-A
100 150 200
Tap Number
250 300
Figure 6.1 Total power signal as a function of tap position calculated using composite values
of frequency dependent parameters, with 1 mW input power from splitter-A.
Calculated, Normalized Total Power
150
Tap Number
200 250 300
Figure 6.2 Same as figure 6.1, but normalized to its own average.
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Figure 6.3 Total power signal as a function of tap position measured on the prototype
spectrometer and normalized to its own average, zero lag not included.
where Ap. P\ and / are the peak voltage, average power, and frequency. respecti\'ely, from
an output port of splitter-A.
Equation 3.23 is the starting point, which is repeated below:
y„ = 2P4^-rfG^e-i-'^V'»^'cos(27r/»r„). (6.7)
\^'e have ignored the total power terms as they cancel for a sine signal.
To fully evaluate equation 6.7 we still need G.4, k^, a and d. We use the values
given in the previous section, except instead of using composite values, at each frequency,
we use the value appropriate for that frequency. Inserting the values for the parameters
and using an input power from splitter-A of 1 railliWatt, we get for the the amplitude of
the cosine function in Volts, the plot shown in figure 6.4.
Note that figure 6.4 represents the response of the correlator module and delay
lines, it does not include the response of the driver module. Based on figures 4.28 and 4.32.
we expect the drivers to add additional frequency response variation on the order of 2 dB.
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Autocorrelation Amplitude for a Sine Wave Input
with 1 milliwatt from Splitter-A
4 5
Frequency - GHz
Figure 6.4 Calculated response to a sinusoidal input as a function of frequency. The signal
strength at the output of splitter-A is held constant at 1 mW. The calculation is based on
equation 6.7 and the values given for Ga, d and
Figure 6.4 gives the peak amplitude y„, in Volts. Since the A-D converter has an
input range of 0.4 to 4 Volt, or ±2 Volts, the input power of a sinusoidal signal must be
limited to to insure y„ does not exceed 2 Volts. Thus at 3 GHz up to about 10 mW would
not saturate the A-D converter, but at 6 GHz, the power has to be limited to less than
3 mW. although diode compression may allow higher power without saturating the A-D
converters. These powers are at the output of splitter-A, which implies the input to the
driver module should be limited to the order of 3 to 10 microWatts (figures 4.28 and 4.32).
We next consider a random noise signal. For our analysis we assume the noise
has a Gaussian distribution and the average noise power is Pa = Apu^jg/Zg. The
applicable equation is 3.36, which we repeat here
Vn = Ga -2a[(l+m)N' -n\ -Q.b(?,-m)d
+GAkd
^^^^^
,-2a(n-mN')^-0.,md^-2<i
(6.8)
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Calculated Total Power Fluctuations with 1 milliwatt from Splitter-A
100 150 200
Tap Number
300
Figure 6.5 Expected residual total power present in a noise signal of 1 mW from splitter-A.
The integration time is equal to 7.2 milliseconds. These results scale with input power and
the inverse square root of the integration time.
Recall that the first two terms in equation 6.8 are contaminants, and the last term is the
desired autocorrelation function. As already stated, for random noise with a near flat
spectrum, the zero-lag is the total power, taps of low order contain the bulk of the
spectral information and these taps must have a response less than the zero-lag, and taps
with n ^ 0 tend to zero.
To evaluate the contaminant terms we use the composite values for kd. q and d
that we used in section 6.2. Df is the spectrometer bandwidth. 6.7 GHz. and AT is the
total integration time. All integrations must be an integral multiple of the slow phase
switch signal (switch A), 139 Hz, so the smallest AT could be is 7.2 milliseconds.
Figure 6.5 shows a plot of the first two terms of equation 6.8 for 1 mW from
splitter-A and an integration time of 7.2 milliseconds.
In addition to these residuals, there are other contributors which include
reflections at the end of the correlator delay lines (section 3.8), and low frequency
variations in the received power. There is also 1/f noise, a noise signal wherein the
differential noise power, Pnoise df is proportional to the inverse of the frequency. The
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rising noise characteristic on the left side of figure 5.25 ilhistrates the 1/f noise from the
diode. The fast phase switch switching frequency was chosen to be above the bulk of this
noise, so the synchronous detector will remove most of this noise, but its fluctuations
become a contributor to the residual power terms.
6.4 Removing the Residual Total Power Terms and Other Contaminants
In section 3.3 and the previous section, we showed that signal fluctuations
contribute total power contamination terms to the desired product term (equation 6.8)
We showed in section 3.8 that reflections on the correlator and external delay
lines added contaminants. To assess removing these contaminants, we use equations 3.85,
which represent the overall reflections off the correlator-connector delay line interface.
Replace the integrals in equations 3.85 with Pa Sac Pa Sbd to get
(CnDn) — e^^^^ e~^^^^^^Am^B^n
(6.9)
where Sac and Sbd represent the integrals in equations 3.72 indicated by the subscripts,
divided by the input power. Pa- Sac and Sbd are similar to correlation coefficients and
may range from zero to one. Since thex'e is significant delay between the signals An and
C,i, and B„ and D„, Sac and Sbd will be much less than one.
In section 6.2 we showed how we measure the total power distributed across the
correlator taps and developed an expression for that distribution:
Ga kdPA e-^'^"^ e'""^' e-0-5(3-m)rf^-2Q[(l+m)7V'-n]
+ G^fcrfPA e-i "^^e-'^^'e-°-5'"'^e-2«("-'"^')e-2'^. (6.10)
Comparing the first two terms of equation 6.8 to expression 6.10, we note that
both expressions have the same form; that is the same dependence on n, and hence the
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expressions are proportional. If we knew the ratio of the total power to the power
fluctuation, A'p, we could multiply expression 6.10 by Kp and subtract it from y„, leaving
only the desired ACF term.
The reflection terms are also present and individually they too are proportional
to each term in expression 6.10. That is (yl„C„) has the same dependence on n as the first
term of expression 6.10, and {BnD„ ) has the same dependence on n as the second term of
expression 6.10. In general however. Sac is "ot equal to Sbd so in aggregate the sum of
the two reflection terms (^„C„) + {B^Dn) will not be proportional to the residual total
power, equation 6.10 (not considering {CnDn)).
Since Sac ai^d Sbd ai'e much less than one, and comparing equation 3.87 to
equation 3.44. we conclude that the reflections are an order of magnitude or more smaller
than the residual total power. Thus we make the approximation that the sum of the first
two terms of equations 6.8 and 6.9 is proportional to the total power. (We will return to
the {CnDn) term below.)
To determine Kp we note that for a random signal, n :$> 0, the ACF term in (/„
should go to zero. Since as previously discussed, the integration of the ACF term is over a
finite time, the ACF term in y„ will not go identically to zero (section 3.4). However we
still expect that the average of the ACF terms for 72 2> 0 to go to zero.
Using the criteria that the average of the ACF terms should be zero for n ^ 0, in
terms of ??.(?)). this implies
N
T^n = 0. (6.11)
n3>0
This criteria implies that any signal contained in (/„. ?? » 0 is residual power. To
get the proportionality constant A'p = Pres/Pr {Pres is the unknown combined residual
power and Pt is the measured total power), we use the mean of the tap-by-tap ratio of the
measured total power \Pt) to the measured raw response, \y). Thus A'p is calculated as
(6.12)
Using A'p. assume Pres{n) = KpPrin) and subtract it off the measured (/,j's:
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\n)^\y)-Kp\PT). (6.13)
where we used the vector notation in which \y) represents the column vector of y„'s.
Up to now we have not given any c;riteria on n for what constitutes n :§> 0. This
will be a function of the nature of the input signal and its frequency content. If the signal
is close to white noise, then ?; > 10 to 15 may be sufhcient but for a signal with spectral
content, then n > 40 to 50 may be more appropriate. This can be seen in figures 7.8
through 7.11.
This will require an assessment as to where the sum of equation 6.12 begins. This
assessment has to be made based on measurement with signals similar to those expected in
normal operation; the lower limit should be set to start such that the sum does not include
power from a region of the raw ACF (y„) that has significant spectral information. In our
application, we set the lower limit to n > 63, not using the first delay line segment at all.
As already implied, this procedure is not perfect, and will not remove all
contaminants. If the only contaminant were the residual total power (first two terms of
equation 6.8), which is proportional to the measured total power, this procedure would
essentially remove all of it. However, as we have shown, the reflected signals which produce
additional contaminants are not rigorously proportional to the measured total power.
Further, reflections also produce a set of secondary ACFs ((C,ii3„)) that this
procedure will not impact. This last term has an amplitude of about 0.0356% to 0.0493%
of the primary ACF, so it is a small effect, except where the zero lag of the secondary ACF
falls near one end of a correlator line. Currently we have no algorithm to remove this term.
6.5 Saturation, Dynamic Range and Best Operating Point
Up to this point we have used used 1 milliWatt as the input power for our
calculation since it is an easily scalable value. We now address the issue of what is the
optimum input power for spectrometer operation. By "optimum" we mean what input
power provides the maximum signal to noise ratio. If the power is too low, it is
contaminated by the tap noise described in section 5.4.5. If the power is too high diode
compression becomes significant (section 5.4.3) and distorts the ACF. In the extreme case
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the analog-todigital converters may saturate; recall they have an upper limit on their
input of ±2 Volts.
6.5.1 Analog-to-Digital Converter and the Maximums Input Power
Initially we shall neglect the nonlinearity of the diodes and determine at what
input power the A-D converter saturate (hard clipping). That is, up to the input limit of
±2 Volts, the converters faithfully provide a digital value proportional to the input, but
above the limit produce a constant maximum digital value.
At the zero-lag, the signal on the line is 2Ao Bq (expression 3.37, neglecting total
power fluctuations), which presents to the A-D converter
yo-2A'rfG.4P.4e-"^'e-^-^5d_ (gi4)
Using the mean values for q, d and gwen in section 6.2, for yo we get
yo = 0.5056 Pa- (6.15)
where yo is in Volts and is in mW. Keeping |yo| < i2. implies P4 has to be less than
about 3.9 mW to prevent satiu'ation of the A-D converters. As we shall show in the next
section, diode compression would allow higher input power without saturating the A-D
converters at the expense of system linearity. Further, since the zero lag does not fall
precisely on a tap position, higher input power may be possible, ljut would cause increased
diode compression.
6.5.2 Diode Compression
In hgures 5.16, 5.18 and 5.20 we showed the response of the diodes to the power
absorbed by the tap structure from the correlator delay line. Up to now we have neglected
the curvature displayed by the diodes in these figures and used the values for their initial
slope for k^. However, as is evident by figures 5.17, 5.19 and 5.21, the curvature is not
insignificant.
Although kd is a function of both input power and frequency, we shall use the
cur^'es for 5 GHz for our analysis, as they represent a reasonable mean \'alue. We first
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examine in detail the response of the diode at the zero-lag, which is the highest power
point on the correlator delay line.
The peak-to-j^eak value seen by the A-D converter is the response to the total
power in the "plus" state, (y,!), minus the total power in the "minus" state, (y,7)-
yo^ivi -Vo) (6.16)
At n — 0, we can write in general terms
yt = Al + Bl + 2AoBo
y- = Al + Bl-2AoBo (6.17)
and using ecjuations 2.17 with n = 0 and in terms of the power from splitter-A, Pa we get
for the power at tap-0 in each state
p- = P^e-^-5'^e-'^^' +PAe-2'^-2P^e-i'5'^e-'*^'. (6.18)
We then use each of these expressions in the h^'^ order polynomial we fitted to the data in
figure 5.18, V;(P±) to get
y+ = G.4F.(Po+)
y; = GaVAP^)
yo = Ga [v;(Po+)-v;(Po-)]. (6.19)
We use the mean values of o = 0.0199 and d = 0.177 from section 6.2, along with
A''' = 64 and Ga = 215.53 which when put into equations 6.18 and 6.19, we get and
Pq" as a function of P4. The result, yoiPA)^ is plotted in figure 6.6 (the curved line).
The impact of the nonlinearity of the diode on the zero-lag can be illustrated by
considering operation when using chopper calibration to measure the telescope system
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Large Signal Diode Non-Linearity
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Figure 6.6 Large signal compression of tlie detector diodes. The curve is the result of the
analysis and shows the nonlinearity of the diode. The straight line is an approximation to
the curve, which was chosen to pass through the curve at 3 mW input power from splitter-A.
temperature, where a hot load is placed in front of the receiver (the chopper, usually at
about 300 Kelvins), followed by a cold load (usually blank sky at 2.7 Kelvins). Since the
zero-lag is the overwhelming contribution to the continuum le\'el of the spectrum, any
compression will cause the spectrometer to measure the system temperature higher than
the actual value and thus increase the continuum level, as explained below.
When using a chopper calibration on the telescope, the cold load signal will read
high with respect to the hot k)ad, causing the "Y" factor to be low with respect to a linear
response:
Y = ^out, hot _ g
* {Th + Tsys
^out, cold 9*{Tc + Z
(6.20)
sys)
where
K)ut hot ^^^^ receiver response to the iiot load
^out cold receiver response to the cold load
T/j is the temperature of the hot load
Tf is the temperature of the cold load
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Tsys is the noise temperature of the receiving system
and g is the overall receiver system gain.
Note that the symbols Tj- are various temperatures, not time intervals as we have used T
for previously.
(The "Y-factor" is used to derive the system noise, measured in terms of its noise
temperature in Kelvins. The "Y-factor" is the ratio of the receiver response when exposed
to a hot source; to the I'esponse when exposed to a cold source. Since the receiver noise is
always present, the receiver response is the sum of the noise power of the source, measured
as a temperature, and the noise power of the receiving system; hence the two sums in the
above formula.)
In the above equation, g is the overall gain of the receiver system, from the power
in the horn to the power delivered to the spectrometer (in terms of temperature), which
under the assumption of linearity, cancels.
We use figure 6.6 for an illustrative example. For a hot load of 300 Kelvins, T^. a
cold load (blank sky) of 2.7 Kelvins, Tc, and a system temperature of 200 Kelvins, Tgyg
the Y-factor should be 2.5. If the system gain is adjusted for 3 mW into the correlator
with the hot load, the straight line in figure 6.6 shows the expected response. However
due to the nonlinearity of the diode, the response to the cold load is high; it should be
0.513 Volts, but will give 0.589 Volts. This causes the Y-factor to be low, 2.18 vs. the
expected 2.5. Use the measured Y-factor (2.18) to get the system temperature;
For Y too low. Tgys will be high with respect to the proper value, in our example;
250 Kelvins instead of the 200 Kelvins expected.
6.5.3 Response Variations from Power Distribution
Another aspect of the variation in the responsivity of the diodes is due to the
total power variation across the correlator delay line. For small signals, the tap
sys — Y - 1 (6.21)
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responsivity is the derivative of the the tap's Vj- vs. P,„ curve, shown in figures 5.16
through 5.21 (recall V, is the diode's response curve). The operating point on the curve is
set by the total power at the tap, which we get from equation 6.3, without the the factor
P„ = p-2a(yV'-„)^-0.5(3-m)d ^ ^-2an^-0.5md^-2d (g
where Pn is the power at tap "n". (Note that this is only appropriate for a noise signal
since we have neglected the ACF term.)
We can quantify this as follows. We use the characteristics at 5 GHz
(figures 5.18 and 5.19) for our analysis. Using the S"' order polynomial we fitted to the
measured diode curve at 5 GHz (figure 5.18), Vj.{P„), take the derivative of the measured
response curve (figures 5.19), which expressed as a function of the power at the tap, P„ is
dVr
^diPn) = j^. (6.23)dPn
Then using equation 6.22 for P^ and figure 5.19 to get k^{Pn), we substitute them into
equation 6.3 to construct figure 6.7, which shows the tap response variation across the
correlator delay line for several values of P4. As can be seen from figure 6.7, as the input
power increases, the overall responsivity decreases and the variation in the responsivity
increases.
All of the above analysis has relied on diode responsivities measured with sine
wave inputs. For a noise signal and a sine signal of the same average power, the noise
signal will saturate more strongly. This is because the noise signal will have \'oltage
excursions higher than the peak value of the sine signal, thus more of the noise signal is
compressed than the sine signal. Since in practice the input signal is noise, the problem is
aggravated.
In section 7.2 we display a calibration procedure which fully compensates for
variation of the tap response from tap-to-tap. However, changes in a tap's responsivity
(kj) can not be compensated in the calibration procedure. Currently an algorithm to
provide some compensation for the diode nonlinearit\'. based on the measiu'ed total power
distribution, is under development.
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Tap Responsivity Variation with Tap Position and Input Power
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Figure 6.7 Tap response variation as a function of tap position for 1, 2 ,3, 4 and 5 mW
output from splitter-A
6.5.4 Low Power
We next consider the impact of low input power. As already discussed in
section 3.4, as T ^ oo (we are back to using T to indicate a time interval), the
autocorrelation function (ACF), — {s{t) s{t — nxo) ) t, will go to zero for n 3> 0.
However when T is finite and 7i » 0, TZn will not be identically zero and will exhibit
fluctuations. Because these fluctuations are relatively small, they are subject to
contamination by the tap noise.
In section 5.4.5 we showed that the tap noise, Vfap noises is about
12.27 nVolts \/HZ into the audio amplifier. Since the A-D converter measures the
difference between the average of adjacent time slices of the signal, only the fluctuation of
the tap noise will be sensed by the converter and hence contaminate the desired signal.
The RMS tap noise contamination to the signal. Noise, will vary with AT~°^, the
integration time:
Noise = Vfap noise (6.24)
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Equation 3.40 provides the relation of the RMS fluctuations on the ACF to the
input power. Taking these fluctuations as the "signal" , and recalling that the input power
in the ACF term at any tap is attenuated by e"'*^ e~^ '^'^, the low power signal can be
expressed as
Signal = W
,
,
kd (6.25)
where as before, D f is the correlator bandwidth, 6.7 GHZ.
Combining equations 6.24 and 6.25 we get the low power signal to noise ratio as
a function of the input power
Signal
_
Df P4 e'^^'e-^-^^rf
Noise V/-^
'
which putting in the mean values for k^, 5.6 mV/mW; a. 0.0199 Nepers/tap:
d. 0.177 Nepers; and recalling that + 1 is 256, we get for the uncompressed signal to
noise ratio (SNR)
SNR = 15.74P4, (6.27)
where Pa is in milliWatts.
6.5.5 Best Operating Power
The constraints on the operating power (the power from an output port of
splitter-A) is given by equation 6.27. which sets the low power criteria from tap noise
contamination, and figure 6.7 which sets the high power criteria due to nonlinearity of the
diodes. A reasonable choice is on the order of 3 m\\', which gives a low power SNR of
about 45. and a zero-lag compression of about 8/{ . Since these estimates are based on
composite values of system parameters, and there is significant \'ariation o\'er the
frequency band, ultimately the final point must be determined empirically.
We show in section 7.1.1 how a calibration procedure is needed to produce a
reliable spectrum from the correlatfjr"s ACF. We point out that after the best operating
input power is selected, the calibration procedure should use that power, corrected for
frequency response at each calibration point to provide consistent results. However,
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because diode saturation is an inherently non-linear process, the calibration will not
compensate for the diode's non-linearity.
6.6 Cross Talk between Phase Switches
The issue of cross talk was first noticed late in the {project while working on the
final design of the spectrometer driver and correlator modules. In the hnal design, the two
separate driver submodules were replaced by a single module that had both the primary
and secondary dri\'ers in the same chassis. This allowed radiative coupling between the
inputs to each driver, which manifested as artifacts in the ACF after removing the
residual total power term as discussed in section 6.4.
Reducing the coupling reduced the size of the artifacts, but did not eliminate
them. Another source of coupling, moi'e subtle is also at work. Consider the initial signal
path at the bottom of figure 2.8. When a phase switch changes state, there is a small
change in the reflection coefficient since the diodes in the switches are not perfectly
matched and the current drivers are not perfectly balanced.
Thus there is a change in the signal reflected back to the input signal splitter.
The splitter does not have perfect isolation between output ports (figure 4.21) so some
part of the change in reflected signal will be seen on the input to the other phase switch.
To reduce this effect attenuators and amplifiers are being added between the phase
switches and the input splitter to provide improved isolation. Also an additional section is
being added to the splitters to improve the splitter's isolation and output port return loss.
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CHAPTER 7
RECONSTRUCTING THE SPECTRUM
In this chapter we discuss various aspects of reconstructing the spectrum from
the measured autocorrelation function. We first consider the standard Fourier transform
approach and point out the shortcomings, the source of which Ue in the imperfections that
exist in a reahstic implementation of the correlator. Next we discuss a means of
overcoming those shortcomings (Harris & Zmuidzinas (2001)) and provide a quantitative
analysis of the imperfections. We then present laboratory test results showing the
performance of the prototype spectrometer.
A note on terminology and notation: As in previous chapters, we use to
indicate the number of taps, less one, in a correlator. Although the prototype correlator
built and reported on herein has 256 taps (A^ 255). the formulations are general and we
will use A'^ (A'^') in the fornmlations to maintain generality.
In this chapter we use the term error to indicate a departure of a particular
parameter from ideal rather than an error in a measurement. For example in
manufacturing the correlator, tap resistors have a specific position along the line but there
is a tolerance associated with placement of the tap resistors. When a resistor is not placed
exactly at the position specified (but within tolerance) we refer to that as a position error.
A resistor being placed outside its tolerance would be termed a manufacturing error. We
do not consider the latter in our analysis.
In addition to tap position errors, we will be concerned with errors in the length
of the external delay lines, and non-uniform gain and frequency response among the taps.
7.1 Fourier Transform
After removing the total power terms, to recover the spectrum from the
correlator one can perform a discrete Fourier transform (Press et al. (1992) ) on the
measured ACF. 71(iiTo):
N
Q. = ^("^o) e'^^''^^"^" 0 < A- < A^. (7.1)
n=0
or in vector notation:
Ck^{v,\n) (7.2)
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where {vf;\ = e'^'^'^*"'^" is the A-"' basis vector, 0 < k < N . and t> is the amplitude of
frequency contained in 7?.. The set of c/,.'s are the desired spectrum, P{f).
To apply equation 7.1, the general method of choice is to put |7^) through a fast
Fourier transfoi'm algorithm (FFT). Two subtleties are associated with using an FFT.
FFTs produce both negative and positive frequencies, thus requiring twice as many data
points as available to maintain the full resolution available. Since the autocorrelation
function is symmetric about n = 0, we define a new vector |7^'):
= rN,- ,ri,ro,ri- ,rN (7.3)
This need to "reflect" |7?') is an issue since as will be shown below, the position
of the true zero-lag point on the transmission line can not be perfectly controlled, and will
not fall exactly on tap 0. If the signal is not perfectly reflected about the zero lag
significant distortion of the specrum will occur.
The second subtlety is that FFT algorithms are most efficient if the input vector
has a number of elements equal to a power of 2. When this is not the case, the ends of the
input vector are appropriately padded with zeros to get the input vector to have the
element count equal a power of 2 (Press et al., 1992, chapter 12). For our case, N = 255
so \TZ') has 511 elements. Add a trailing zero to get 512 elements (2^) and \7l') becomes
1"^') =
''A^. • • ,ri,ro,ri • • ,rAr,0. (7.4)
\TZ') is then run through an FFT to produce the q-'s, the desired spectrum.
Another algorithm, less computationally efficient than the FFT is to construct
the matrix of the basis vectors of equation 7.2, {vk\, and perform the matrix multiplication
of equation 7.2 explicitly:
CO I'O.O • Vq^n
Cn VN.O VN,N
(7.5)
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In order to remain consistent with the number convention used for the ACF lags,
which run from 0 to N {N — 255), we adopt the notation that the first row and column
are row 0 and column 0, rather than row 1 and colunni 1. In vector notation write:
\C)^[V]\Tl). (7.6)
Since 7? is real and synuiietric, cosine functions can be used in place of the
exponential in equation 7.1 (Butkov (1968), section 7.6). That is
(n-l =cos(27rA.77rX=o 0<k<N. (7.7)
From equation 7.5 column vector \Tl) has A'^ + 1 (256) rows so there can be no
more than A'^ + 1 independent vectors {vi^.\. From the Nyquist sampling theorem (Fante
(1988), section 4.2) the maximum frequency one can measure without aliasing is
1/(2to) = fcrtt- For the f^'s evenly distributed fk will be
A=^/cn, = ^. 0<k<N. (7.8)
Substitute this result into equation 7.7:
^,| = cos(7r^)lo 0<A-<iV, (7.9)
which are the expected basis vectors for an ideal correlator.
7.1.1 Spectrum Reconstruction with a Realistic Correlator
Consider the response of the correlator to a pure sine-wave input at a basis
frequency //,.. The autocorelation function TZ{nTo) of a sinusoidal input of amplitude D
and frequency fk is:
T^{nro) = ^ cos(27r/A.?;ro) = "^'^^^^^^ )'
{'^^^)
Equation 7.10 will only hold if the correlator is ideal. A real spectrometer has
imperfections such as tap position irregularity, gain variations among taps and nonuniform
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frequency response. These imperfections distort the cosine functions expected for TZ{nTo).
Rather than assuming an ideal basis set, we follow a procedure authored by Harris (Harris
& Zmuidzinas (2001)). Our development closely follows Harris, but with more detail.
We construct a new basis set using measured correlator response. As shown in
the preceding section, for any autocorrelation function |7?.) the underlying spectrum |5)
can be found if we know the basis set [V"]:
\S) = [V]\Tl) (7.11)
To find [V] start by inverting equation 7.11:
\n) = [Q]\S) (7.12)
whei'e
[Q] = [V]-\ (7.13)
Initially, assume [V] can be inverted; we will return to this point below.
To find [Q], measure the correlator response at each basis frequency, //,.. A
simplified setup is shown in figure 7.1. Under control of the desktop computer, the
synthesizer is stepped through each fk- At each frequency //,., the autocorrelation function
and input power p^- ai-e recorded by the desktop computer. (The reason for using
prime on \R'^) and |P/,) will become clear below.) Note we use R to indicate a measured
ACF of a known input spectrum (in this case a single frequency) rather than TZ which we
use for the ACF from an unknown spectrum.
The input spectrum \P^) of a single frequency fk with power pk is
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Figure 7.1 Calibration setup
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that is, the components pj of \P[.) are:
(7.14)
0 j^k
Pk j ^ ^•
(7.15)
Form + 1 vector equations:
\K) = [Qm) (7.16)
from which we construct a general matrix equation (recall and |P/.) are column
vectors):
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UR^) \R[) ••• \R',) ••• \R'^)] =[Q] m) \Pi) •• in) ••• m)l (7-17)
Divide each vector |P^) and of equation 7.16 by pi^ (measured at the same
time as ) to get = \R'^)/pk and \Pk) = |P/,/Pfc), and the later becomes
\Pk) =
0
0
or more explicitly
0 j^k
1 J^k
Using these normalized vectors reconstruct equation 7.17:
(7.18)
(7.19)
[\Ro) \Ri) \Rk) •• \Rn)] = [Q] [\Po) \Pi) \Pk) \Pn)] (7.20)
which in explicit matrix notation (using only the first 4x4 elements) is
^0,0 ^0.1 ro,2 ro„3
ri.o J^l.l '"1.2 ri,3
r2.o ^2,1 r2,2 r2.3
rS.O '"3.1 '"3.2 '"3,3
Q0,0 90,1 <?0,2 <70.3
91,0 91. 1 91.2 91.3
92,0 92,1 92,2 92,3
93,0 93,1 93,2 93,3
10 0 0
0 10 0
0 0 10
0 0 0 1
(7.21)
The last matrix on the right is the identity matrix so the matrix [Q] is the
collection of the column vectors \Rk); the normalized ACFs (normalized with input power)
at each basis frequency. That is
[Q] \Ro) |i?i) ••• \Rk) \Rn)] (7.22)
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This construction does not insure [Q] will be invertible as required by
eciuation 7.13. [Q\ may be singular or near singular for two reasons; the distortion of the
basis vectors is large enough that the angle between two or more vectors \Rk) is small, or
the magnitude of one or more s are near zero.
In practice [Q] will be singular since the correlator response rolls off below
1.3 GHz so for //,."s below 1.3 GHz the magnitude of the corresponding \Rk)'s will be
essentially zero. Hence: even for an ideal correlator [Q] will be singular.
For an ideal correlator, those \Rk)'s within the correlator's passband will be
orthogonal. For a realistic correlator, the vectors within the pass-band will not be
orthogonal due to distortion from imperfections. So long as the vectors in the
passband are independent, a pseudo-inverse of [Q] will produce a set of independent basis
vectors to provide full resolution in the pass-band. We will return to a discussion of how
to evaluate the independence and completeness of the |/?a )s, but first we discuss how to
(pseudo)invert [Q] to get [V].
To perform the inversion or pseudo-inversion of [Q]. we use the technique of
singular value decomposition (SVD). See Strang (1980) section 3.4 for a detailed
discussion of SVD and Press et al. (1992) for a discussion of the computational
implementation of SVD.
The SVD algorithm factors the singular matrix [Q] into three matrices:
[Q] = [Y\[D][Xf (7.23)
where [A'] and [Y] are orthogonal matrices and [D] is a diagonal matrix, with the singular
values along the diagonal of [D]. The singularity of the original matrix \Q] is displayed in
tile singular values in [D], by those values that are equal to or near zero. The
pseudo-inverse of [Q], [Q]'^ , is computed by inverting equation 7.23;
[Q]^ = [X][D]-'[Yf. (7.24)
Since [X] and [Y] are orthogonal, they are invertible by simple transposition, but if [D]
has zeros (or near zero entires, dj) on its diagonal it will not be invertible since the inverse
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of a diagonal matrix is formed by replacing the diagonal entries, dj with their recii^rocals,
l/dj. However, if the original matrix [Q] is singular, one or more of the diagonal entries dj
will be zero (or near zero), in which case l/dj will blow up.
The SVD inversion algorithm overcomes this by replacing those entries in [D]
that would blow up when inverted, with zero. That is, for those entries in [D] that are
equal to or near zero, replace the one-over-zero's (or near zero's) in [D]~^ with zero.
If [D] is not square it will not be invertible either. This becomes an issue if the
frequency space is oversampled with calibration vectors, but the SVD algorithm handles
this as well with no additional effort.
Most algorithms used to perform SVD return the singular values in a list of
descending order, [Press et al. (1992) chapter 7], including the one we used from the
MATLAB function library [MATLAB (2003)]. Figure 7.2 is a plot of the singular values
that result from the calibration of a realistic computer-modeled spectrometer. (The model
spectrometer will be described in the next section.)
The key issue that has to be addressed in this process is the determination of
how close to zero should a singular value be to use a zero replacement, this question will
be discussed in section 7.3.3, but there is a fundamental answer. Assuming the calibration
vectors within the pass band are independent and the vectors outside the pass band are to
be eliminated, then we must have as many basis vectors as there are frequency bins in the
pass band.
The model spectrometer has 256 taps and a low frequency cutoff of 1.00 GHz;
any basis vectors below 1.00 GHz should be zero. Using the low frequency cutoff and
fcr^t = 7.957, get:
(7.957 - 1.00)
^ —— ^ 256 = 223.8. 7.25
7.957 ^ '
In the computer simulation that produced figure 7.2 choosing the SVD cutoff for
the model was simple since the model contains a sharp cutoff at 1.00 GHz; the singular
values go from 0.02 at index 223 to of order 10"^^ at index 224. In practice this cutoff is
not so sharp and the sharp corner in figure 7.2 will be rounded. We will return to the
selection process in section 7.3.3.
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Singular Values for a Typical Realistic Correlator,
from a Simulation
300
Singular Value Index
Figure 7.2 Plot of the singular values for a realistic correlator model
So long as the |i?)s within the passband are linearly independent and the vectors
outside the passband are eliminated from the solution, the SVD process will produce an
inverse of [Q]: [V] = [Q]~^, such that all (V^.|s are linearly independent and in principle,
will accurately reproduce any spectrum within the passband.
Up to now we have assumed that the input signal s{t) contains no frequency
components at or above font- If such components are present they will be aliased back
into the pass band (reflected about fcnt)- and will appear in the processed spectrum at
fcrit — f (see Fante (1988) ). Generally this is of little concern since the notch filter
combined with the upstream low pass filter attenuate components above fcnt- below a
level of significance.
7.2 A Realistic Correlator Model:
The analysis and results discussed in this section were performed using a
computer model of the spectrometer. The model sinuilates the frequency response of each
driver, the loss and phase delay of all nine external delay lines, the loss and phase delay on
the correlator delay lines, the delay line tap responses and positions, and the phase
switching within the drivers. Regarding the last, we simulate a single ideal phase switch.
We can include non-uniform tap position and frequency response, lengthen and shorten
the external delay lines from their ideal lengths, and vai'y the frequency response of the
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drivers. Not inchidod are the effects of reflections at the eiui of the external and correlator
dehw hnes. or diode nonhnearity.
As stated at the beginning of section 7.1.1 our interest in this section is in the
spectrometer's response to pure sine-wave input signals. An ideal basis set would then be
a vector set that is also pure sine-waves, and the basis vectors would form an orthogonal
set. When the spectrometer's response distorts the sinusoidal response, the basis vectors
are no longer orthogonal.
A criteria for the \-ectors (V/,.| in the passband to be independent is that the angle
between any pah- of basis vectors {V\ not be near zero. To evaluate the angle between
vectors we use
where 0/,.p is the angle between vectors 114) and \Vp) [Strang (1980), section 3.2]. Of
interest is the minimum Of; p as it determines how close to independent (or more
appropriately, how close to not independent) the vector set is.
We use two approaches to evaluate the impact of the various errors: a statistical
analysis (Monte Carlo approach) and a worst-case-stack, the latter only for tap positions.
The worst-case-stack, while an unrealistic configuration, provides some insight into how
the vectors behave with frequency and error limits. The Monte Carlo simulations provide
a broader answer to how much error from various soiu'ces can be tolerated.
For the worst-case stack, we set a limit on the tap resistor's position error. A,
and within that limit, at each frequency, position the tap resistors to give the maximiun
angle between the response vector, \Rresp) ai^d the correspondhig ideal vector, \Rideal)
(i.e.. no position error).
Figure 7.3 shcjws how to arrange the taps to produce the worst-case condition.
Since we are trying to maximize the angle (p between the 'l-eaF' vector and the associated
ideal, we need to minimize cos(0). Recall that the cosine is proportional to the sum of the
products of the components, the numerator of equation 7.26. Since the ideal is fixed, we
rearrange the taps within their allowed tolerance (and maintaining an average error of
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Figure 7.3 Arrangement of taps and their position errors for a worst case stack. Points
marked witli an are the actual positions of the taps, and the 's mark the actual
values seen by the tap. The vertical line through the filled circles are at the expected tap
locations. \^^e have intentionally set the actual locations so that when compared to the
expected position values (the curve) the taps always indicate low.
zero) to minimize the value they will produce. The caption of figure 7.3 explains how the
arrangement always produces a signal with a magnitude less than would be seen at the
expected or ideal position.
Although figure 7.3 does not show much distortion, at higher frequencies where
there are few taps per cycle, the distortion will increase.
A sufficient condition for the basis set of vectors to be independent is the angle 9
Ijetween \Rideal) find \Rresp) be less than 45 degrees. {\Rideal) is a pure sine-wave.) This is
an overly stringent condition; two vectors more than 45 degrees from their ideal may still
be far apart if they are not in the same plane. None-the-less, this approach is useful for
evaluation and illustrative purposes. The cosine of the angle (j) between the response
vector, \Rj.ggp) and its ideal \Rideal)> can be calculated as
cos{(j))
{Rideal\Rreal) EloCOs(7r^)cos(7r*^MzO))
\Rideal I real I
(7.27)
where S{7i) is the position offset as a fraction of the tap position. For our purpose, we
consider S{n) = ^ a constant for each trial.
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Angle between an Ideal Basis Vector and a Corrupted Vector Due
to Tap Position Error - a Worst Case Analysis
Tap Position Error - inches
Figure 7.4 Worst case angle between an ideal and realistic basis function vs. tap position
error limit S.
For each frequency we rearrange the tap positions to maintain the arrangement
implied in figure 7.3 and calculate the right hand side of equation 7.27. We repeat this
over a range of S, and for each S, select the maximum angle. The result is shown in
figure 7.4. The angle does not get to 45 degrees until S = 0.063 inches which is well above
the tolerance of modern circuit board manufacturing.
Another result of this calculation not shown in figure 7.4 is that the largest angle
for a given tap error (S) occurred at the extreme high frequency end of the spectrum.
That the errors increase with frequency will be a recurring theme throughout the analysis
and in the measured data.
This worst-case approach does not extend to evaluating external delay line length
errors or gain variations. This is because an explicit worse-case arrangement like figure 7.3
is not easily determined for these parameters.
To get a realistic evaluation of the impact of the various errors, we performed a
Monte Carlo simulation using the computer-model simulator. The analysis is summarized
in table 7.1. Each row of table 7.1 represents a test case. For each test case, error limits
are established for each parameter; 100 trial configurations are built with errors randomly
distributed within the error limits. The errors are randomly distributed using a flat
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probability distribution. For example, for a tap position erx'or limit of ±0.040 inches, any
tap's actual position has equal probability of being at any position within ±0.040 inches of
the tap's true position. The same applies to the external delay line lengths and the tap
response charac-teristics; the distribution across the error limits is flat.
Columns 1 through 4 of table 7.1 are the error limits on tap position, external
delay line length (less line-J), the long external delay line length (line-J), and the gain
variation of the taps, respectively. We then calculate angles between vectors as discussed
in the following paragraphs.
To evaluate the impact of the errors on correlator performance we use two basic
angles. The first, which we used above, is the angle between a basis vector and its ideal
counterpart, i.e., the basis vector produced by a perfect correlator. For this angle our
interest is in the largest angle in a basis set: the larger the error, the larger these angles
become. Column 5 of table 7.1 and figure 7.5 are angles of this type.
Column 5 is the maximum-of-the-mean angle in a given test case (row) between a
basis vector and its ideal counterpart. Figure 7.-5 illustrates a typical calculation (I'ow 13)
for the angle in column 5. The arrow in the figure shows what is meant by the
maximum-of-the-mean. For each test case (row) we made a plot the same as figure 7.5.
We then selected the maximum value of the curve of the mean value plot (labeled Mean).
The other angle of interest is the angle between basis vectors. For a perfect
correlator, all these angles are 90 degrees. For these angles, our interest is in the smallest
angle. As the errors in the correlator get larger, these angles get smaller. Columns 6 and 7
of table 7.1 and figure 7.6 are angles of this type.
Columns 6 and 7 refer to the smallest angle between any two basis vectors. For
each test case (row), from each trial we select the minimum angle between any two basis
vectors, we then plot it as in figure 7.6. We then calculated the mean (col. 6) and standard
deviation (col. 7) associated with the plot. Figme 7.6 is the plot for the test case of
row 13.
From table 7.1 we see that the ability to produce an independent basis set is
robust. Rows 13 and 14 of table 7.1 use errors larger than would be expected for the tap
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Figure 7.5 Maximum angle between basis vectors and their corresponding ideal for the
configuration of table 7.1, row 13. The arrow indicates the point entered in column 5 of
table 7.1.
Smallest Angle between Basis Vectors
40 60
Trial Number
100
Figure 7.6 Mininmm angle between any two basis vector for the configuration of table 7.1,
row 13.
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Table 7.1 Sensitivity of basis vector offset angle to correlator imperfections.
Column 5 refers to the angle between a basis vector and its associated ideal (figure 7.5).
Columns 6 and 7 refer to the angles between a basis vector and the basis vector closest to
it (within the same trial, figure 7.6).
1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
lap Coax Long Coax Cam Max - Mean Mean Stand.
ros. Lrror hrror Variation Offset Angle A 1Angle Dev.
(^lllClleS j l<Jf^g-/
Mao 1 (deg.)
1 ±0.050 0 0 0 16.5 81.2 2.59
2 ±0.060 0 0 0 20.1 79.5 3.30
3 ±0.070 0 0 0 23.8 78.0 4.11
4 0 ±0.050 0 0 12.6 78.7 4.80
5 0 ±0.060 0 0 16.5 75.7 6.05
6 0 ±0.070 0 0 18.4 73.4 8.48
7 0 0 ±0.070 0 12.0 85.1 3.21
8 0 0 ±0.090 0 13.4 83.7 5.20
9 0 0 ±0.120 0 21.1 81.0 7.15
10 0 0 ±0.140 0 26.7 78.0 10.3
11 ±0.040 ±0.050 ±0.070 0 24.0 75.5 7.62
12 ±0.020 ±0.040 ±0.050 ±2 22.3 78.2 4.51
13 ±0.040 ±0.050 ±0.070 ±2 28.3 74.4 7.05
14 ±0.040 ±0.070 ±0.090 ±2 31.6 69.8 9.49
positions or the external delay lines (coax-cable). With these pessimistic errors, the angle
between basis vectors is large enough that the basis set is not close to singular.
7.3 Prototype Performance
In this section we present laboratory test results on the prototype spectrometer.
Of interest here is how well the spectrometer can reproduce a spectrum. We are also
interested in the noise figures. \\e performed a calibration on the protot\'pe spectrometer
in accordance with figure 7.1 and section 7.1.1. Figure 7.7 shows the singular values that
result from the calibration, and following the recipe of equation 7.25, and using a low
frequency cutoff of 1.3 GHz, for the SVD cutoff we get
^•^^^ ~
^'^
256 = 214.2 ^ 215. (7.28)
Figures 7.8 and 7.10 show typical autocorrelation functions, while figures 7.9 and
7.11 show the spectrum calculated from each ACF. The signal source was a noise source
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Figure 7.7 Singular values for the prototype spectrometer
constructed from two wide-band amplifiers in series, and a 50 Ohm termination on the
first amplifier's input.
Figure 7.8 is the ACF that results when the noise source is passed through a
6.8 GHz low pass filter and the residual power is removed in accordance with the
procedure of section 6.4. Figure 7.9 is the spectrum that results from calculating the
spectrum using our calibrated basis vectors. The low frequency cutoff is due to the low
frequency cutoff of the spectrometer. Note that the bulk of the spectral information is
contained in the oscillations in the ACF on the left hand side of the plot (the low
numbered taps). Note that tap-0 has the largest response, which is expected as it is
closest to the true zero-lag position, which represents the total signal power.
Figure 7.10 is the ACF that results when the noise source is passed through a
3.7 - 4.3 GHz band pass filter and the residual power is removed. Figure 7.11 is the
resulting spectrum.
For the narrow band filter, the oscillation in the ACF extends much further than
for the wideband filter. This is a demonstration of the relationship between Fourier
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Normalized ACF to a Noise Source through a Low Pass Filter
Cutoff = 6.8 GHz
50 100 150
Tap Number
200 250 300
Figure 7.8 A typical autocorrelation function produced by the prototype spectrometer. This
ACF was produced using a noise source through a 6.8 GHz lowpass filter.
transform pairs. That is. as the width of a pulse in the time domain broadens, the width
of the spectrum gets narrower (and vice-versa).
Spectral Response to a Noise Source through a Low Pass Filter,
Frequency - GHz
Figure 7.9 Spectrum calculated for the ACF of figure 7.8.
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ACF from a Noise Source through a Narrow Band Filter
3.7 to 4,3 GHz
150 200
Tap Number
300
Figure 7.10 A typical autocorrelation function produced by the prototype spectrometer.
This ACF was produced using a noise source through a 3.7 to 4.3 GHz bandpass filter.
Spectrum of a Noise Source through a Narrow Band Filter
3.7 to 4.3 GHz
3 4 5
Frequency - GHz
Figure 7.11 Spectrum calculated for the ACF of figure 7.10.
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Spectrometer Frequency Response - Measured
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Figure 7.12 Measured frequency response of the prototype spectrometer using the power
compensated magnitude of the cahbration vectors
For most of what follows in this section, we use the calibration data, and in
particular, the measured calibration vectors.
7.3.1 Prototype Frequency Response
Figure 7.12 shows the overall frequency response of the spectrometer. The
amplitude of each calibration vector is calculated as the root-mean-square (RMS) of the
data points that make-up the vector, i.e., ^ Ylo ^n. The resultant set of magnitudes is
then normalized to the mean. The overall variation from minimum to maximum response
within the passband is about 3.5 dB.
Throughout this section calibration vectors, refer to the spectrometer
response to the sinusoidal input signal used for calibration, and basis \'ector, refers to
one of the vectors that results from the SVD process discussed in section 7.1.1.
We subjected the spectrometer calibration data to similar tests we used for
table 7.1. Figure 7.13 shows the angle between each calibration vector and its nearest
neighbor. Note that for most of the passband the angle is greater than 80 degrees, and
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Angle between Calibration Vector and Vector Nearest to It
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Figure 7.13 Angle between a calibration vector and the nearest other calibration vector,
nearest meaning having the smallest angle. We removed vectors below 0.95 GHz in this
comparison since they are on the order of 30 dB below the pass band response, and hence
unreliable.
Angle between Ideal Basis Vectors and Measured Basis Vectors
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Figure 7.14 Angle between measured and ideal basis vectors on the prototype spectrometer.
The straight line is a least squares fit to the data in the passband.
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starting to fall off near the lower band edge, indicating that within the pass band, the
calibration vectors are near orthogonal and are independent.
Using these calibration vectors we calculate the basis vectors using the SVD
process discussed above. Figure 7.14 is the angle between each measured basis vector and
the corresponding ideal vector. Although the largest angle is about 75 degrees, this occurs
at the high edge of the passband. The angle is also starting to climb at the low end of the
passband. Within the passband the angle is generally below 40 degrees.
The structure in figure 7.14 is the result of delay line errors, tap placement error,
and variation in the tap frequency response. The overall slope is due to placing the true
zero lag position between taps zero and one (section 4.8). The straight line in figure 7.14
is a least squares fit to the data in the passband region.
For frequency //,., the ideal vector is cos(27r^). If the long delay line has an error
it will introduce a phase angle. 9 into the response vector, yielding cos(27r^ +6). For a
fixed delay line error, 9 will be a linear function of frequency, passing through the origin,
such as in figure 7.14.
The line in figure 7.14 is a least squares fit to the data in the pass bnad. Using
the slope of the line we estimate the "error" in the long external delay line as 0.078 inches
short, about a third of a tap. By "error" we mean how far the zero lag is positioned
relative to tap-0. (Recall we intentionally tried to make the long delay line about a 1/2 a
tap short.) Subtracting the line from the data in figure 7.14 produces the result in
figure 7.15, which shows that the vectors would otherwise be very close to orthogonal.
This also shows the sensiti\-ity of the system to an offset in the long delay line.
The low period variation is due to errors in the other external delay lines, and
the fine scale structure is due to tap placement errors and tap response variation.
Figure 7.16 shows the angle between each basis vector and the nearest other
vector (in an angular sense). Again we see the band edge effects: the basis vectors are
essentially orthogonal except at the band edges. At the band edges the spectrometer's
response falls off, making it difficult to reliably calculate basis vectors there.
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Angle between Ideal and Measured Basis Vectors,
after Conripensatlng for Long Delay Line
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Figure 7.15 Angle between measured and ideal basis vectors on the prototype spectrometer
after subtracting the straight line in figure 7.14
Smallest Angle between a Basis Vector and Its Nearest Neighbor
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Figure 7.16 Angle between basis vector and its nearest neighbor
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7.3.2 Singular Value Cutoff Selection
The selec tion of the cutoff index of the singular values is chosen to eliminate
unreliable vectors at the band edges. Figure 7.7 would lead one to think we could increase
the singular value cutoff beyond 215.. Figure 7.17 shows the equivalent of figure 7.15 for a
singular value cutoff of 228. That is, we used the same set of calibration measurements
and calculated the basis vectors with a singular value cutoff of 228 instead of 215.
Comparing figures 7.15 and 7.17 shows that within the passband the result is
essentially unchanged, but near the low frequency band edge, a spike appears for the
larger cutoff, indicating unreliable vectors are starting to appear in the calibration matrix.
Increasing the cutoff further causes the behavior at the band edges to degrade further and
impact the passband. The spike in figures 7.17 is the result of the SVD algorithm trying
to compensate for the small amplitude of the low frequency' calibration vectors below the
low end cutoff of the spectrometer, i.e., for |i?A-)'s below the spectrometer's low frequency
cutoff.
Another criteria on the choice of the cutoff is the ratio of the magnitude of the
basis vectors. Roughly speaking, as the magnitude of the calibration vectors gets smaller,
the associated basis vector gets larger. If the vectors were entirely orthogonal this would
be of little consequence, but since they are not, one (or a few) basis vector(s) with a
magnitude much greater than the I'est will dominate the spectrum.
On the prototype spectrometer, with a cutoff of 215, the ratio between the
magnitudes of the largest vector and the mean of the vectors in the pass band is 2.3. At a
cutoff of 220, the ratio grows to 6.8, and at a cutoff of 228. the ratio is 1500.
The next section provides more detail on choosing the SVD cutoff.
7.3.3 Further Discussion Singular Value Cutoff
Section 7.1.1 discussed the mechanics of singular value decomposition (SVD),
and at the end of section 7.1.1 we gave a basic rule for determining the SVD cutoff. In
this section we delve fiuther into the issue of selecting the SVD cutoff, and explore the
impact of choosing this value too high and too low. This requires we delve into the
singular value decomposition process (Strang (1980), section 3.4).
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Compensated Angle between Ideal and Measured Basis Vectors,
SVD Cutoff at 228
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Figure 7.17 The same plot as figure 7.15, but with the SVD cutoff set at 228. Note the
appearance of the spike at the low frequency end. This is due to the SVD algorithm trying
to compensate for the small amplitude of the low frequency vectors below the low end cutoff
of the spectrometer.
Recall we are trying to produce a spectrum \S) from response vector \7i) based
on a set of calibration vectors \Rn) that form the columns of matrix [Q] (equations 7.11
through 7.24). Rather than viewing the problem as how to invert [Q]. which is formally
not possible since we have shown [Q] is singular, we view it as a projection problem.
In principle, \TZ) is a linear combination of the calibration vectors \R), which
form the columns of [Q]. If the columns of [Q] were independent and had sufficient
magnitude so as to be reliable, (not dominated by noise) then a projection of \7l) onto the
columns (column space) of [Q] would produce the desired spectrum. The presence of
small, noise dominated calibration vectors in the columns of [Q] cause [Q] to be essentially
singular. Our goal therefore is to map a response vector \Tl) over to a vector \S) that is
the desired spectrum by projecting \TZ) onto the reliable column space of [Q], while setting
the projection of \TZ) onto the space formed by the unreUable columns of [Q] to zero, i.e.,
forcing the latter to be the left-null-space.
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Singular \aluo decomposition (SVD) provides a means for forming the distinction
between the two projections. This is done by setting the cutoff for the singular values,
below which a singular value's reciprocal will be set to zero in [i^]"^- As previously stated
the key issue is what is the impact of setting the SVD cutoff too low or too high.
The consequence of setting the cutoff too low comes from the mechanics of
constructing the pseudo-inverse of [Q] implied in equation 7.13. Recall singular value
decomposition factors [Q] into three matrices:
[Q\ = [Y] [D] [Xf (7.29)
where [X] and [Y] are orthogonal matrices and [D] is diagonal with the singular values
along the diagonal. The pseudo-inverse is then
[Q]^ = [X][Dr'[Yf (7.30)
and the "best" solution for \S) is given by
\S)^[Q]^\n) = [X][D]-'[Yf\n). (7.31)
If the cutoff is chosen to higli. inverting [D], (the inverse of a diagonal matrix is
the reciprocals of the diagonal entries) produces extremely large values on [D]~^"s
diagonal, 10^^ on our case, that multiply unreliable vectors, which in turn dominate the
solution. Put another way, spurious solutions are being allowed into the solution space in
which \S) resides.
The consequence of choosing the cutoff too low can be seen by manipulating
equation 7.31
[Xf\S)^[D]-'[Yf\Tl). . (7.32)
which we can display as
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is the 71"' row of [X]'^
,
Sn is the n*'' component of the vector \S) (the spectrum),
/;„ is tlie ??"' singular value on the diagonal of [D]
and Un'Tl is the dot product of the n^'^ row of [Y]'^ with response vector |7?.).
Equation 7.33 puts a constraint on \S). If a -7- is set to zero, it forces the
solution vector \S) to be orthogonal to the n*'' row of [X]^ If the 1^1 in question is
sufficiently small I^S) should be orthogonal to the {x„\. However, if fi is not near zero, it
makes a portion of what should be part of the solution space inaccessible, causing a
distortion of the final solution.
We illustrate this using our model spectrometer. Figures 7.18 through 7.26 show
input spectra to the model spectrometer, and the resulting output for various
combinations of input spectra and SVD cutoff values. In figures 7.18, 7.19 and 7.20 the
cutoff has been set to 223, the point in figure 7.2 just prior to going to "zero". Except for
the impact of the low frequency cutoff', which is clean and sharp, the spectra are well
reconstructed.
Figures 7.21 through 7.23 and figures 7.24 through 7.26 show the same input and
output spectra, but with the SVD cutoff reduced to 215 and 210, respectively. At 215, the
spectrum reconstruction is still good, although some deterioration is seen in the broad line
spectrum. At 210 the broad line spectrum is further deteriorated, but the abihty to
discern strong, narrow lines is preserved..
We also ran the model with the above input spectra and the SVD cutoff at 224.
Here the system was unable to reproduce any of the spectra producing only noise in the
out of band region and a fiat line in the in-band region. This is because we allowed in a
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Figure 7.19 Model spectrometer response to 3 narrow spectral lines with the SVD cutoff at
223
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Figure 7.20 Model spectrometei- response to a broad spectral line and 3 narrow lines, with
the SVD cutoff at 223
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Figure 7.21 Model spectrometer response to a broad spectral line with the SVD cutoff at
215
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Figure 7.22 Model spectrometer response to a series of 3 narrow lines with the SVD cutoff
at 215
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Figure 7.23 Model spectrometer response to a broad spectral line and 3 narrow lines, with
the SVD cutoff at 215
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Figure 7.24 Model spectrometer response to a broad spectral line with the SVD cutoff at
210
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Figure 7.25 Model spectrometer response to a series of 3 narrow lines with the SVD cutoff
at 210
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Figure 7.26 Model spectrometer response to a broad spectral line and 3 narrow lines, with
the SVD cutoff at 210
singular value that was so small, that when inverted, produced spurious spectral
components in the solution that overwhelmed all others components.
Since both the prototype and model spectrometer produce an independent set of
calibration vectors in their respective pass bands, a good criteria for setting the SVD
cutoff which has been demonstrated both with our model and with the prototype, is the
ratio of the number of taps times the ratio of the bandwidth to the critical frequency:
(Recall N is one less that the number of taps.)
Since the exact band edge at the low end of the pass band is not clearly defined,
some iterative trials may be required to find the optimum SVD cutoff, but it should fall
within a few of the value given above.
7.3.4 Noise Figures
We verified the noise model of the correlator taps shown in figure 5.24 using a
temporary modification to the FPGA which continuously accumulated the absolute value
SVD cutoff = (iV + 1)
Correlator Bandwidth
(7.34)
fcrit
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Table 7.2 Comparison of expected and measured tap noise.
Expected Noise Measured Noise
Configuration microVolts microVolts
Nominal 404. 383.7
C3 short-circuited 211. 186.6
R8 short-circuited 55.3 46.2
ADC short-circuited 15.3 13.7
of the A-D converter values. The correlator delay lines were disconnected from the driver
module (external delay lines removed) and terminated with 50 Ohms at each end so there
was no RF signal into any of the correlator delay lines.
This is not a rigorously correct process for measuring the noise since computing
the average of the absolute values of each ADC sample is not the same as computing the
RMS. However, limitations of the FPGA computational and storage capability required
this compromise. The result is none-the-less a valid indication of the noise performance of
the taps.
Along with the nominal tap noise measurement, as an additional check on the
noise model, some taps were modified to remove some contributors to the tap noise by
short-circuiting various components. Table 7.2 shows a comparison of the expected and
measured results, which shows good agreement. We note that the measured values are
consistently low. which is due to measured values being computed as the average absolute
value rather than the RMS.
Overall noise performance of the prototype spectrometer was assessed using an
Allan variance test (Allan (1988), Allan et al. (1997)). This test is a measure of the
variance of the mean, as a function of the length of the of sample interval. That is, we
make repeated measurements over a time interval Tq, take the mean for each inter\'al, and
calculate the "variance of the ensemble of means'
,
cr,,,
. Then repeat the calculation, but
using the mean over every two successive intervals {2Ta). then over three successive
interval (3T„), then four {4Ta), and so forth, increasing the time over which each mean is
taken.
Ideally, if the input signal variation is solely random, increasing the integration
time would give a continuously decreasing value for cr^. The presence of systematic
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variations causes a,„ to start to increase when the integration time gets on the order of
the period of the systematic variations. The point at which the turn around occurs sets
the maximum time a single integration interval should be.
Figiu'e 7.27 shows tlie result of an Allan variance test with the spectrometer
installed on the telescope as shown in figure 8.1, with the ambient load in front of the
receiver. Figure 7.27 shows tliat as the time interval for the means increases, decreases
with the square root of the time, up to about 15 second, above which cr„, starts to
increase. The figure also shows that there is a 30% noise excess when compared to the
theoretical expectation based on equation 3.28 - the solid line in figure 7.27.
On Telescope, Ambient Load, Low Band, PIx. 8A
10"'
f
! : i
10° 10' 10' 10^
Time (s)
Figure 7.27 Result of Allan variance testing of the prototype spectrometer installed on the
telescope. The ambient load was placed in front of the receiver for the data collection. The
solid line is the theoretical expectation.
7.4 Phase Switch Phase Imbalance
The impact of phase switch phase imbalance was deri\ed in section 3.7. which
resulted in equation 3.64. Figure 4.25 provides the values for e" and e'' to be inserted in
equation 3.64 which shows the amplitude imbalance to ha^'e a maxinmm at the band
edges of about 0.7 dB, which we will use for both e° and e**.
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Figure 4.31 shows the phase imbalance for the jiriniary driver (7) to be 1 degree
across most of the band, but deteriorating at the band edges. Figure 4.34 shows tiie phase
imbalance for the secondary driver {0) to be 2 degrees across most of the band, l)ut
shifting to the opposite sign at the band edges. We will use these values for 7 and /3.
Using the above values in equation 3.64 gives
cos{27r/7i,ro)
0.7cos(27r/nro - 2°)
0.7cos(27r/??r<,+ 1.°)
0.7^ cos(27r/7?.ro - 2° + (7.35)
Combining the four terms in equation 7.35 gives
y" = D'^e-^^e"^ [2.89cos(27r/7iro + 0.0723'')]. (7.36)
Converting 0.0723 degrees to a length on the delay line at 1 GHz gives 1.66 mils, which is
0.58% of the tap spacing. 0.268 inches, and at 8 GHz is 0.208 mils, which is 0.077% of the
tap spacing. Thus, with the pahse switches we used, phase imbalance is a small effect, and
will be compensated in the calibration procedure.
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CHAPTER 8
THE OBSERVATIONS
In this chapter we present observations we performed using the prototype
spectrometer. The purpose of the observations was to evaluate the spectrometer in the
astronomical observation environment. Since the spectrometer is targeted for use on the
Redshift Receiver, whose purpose is to determine the redshift of distant galaxies,
observing nearby galaxies will provide an indication of what we should expect when the
spectrometer is used for its intended purpose. To that end, we observed M82, NGC253
and IC342, which are nearby starburst galaxies, rich in molecular transitions. We also
observed NGC1068, a Seyfert2 galaxy, which also has significant star formation activity in
its nucleus (Schinnerer et al. (2000) ).
In addition to the galaxies, we also observed Sagittarius B2 (SgrB2), a massive
star forming region near the center of the Galaxy, rich in millimeter molecular transitions
(Cummins et al. (1986), Turner (1989), Friedel et al. (2004) ). This provides an
opportunity to evaluate the spectrometer with a collection of many closely spaced and
blended lines.
We also observed Venus and Jupiter, which provide good continuum sources. In
performing this observation we had as a goal to detect pressure broadening in the CO
absorption line in the atmosphere of Venus. This represented a significant challenge since
it requires good base line stability over the entire band, for which the SEQUOIA receiver
was not designed. Further because the core of the CO line is near the edge of the
receiver's pass band, the signal to noise ratio is deteriorated. \\'hile this was not an issue
for the extragalactic sources, or for SgrB2, it was a substantial determent to this effort.
\\'hile we did detect the CO absorption line, signal-to-noise was to low to allow
determining the pressure broadening. None-the-less, we present the data obtained for
illustrative purposes. The data show promise that with better observing conditions and
longer integration time, because of the wide bandwidth of the instrument, it may be
possible to observe the broadening we sought.
An advantage our spectrometer has over previous instruments is that it can
observe many lines in a single observation, thus mitigating many of the systematics for
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Table 8.1 The four frequency bands of observation. All frequencies arc in GHz.
upper lower 2"'* LO
Designation sideband sideband Fieq.
A 85.75 - 92.47 13.31
B 93.63 - 100.37 21.15
C 101.84 - 108.56 20.0
D 109.63 - 116.06 12.5
computing line-intensity ratios. This includes antenna efficiency, receiver drift and
atmospheric attenuation associated with non-simultaneous observations. Similarly, with
the observation of multiple lines in a single observation, the error in computing the redshift
can be reduced using multiple lines from the same observation for the computation. The
trade is that the spectral resolution of the current instrument is not as fine as the narrow
band instruments. However, the design of the instrument can be expanded to improve
resolution by the addition of correlator delay line segments (i.e., additional correlator and
driver modules, with appropriate modification to the external delay lines).
The observations were made using the Five College Radio Astronomy
Observatory (FCRAO) 14 meter radio telescope located in the Quabbin reservoir in New
Salem, Massachusetts. We used the SEQUOIA receiver for the front end. The SEQUOIA
receiver is a 16 pixel, dual-polarization, imaging array receiver with a bandpass of 85 to
115.6 GHz. At 100 GHz, the telescope has a beam width (FWHM) of 53 arc seconds (see
Erickson et al. (1999) for a discussion of the SEQUOIA receiver). We used a single pixel
and single polarity for our observations. A diagram of the instrument setup is shown in
figure 8.1.
Radiation from the telescope's secondary reflector enters the SEQUOIA dewar
where the signal is amplified and down com'erted to two intermediate frequencies, each 5
to 20 GHz (the first IFs). The first IFs represent the upper half of the band, 100.6 to
115.6 GHz. and the lower half, 85.4 to 100.4 GHz. The operator selects which band will be
passed to the next mixer where it is down converted to the spectrometer's operating band
of 1.3 to 7.957 GHz. We can choose which segment of the first IF band to observe by
setting the second local oscillator (LO) frequency. The frequency bands in which we
observed and the 2"'' LO frequencies are shown in table 8.1.
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Figure 8.1 Schematic diagram of the instrument setup for the observations using the pr
totype spectrometer. See table 8.1 for the 2'"^ LO frequencies.
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The signal from the mixer is carried to the spectrometer in the ante-room b(>low
the antenna via a low-loss coaxial cable. The cable has a loss of T) dB at 1 GHz, 10 dB at
8 GHz, and 16 dB at 20 GHz. The 8 GHz low-pass filter provides image rejection of the
signal from the nibcer: the equalization filtfn- compensates for the frequency slope of the
coax cable and also has a notch at 6 GHz to compensate for the response peak in the
spectrometer. Additional gain is provided by a wide-band amplifier that has a fixed gain
of about 14 dB. A selection of fixed attenuators is used to control the signal power into
the spectrometer.
The system is chopper calibrated using a hot-load (telescope ambient
temperature) that is moved in front of the dewar feed horns, and a "cold-load", the latter
provided by pointing the telescope at blank sky. The ACF from each load is converted to
a spectrum, and a Y-factor is calculated for each frequency channel. Calibrations were
taken on about 5 minute intervals during an observing integration.
Prior to starting an integration on a target, the input attenuator was selected to
set the zero-lag analog-to-digital converter output to about two-thirds of full scale with
the hot-load in front of the dewar.
All observations were made using position switching, generally using 15 seconds
on the object and 15 seconds off object. Observations were broken up into scans, where a
scan typically consisted of of 5 minutes integration, after which the data was stored and a
new integration started.
Weather for the observations was mostly clear, with scattered clouds for nuich of
the observing period.
Table 8.2 lists the objects observed, and the total observation time in each of the
four frequency bands.
8.1 Data Reduction
Data reduction for the galaxies and SgrB2 consisted of baselining of each scan,
then averaging the scans, weighted by their variation. The need for baselining can be seen
from figures 8.2 and 8.3, which show typical curvature, and variation in the curvature of
the spectral basehne. The smooth line in each is a fitted third-order polynomial (below).
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Table 8.2 Summary of objects observed and the observation time - minutes
Observation Observation Observation Observation
time at time at time at time at
O-i.OO - UO 1 1 iUi.oi - Luy . o i -
91.29 GHz 99.19 GHz 108.56 GHz 116.06 GHz
M82 266 96 54 110
NGC253 147 165 171 24
IC342 0 0 0 136
NGC1068 0 0 0 155
SgrB2 0 21 30 24
Jupiter 0 0 0 196
Venus
The basehne variation is due to small variations in the overall gain, and gain vs. frequency
characteristic (also called drift ) in the first stages of the wide band amplifiers in the
receiver. Because the receiver has a very high gain, in excess of 100 dB, small variations
with time, appear as spectral baseline variations. This characteristic is typical of total
power receivers.
Each scan was baselined by subtracting from the data a third order polynomial,
which had been least-squares fitted to the entire scan - no data points eliminated. Points
that differed from the polynomial by more than ±1.5cr were removed and the polynomial
was refitted to the data points not eliminated {a is the standard deviation of the
difference between the data points and the polynomial). The a was recalculated and
points outside ±1.5cr were again eliminated. The process was repeated until either there
was no change or 40% of the points had been eliminated. After the data for the scans
were baselined, all scans were arithmetically averaged to reveal the spectral lines. Once
the prominent lines had been identified, a for each scan was recalculated using all the data
points in the scan except those associated with the prominent spectral lines. The spectral
lines are not included since a spectral line is not a random occurrence.
After each scan was baselined, all scans were averaged, weighted by the inverse of
their variation {l/a'^). We then calculated the standard deviation for the average.
The final step was to eliminate the scan with the highest cr from the average. We
then recalculated a for the average, if it decreased we repeated the elimination for the
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Figure 8.2 Raw data from a 5 minute integration on M82. The smooth line through the
data is the final fitted polynomial.
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Figure 8.3 Raw data from a 5 minute integration on M82. The smooth line through the
data is the final fitted polynomial.
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scan with the next highest a. We eontinned the process until a for the average increased.
This process eUminated noisy scans that increased the noise of the average, not lowered it.
To identify specific lines, an initial recessional velocity (relative to the antenna)
was calculated based solely on the centroid of the CO line (equation 8.1).
f _ E "'1 * /l + '^'2 * /2--- .„^.
X, Wl + U!2 + ...
fc is the center frequency
/„ is the frequency of a given channel
w„ is the antenna temperature in the channel (the weight)
/n's span the spectral line.
The centroid of each spectral line was found using equation 8.1 and was
transformed to the estimated rest frame, and identified by comparison to the NIST
Recommended Rest Fi'equencies for Observed Interstellar Molecular Microwave
Transitions, also known as the Lovas catalog (Lovas (2003) ). Using the rest frequencies
fi'om the Lovas catalog, a recessional velocity was calculated for each identified hue. We
then calculated a mean recessional velocity by taking the weighted average of the
recessional velocities calculated from the centroid of the prominent lines (such lines are
marked in the line tables for each object).
The weight was a "peaking" parameter, defined as the integrated intensity of the
line divided by the width of the line at the line's base. All line identifications were then
rechecked based on the new mean recessional velocity'. For the uncertainty' of the
recessional velocity, we used the standard deviation of \'elocities calculated for each line
indi\-idually. The resultant averaged spectra, transformed to the rest frame based on the
mean velocity, are displayed in the spectra presented.
No data windows were applied to the autocorrelation function before
transforming to the frequency domain. This results in "ringing" on either side of strong
lines, particularly the CO line in SgrB2. However it maintains maximum sensitivity to
weak lines.
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For each spectrum shown, we inchule liorizontal hues at ±1(7 and ±2a. The
exception is on the unniagnified spectra in the band 10!) GH to 115.5 GHz since on the
scales used for these plots, the cr-lines would blend with the baseline.
For each line identified, we calculated the integrated intensity of the line. In
calculating the line intensities we used the antenna temperature 7^4 directly, without
compensating for main beam efficiency, atmospheric attenuation, or the beam filling
factor. The emission sources are primarily giant molecular clouds distributed throughout
the star forming regions of the galaxies, with the highest density in the galactic centers
where we observed. The clouds are disjoint regions of emission that collectively only fill a
fraction of the telescope beam, that fraction being the filling factor.
The error on the integrated intensity is the root sum square (RSS) of the baseline
uncertainty, the uncertainty of the line edges, and an estimated uncertainty of the
instrument's calibration. For the latter we follow Young et al. (1995), and estimate the
calibration uncertainty at ±10%.
We make comparisons of integrated intensities with other authors as well as
comparisons of line intensity ratios for which the filling factor effectively cancels. It does
not cancel exactly since the telescope's beam width varies with frequency; for the FCRAO
14 meter telescope, the beam size (FWHM) varies from about 62 arc-seconds at 85 GHz
to 46 arc-seconds at 115 GHz, a variation in solid angle of 1:1.82.
In section 8.8, where we present the line intensity ratios we also present the ratio
of the beam solid angles for the specific frequencies of the lines compared. For the lines
compared, the variation in beam size is generally small. Further, if the mean area density
of the clouds remains constant over the areas covered in the frequencies of the lines
compared, then the beam size variation would have no impact. Due to the uncertainty in
predicting the overall filling factor, we choose to use Ta as our basis for comparison.
For each object a table is provided that lists for each line identified; the line's
center frequency in the observer's (antenna) reference frame (GHz), the line's center
frequency in the object's estimated rest frame (GHz), the line width (km/sec), the line
velocity (km/sec) as well as the integrated intensity of the line (Kelvin-km/sec).
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Tlie line center is computed as a weighted average of the bins that contain the
line per equation 8.1. The rest frame center frequency listed in the tables is the frequency
obtained by converting tlie hue's observed center frequency to a the rest frame based on
the mean recessional velocity (relative to the antenna). This can be contrasted with the
line velocity which is the velocity of the line obtained assuming the rest frequency is the
published line frequency (Lovas (2003) ).
The line width is an approximation of the full width half max (FWHM)
calculated as the line intensity divided by the maximum bin temperature in the line.
All the spectra in the 109 GHz to 115 GHz band have gaps around 110.6 GHz
and 112.6 GHz. At each of these locations, the data showed strong spectral features due
to instrumentation effects, which we believe are due to parasitic oscillations in the 2'"^ LO
frequency synthesizer. Rather than display the "inadvertent" features, we have removed
that region of the spectra.
8.2 M82
I\I82 is a nearby star burst galaxy at a distance of 3.3 Megaparsecs. Its size on
the sky in the K5 band is 11.6 x 3.7 arc minutes . Since the telescope's beam width
(FWHM) varies from 62 arc-seconds at 85 GHz to 46 arc-seconds at 115 GHz, only the
core of M82 was observed.
1\I82 is a near edge on galaxy with an inclination of 80 degrees (Young et al.
(1995) ) and is classified as an irregular star-burst galaxy (10). although recently spiral
arms have been detected in M82 (Mayya et al. (2005) ). The core of M82 contains a
multitude of super star clusters, high far-infrared emission (Gallagher k Smith (1999) and
references therein) and giant molecular clouds supporting intense star formation (Young ^•
Scoville (1984) ). In addition, Ptak k Griffiths (1999) report evidence from X-ray
observations to support the existence of a low-rate accreting intermediate mass black hole
in M82's core (a nascent AGN).
M82 has been extensively mapped in CO (J = 1 ^ 0) by Young k Scoville
(1984), Olofsson & Rydbeck (1984), Young et al. (1995) and Paglione et al. (2001). These
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maps generally align with the optical and show strong peaking in tli(> ( (Mitral core of the
galaxy.
The spectra from our observations are presented in figures 8.4 through 8.7 and
the lines identified and their parameters are listed in table 8.3. We also present a near
complete spectrum of M82 from 85 to 115.5 GHz, including the data for the
100 to 108 GHz band.
Table 8.11 compares the CO line velocity (heliocentric) we measured with that
from Young, et al, and shows very good agreement. Table 8.10 shows a comparison of the
integi'ated intensity of the CO lines we measured with that from Young, et al, and
Table 8.12 shows a comparison of the intensities of the CO line and ^^CO line between
this work and that of Paglione, et al. The tables show that our measurements agree with
both authors to within the limits of the errors.
In addition to the spectra presented, we observed M82 in the 100 to 108 GHz
band, but no spectral lines were detected. The standard deviation of the data in the band
was about 2 milliKelvins, about the same as in the other three bands. We show in
section 8.6 that the instrument operation in this band is similar to the other bands, and
hence, the data sets an upper limit of about 0.2 K-km/sec. on the intensity of spectral
lines in this region of the spectrum.
There are features in the spectrum in all three bands that are probably
additional line transitions, but these features are less than la above the local base line
noise or are only a single bin wide, and hence can not be declared. Further, specific
identification of these transitions would also be questionable since determining the
channels to include in finding the centroid of the potential line is not possible.
In the 95 to 99 GHz band CS is clearly detected, but thei'e are other potential
lines for which we do not claim a detection since they only have a cr of about 2, and we
can not reliably find a line centroid. There also are possible detections between HCO"^
and HNC, but are not sufficient to make a determination or declare a detection.
Noteworthy among these features is an apparent absorption feature at about
88.2 GHz. We question if this feature is real, and suspect an instrumentation effect since
the feature is extremely wide, with a sharp edge on the high frequency side.
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Table 8.3 Calculated line parameters of the lines detected in M82. Lines marked with an *
are used to calculate the mean recessional velocity. Except as noted, velocities are relative
to the antenna.
Meas. Kest Line Widtn Line Integrated
Molecular Center Center r WrlM Velocity Intensity dzlcr
Transition Preq., GHz Pieq., GHz km/sec km/sec K-km/sec
TT/1 fl^ O/.ZOOO Q T Q 1 Q 1o/ .o4oi 40U.O ZiO.4 D.80I ±i.U8
rlLP^(l-(Jj 88.0050 88.6210 301.3 22i.{j 1 .S(jS ±0.902
rlLU (^i-Uj 89.1213 89.1770 293.4 ZZo.y in 90 -1-1 T
HNC(l-O)* 90.5957 90.6523 342.8 224.5 2.902 ±0.594
CS(2-1)* 97.9124 97.9736 274.1 209.8 2.967 ±0.658
Ci«O(l-0)* 109.7115 109.7801 218.8 192.9 1.903 ±0.447
i^CO(l-O)* 110.1371 110.2059 179.7 174.7 8.502 ±0.941
CN(l-0,l/2-l/2)* 113.1099 113.1806 225.9 133.9 3.451 ±0.523
CN(l-0,3/2-l/2)* 113.4318 113.5026 172.9 165.6 5.407 ±0.668
CO(l-O)* 115.2008 115.2728 197.6 183.1
(190.4)
137.3 ±13.7
Weighted Mean Velocity = 187.2 ±22.
Heliocentric Mean Velocity = (194.7)
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8.3 NGC253
NGC253 is a nearby (2.6 Mpc) modestly infrared-bright nuclear starburst galaxy,
classified as either Sc or SAB. It has been extensively studied in all wavelengths (see
Engelbracht et al. (1998) and references therein) as a prototype starburst galaxy. Unlike
M82, whose starburst is generally believed to be the result of interaction with the nearby
galaxy M81, NGC253 has no apparent companion and so its starburst activity is not
stimulated by merger or interaction (Rieke et al. (1988) )
In the K5 band, its size on the sky is 21 x 5 arc minutes (Jarrett et al. (2003))
with an inclination of 78 degrees, so like M82, only the core of the galaxy was observed.
The spectra from our observations are presented in figures 8.9 through 8.12 and
the lines identified and their parameters are listed in table 8.4. Note the line identified as
HNCO in the 86 to 92 GHz band is only up to the la line. The base line in the region
around the spectral lines has a narrow noise band such that if the signal to noise were
calculated in the region, the detection threshold for this line would be lower. Thus,
although we expect this is a detection of HNCO, we consider it only a tentative detection
and indicate same by enclosing it in parentheses. The same is true for the detection of
There are many other potential lines in these spectra, particularly in the
93 to 99 GHz band. However due to the baseline curvature raising the calculated noise
level (cr), we make no claims of detection beyond those listed in table 8.4.
Table 8.11 compares the CO line velocity (heliocentric) we measured with that
from Young, et al, and shows very good agreement. Table 8.10 shows a comparison of the
integrated intensity of the CO lines we measured with that from Young, et al, and
table 8.12 shows a comparison of the intensities of the CO line and ^^CO line between this
work and that of Paglione, et al. The tables show that our measurements agree within the
limits of the error with Paglione, et al, but not with Young, et al. We note that the maps
from Paglione, et al, show an initial rise in the CO intensity mox'ing away from the center
of the galaxy. Thus pointing error may account for the difference between Paglione and
this work, but not between either of the former and Young, et al.
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Table 8.4 Calculated line parameters of the lines detected in NGC253. Lines marked with
an * are used to calculate the mean recessional velocity. Except as noted, velocities are
relative to the antenna.
Meas. Rest Line Width Line Integrated
Molecular Center Center FWHM Velocity Intensity ±1(7
Transition Freq., GHz Req., GHz km/sec km/sec K-km/sec
0-2H( 1-0) 87.2774 87.3529 350.9 253.6 4.960 ±1.286
(HNCO(4-3) ) 87.8551 87.9312 273.0 238.9 1.329 ±0.822
HCN(l-O)* 88.5563 88.6330 226.6 255.5 12.40 ±1.48
HCO+(1-0)* 89.1133 89.1904 243.3 252.9 11.06 ±1.48
HNC(l-O)* 90.5851 90.6635 279.7 259.4 9.112 ±1.33
HCCCN(10-9) 90.9078 90.9864 195.6 234.8 2.900 ±0.678
N2H+(l-0) 93.0976 93.1782 234.1 243.8 2.518 ±0.551
CH:30H(2-1) 95.8649 95.9479 323.0 210.8 0.9897 ±0.753
CH3CHO(5-4)
C^-'S(2-1)/ 96.3382 96.4216 412.9 237.8 2.900 ±1.06
CH.3CHO(.5-4)
CH30H(2-1) 96.6538 96.7374 • 202.2 279.0 2.317 ±0.647
CS(2-1)* 97.8974 97.9822 234.9 255.5 6.203 ±0.861
(Ci«O(l-0)) 109.6852 109.7801 84.9 265.0 0.7785 ±0.277
i^CO(l-O)* 110.1034 110.1987 259.0 266.5 15.71 ±1.91
CN(l-0. 1/2-1/2)* 113.0771 113.1749 336.4 220.8 8.750 ±1.27
CN(l-0.3/2-l/2)* 113.3998 113.4980 218.0 249.9 10.66 ±1.24
CO(l-O)* 115.1702 115.2699 222.4 262.7 110.2 ±11.0
Weighted Mean Velocity
=
259.4 ±19
Heliocentric Mean Velocity 266.6
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Table 8.5 Calculated line parameters of the lines detected in IC342. Lines marked with an *
are used to calculate the mean recessional velocity. Except as noted, velocities are relative
to the antenna.
Meas. Rest Line Width Line Integrated
Molecular Center Center FWHM Velocity Intensity ±la
Ti-ansition Preq., GHz Pi-eq., GHz km/sec km/sec K-km/sec
Ci«O(l-0) 109.7681 109.7816 127.1 38.42 1.252±0.385
i^CO(l-O)* 110.1884 110.2019 104.4 35.17 3.745±0.522
CN(l-0a/2-l/2)* 113.1453 113.1592 233.5 39.93 1.586±0.633
CN(l-0,3/2-l/2)* 113.4813 113.4953 146.5 34.55 2.131±0.523
CO(l-O)* 115.2569 115.2711 109.2 37.09 37.12±3.73
Weighted Mean Velocity= 36.89±2.2
Heliocentric Mean Velocity
=
56.25
8.4 IC342
IC342 is an almost face on giant starburst, Seyfert2 Galaxy, classified as an Sc
type, at a distance of 1.8 Megaparsecs (Meier Sz Turner (2001) ), and has a size in the K5
band of 25 x 20 arc minutes (Jarrett et al. (2003)). Because IC342 is nearby and face-on,
it is an excellent candidate for studies of the chemistry of the star formation process.
Like M82, most of the star formation activity in IC342 is in the central core of
the galaxy, which has been mapped in many molecules; C2H. C^'*S, N2H"''. CH3OH,
HNCO, HNC, HC3N and SO (Meier k Turner (2004) ), and C^^O (Meier k Turner
(2001) ). The galaxy as a whole has also been mapped in CO (Young et al. (1995) and
Paglione et al. (2001) ). The core maps show a barred structure, with some indications of
an internal spiral structure within the core of the galaxy. Within this structure are five
major giant molecular clouds rich in star formation.
Like the previous galaxies, only the core of IC342 was observed, but only in the
109 to 115.5 GHz band. Again tables 8.10, 8.11 and 8.12 compare the CO line velocity,
and the CO and ^'^CO line intensities. Although the velocity agreement is not as good as
for M82 and NGC253, the velocity difference between our measurement and that of
Young, et al,is about a quarter of a single frequency bin of the spectrometer. Also, our
measured intensities agree well with both Young, and Paglione.
The spectrum is shown in figures 8.13 and 8.14. The fines identified in IC342 are
listed in table 8.5, along with their parameters. There are many features in the spectrum
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that are probably additional lino transitions, but dne to the baseline ripple, these features
are in most cases less than la above what appears to be the local ba.se line noise and
hence can not be declared. Further, specific identification of these transitions would also
be questionable since we can not identify a potential line's intersection with the baseline.
Spectrum of IC342
112 113
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115 116
Figure 8.13 Spectrum of IC342, 109 to 115.5 GHz
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Figure 8.14 Spectrum of IC342, 109 to 115 GHz, magnified
8.5 NGC1068
NGC1068 is a nearby (14.4 Mpc), Seyfert 2 galaxy (Schinnerer et al. (2000) )
with a star forming circum-nuclear ring (Sancliez-Portal et al. (2004) ), although
NGC1068 is not considered a starburst galaxy. An interesting feature of this galaxy is the
multi-bar structure within its nucleus. Two bars appears to be the accepted number, but
other authors have claimed additional bars are present. (Erwin (2004) ).
The galaxy's core has been mapped in great detail by Schinnerer et al. (2000).
Interferometric CO, J = 1 ^ 0 imaging of the central core of NGC1068 shows a distinct
spiral structure on a 10 arc second scale, the structure is completely covered by the
FCRAO telescope's beam.
The galaxy's size on the sky in the Kg band is 4.84 x 3.97 arc minutes (Jarrett
et al. (2003) ) with an inclination of 40 degrees, so like the previous galaxies, only the core
of the galaxy was observed.
NGC1068 was observed only in the 109 to 115.5 GHz band. The spectrum is
shown in figures 8.15 and 8.16. The lines identified and their parameters are listed in
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table 8.6. Again tables 8.10, 8.11 and 8.12 compare the CO line velocity, and the CO and
'^CO line intensities.
The CO velocity difference between our nu^asurement and Young is in excess of
the velocity equivalent of two bins of the spectrometer. There is no apparent reason for
this difference, given the good agreement for the other galaxies, and there was no change
to the spectrometer's cahbration. However, an error in setting the second LO frequency
could account for the difference.
Comparison of the CO line intensity shows that ovu' measurement is lower than
that of both Young and Paglione, although our measurement of the ^'^CO intensity shows
excellent agreement with Paglione.
Outflows from the active nucleus of NGC1068 were first detected by Wilson et al
(1982) using the VLA, when mapping the galaxy in the 21 cm band. More recently,
Gallimore, et al, (Gallimore <L" Axon (2006) ) have produced high resolution maps of
NGC1068 at 1.4, 5 and 8 GHz, which show (except in 1.4 GHz) the outflows, with
additional structure, including one called SI, which is suggested to contain the active
nucleus.
While AGN driven molecular outflows are not considered plausible, our
observation of NGC1068 was intended to test the possibility of such outflows. If an
outflow entrains molecular material, they would produce broad wings on the molecular
line(s), commencement with the excitation of the CO molecules, outflow velocity, and
orientation to the observer. Although NGC1068 is almost face on to us (Jarrett et al.
(2003) ). which would imply the outflow should be directed away from us and toward us,
the maps of Gallimore, et al, (Gallimore &: Axon (2004) show the outflow (jets) are
deflected off a perpendicular axis to the galaxy by interaction with the ISM.
Gallimore, et al, estimate the jets to have a velocity on the order of 10^ km/sec,
which would suggest the wings should be about 0.6 to 1.5 GHz wide (20 to 50 bins),
depending on the line shape and luminosity. The wide bandwidth of the combination of
the SEQUOIA receiver and the prototype spectrometer provide an excellent instrument
for detecting such wings. However, as shown in figure 8.15, the width of the CO line we
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Table 8.6 Cak'ulated line parameters of the lines detected in NGC1068. Lines marked with
an * are used to calculate the mean recessional velocity. Except as noted, velocities are
relative to the antenna.
Meas. Rest Line Width Line Integrated
Molecular Center Center FWHM Velocity Intensity ±lcr
Transition Preq., GHz Pieq., GHz km/sec km/sec K-km/sec
i^CO(l-O)* 109.7549 110.2037 201.8 1216.9 4.021±0.651
CN(l-0.1/2-l/2)* 112.7121 113.1731 293.1 1189.9 1.563±0.436
CN(l-0,3/2-l/2)* 113.0383 113.5005 246.3 1207.4 3.398±0.602
CO(l-O)* 114.8000 115.2695 173.7 1227.8 33.04±3.34
Weighted Mean Velocity^ 1223.4±16
Heliocentric Mean Velocity= 1243.04
measured, is at the baseline five frequency bins wide, which is approximately
235 km-sec~^. Thus we conclude no wing, and hence no molecular outflow is detected.
This lack of detection is most likely due to there being no molecular outflow,
although our procedure for baselining the data may remove indication of a wing. In
examining the individual scans prior to baselining, only one showed some indication of a
wing. We note that the maps of the core of the galaxy in CO, J = 1 ^ 0 from Schinnerer,
et al, show no indication of a jet structure.
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8.6 Sagittarius B2
Sagittarius B2 Complex is a star forming region near the center of the Milky
Way Galaxy, and has been extensively observed in wave bands from 6 cm (Scoville Sz
Solomon (1972) to X-ray (Muno et al. (2006). The complex shows a structure of three
major emission regions (see figures 1 and 2 of Gordon et al. (1993) ), designated
SgrB2(N), SgrB2(IM), and SgrB2(S), and is surrounded by an extended emission region.
The complex is rich in molecular transitions and has been the target of several molecular
surveys. In the millimeter band there are broad band surveys by Cummins et al. (1986),
72 to 143 GHz; Turner (1989); 70 to 115 GHz, and Friedel et al. (2004); the latter as
600 MHz bands centered at 86.2, 86.8, 90.025, 106.58, 108.5 and 110.2 GHz. All of these
surveys had better spectral resolution than our spectrometer, so we are unable to produce
the detailed spectra of the various lines seen in these surveys.
W'e observed Sagittarius B2 in the upper three of our bands and a total of 29
lines was detected. CO still dominates the 108 to 115.5 GHz band. Aside form the large
number of lines detected, there are two points of interest regarding these spectra.
In the 102 to 109 GHz band, 11 lines are identified. In contrast, the spectra of
M82 and NGC253 were devoid of lines in this band. This indicates that the lack of
detected lines in the galaxies is not associated with a shortcoming in the instrument
system.
A striking feature of the 109 to 115.5 GHz is the "ringing" from the strong CO
line that is not present in the other spectra. The ringing is the result of not windowing
the ACF before transforming to the frequency domain. On such a sharp line, sinc(x)
ringing is inevitable (Rohlfs k \^^ilson (2000)).
The ringing is not apparent in the extragalactic spectra because the extragalactic
CO lines are not as narrow as the galactic CO lines; the extragalactic CO line spans 4 to 5
spectral channels. In contrast, the CO line in Sagittarius B2 spans only a single channel.
The CO line in Sagittarius B2 has a peak antenna temperature of 4.5 Kelvins, in contrast
to the extragalactic lines that have a peak antenna temperature on the order of
0.2 to 0.7 Kelvins.
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As can be seen this ringing is detrimental to our ability to detect weaker lines in
the band, even those far from the CO line. In the future, observations of targets that have
strong narrow lines will required windowing.
Another feature of Sagittarius B2 is the absorption features of CN. In the
galactic spectra they are emission lines.
\\e performed a detailed comparison of our results with the spectra from Turner
(1989), which is presented in table 8.8. This survey has a spectral resolution of between
500 kHz and 1 MHz {^1.5 to 3 km sec~^), much greater than our 31 MHz resolution
{^93 km sec~^). Although no formal sensitivity is given for the Turner sui'vey, inspection
of the spectra presented indicates the noise level was much less than our la level that
ranged from 0.01 to 0.035 Kelvins. This is mainly due to the longer integration times (up
to 8 hours) per band on the Turner survey, compared to our 20 to 30 minutes per band.
Thus we only detect lines with an integrated intensity of ^2 K-km-sec~^ or
greater. In comparing our results to Turner's, only lines with an integrated intensity on
this order of intensity are of importance to us. We note that in the comparison many of
the lines we identify are multiple lines blended together, which we indicate in table 8.7.
In comparing the lines we detected versus the Turner survey we note that we
detected all the prominent lines seen in the Turner survey in our pass bands with one
possible exception, which we discuss below. Since Turner does not provide integrated
intensities, a precise definition of what we mean by prominent can not be made. However,
we use the loose criteria if the peak line temperature (on the scale presented by Turner) is
greater than about 0.2 Kelvins, we consider it prominent. Since the Turner survey has
much greater resolution than our instrument, a narrow line with a high peak temperature
may still go undetected by us.
We point out that some of the lines we detected we do not consider prominent.
However, there is a line at 93.870 GHz, NH2CHO, that would fit our criteria as
prominent. Figure 8.17 shows there is a line at about this frequency, but it is narrow, and
at the band edge, so we do not declare a detection of this line.
In the case of the ^•^CO line and the second CN absorption line, from the table,
there is a discrepancy larger than a single bin of the spectrometer. The published value
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for the rest frequency of ''^CO is 110.201 GHz (Lovas (2003) ), which agrees well with our
value, and disagrees with Turner's value, which is considered questionable by Turner, et
al. Since the CN lines are in absorption rather than emission, the absorption may not be
associated with SgrB2. and we recognize this may have a diflFerent velocity than the other
lines.
Overall we show very good agreement in line frequencies between the Turner
survey and our data, which is significant given the difference in the resolution of the
instruments used, \^'ith longer observation time, and a more discriminating algorithm
(currently selection by eye), significantly more lines might be resolved.
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Table 8.7 Calculated line parameters of the lines detected in SgrB2. Lines marked with an
* are used to calculate the mean recessional velocity. Velocities are relative to the antenna.
Meas. Rest Line Width Line Integrated
Molecular Center Center FWHM Velocity Intensity ±lcr
Tiansition Freq., GHz Preq., GHz km/sec km/sec K-kni/sec
i^CH30H(2-l) 94.4011 94.4174 98.70 15.90 10.97±2.49
CH30H(8-7)* 95.1596 95.1760 163.3 31.28 15.25±3.49
CH3OH (2-1)* 95.91.56 95.9321 226.2 -3.922 23.84±4.84
C^^S(2-1) 96.4000 96.4166 139.9 40.23 11.12±3.29
CH30H(2-1) 96.7217 96.7384 146.2 62.85 25.19±3.98
Oi'^S(8-7) 96.9771 96.9938 178.5 34.01 5.839±4.21
C^^S(2-1)* 97.1614 97.1781 194.9 32.25 5.050±4.19
OCS(8-7)* 97.2920 97.3087 128.3 28.45 13.06±4.36
CH30H(2-1)* 97.5715 97.5883 95.49 34.63 15.08±2.64
^^SO(3-2) 97.7102 97.7270 141.9 16.03 11.13±4.28
CS(2-1)* 97.9628 97.9797 161.6 55.51 43.63±5.32
CH3CCH(6-5)* 102.5370 102.5547 133.6 23.87 29.86±3.44
H2CS(3-2)* 103.0359 103.0,537 143.7 26.09 13.91±2.19
S02(3-2)* 104.0252 104.0431 111.9 12.03 21.57±2.73
SO2(10-10)* 104.2289 104.2468 118.9 29.93 14.09±2.19
H2CS(3-2)* 104.6096 104.6276 89.07 21.22 10.8.5±1.60
NH2CHO(5-4) 105.4571 105.4753 120.7 20.14 7.892±1.83
CH2CN(4-3) 105.7861 105.8043 103.5 22.60 7.898±1.83
^'*SO(2-l)* 106.7334 106.7517 1.30.0 28.09 14.96±2.21
HOCO+(5-4) 106.8985 106.9169 1.36.3 42.26 7.042±1.78
CH30H(3-4) 107.0266 107.0450 240.4 -36.02 17.30±3.86
802(12-13) 107.8421 107.8607 86.40 3.794 3.910±1.21
i«CO(-10) 109.7634 109.7823 164.7 51.34 48.18±4.84
HNCO(5-4) 109.8885 109.9075 156.3 46.95 56.00±5.62
i^CO(l-O)* 110.1825 110.2015 84.56 50.22 87.86±8.79
CH3CN(6-5) 110.3641 110.3831 144.2 -442.4 52.34±5.28
CN(l-O) 113.1975 113.2170 254.8 -98.21 -39.78±4.03
CN(l-O) 113.5233 113.5429 169.3 -76.32 -44.03±4.43
CO(l-O)* 115.2489 115.2687 80.85 58.09 395.1±39.5
Weighted Mean Velocity = 51.58 ±16.4
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Table 8.8 A comparison of our spectral line detections (measured frequency, referred to the
estimated rest frame) in SgrB2 to those of Turner (1989).
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110.2015 110.152 (49)
CH3CN 110.3831 110.383 " 0
CN 113.2170 113.196^ (19)
CN 113.5233 113.477^ (46)
CO(l-O) 115.2687
Average AF 6.3
a. A blended line of multiple transitions of the same species or another, possibly
unidentified species.
b. Turner lists lists this as unidentified.
c. Turner shows the CN lines as prominent, while our data shows them in
absorption.
0 indicates not included in the average.
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8.7 Venus and Jupiter
Our observations of Venus were an attempt to detec t the low frequency wing of
the the CO absorption Hne due to pressure broadening in the Venusian mesosphere.
Clancy & Muhleman (1985a) presented the spectra for the CO J -+ 1 - 0 transition of
Venus for the "day-side" (illuminated fraction 0.88) and "uight-side" (illuminated fraction
0.1). The day-side spectrum shows a line profile with wings extending beyond ±50MHz,
broad relative to the night spectrum, which had a line that appears complete within
±25 MHz. If the day-side wing extends significantly beyond ±50 MHz, it was our purpose
to detect the low frequency wing.
Based on the spectrum form Clancy Muhleman (1985a) if the wings do extend
significantly beyond 50 MHz, it would be only a few percent below the continuum level.
To make such a measurement then requires a stable continuum level. To establish the
continuum level, we adopted the strategy to observed both Venus and Jupiter, and then
use the Jupiter spectra as the relative continuum level on the assumption that Jupiter has
a featureless spectrum in the frequency range of interest.
Our initial observations were on Jupiter (normal position switching), followed by
an observation of Venus (also normal position switching). Subsequently we modified the
observation program to switch between Venus and Jupiter at two minute intervals. The
position switch between the object and blank sky was reduced to 5 seconds on object and
5 seconds on blank sky. Although this reduces the observing efficiency, it was anticipated
to reduce baseline variation between targets. Sj^stem temperature calibrations were taken
at 4 minute intervals. Observations made in this pattern are presented in figures 8.21
and 8.22.
At the time of our observations Jupiter was at a distance of 4.774 AU
(7.142 * 10^ km) presenting a disk with an angular diameter of 20.65 arc-seconds. Venus
was at a distance of 0.6235 AU (9.327 * 10' km) presenting a disk of 13.38 arc-seconds,
with a fractional illumination of approximately 43% (heliocentric positions taken from
McGuire (2005), planet diameters from Lang (1992) ). Venus and Jupiter were low in the
sky, reaching an altitude of 27 and 28 degrees at transit, respectively. We started the
observation while Venus had an elevation of 10 degrees and Jupiter was near transit. We
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follow both planets in the pattern stated above nntil Jupiter's elevation was less than 10
degrees.
With respect to our spectrometer, a single sided profile from the night-side of
Venus (the low-frequency wing plus the core) would encompass at most two frequency
channels. We expect the day-side spectrum would encompass at least three frequency
channels, and if broader than 50 MHz (single sided), additional channels. Since at the
time of our observations, the illuminated fraction of Venus was about 43%, we would not
expect the spectrum to be as broad as the day-time spectrum from Clancy, further
hampering our attempt to detect the spectral wing.
The spectra in figures 8.21 and 8.22 were produced by averaging all the scans for
each object. Figure 8.23 is the point-by-point ratio of figure 8.21 and 8.22.
Figure 8.23 shows an absorption line in CO, but the curvature of the continuum
and the variation in the baseline in the region of the line make it impossible to reliably
determine the line profile. Thus we make no claim to have detected the pressure
broadened wings on the Venus CO absorption line.
We also note the similarity in the two spectra of Jupiter and Venus in that all
the features appear to be the same, indicating some common phenomena for the two
objects, almost certainly an instrumental effect. However, thei'e is a significant difference
between the two spectra at 115.25 GHz, which is the frequency bin that would contain the
CO absorption line.
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Figure 8.21 Spectrum of Venus, 109 to 115.5 GHz
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Figure 8.22 Spectrum of Jupiter, 109 to 115.5 GHz
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8.8 Discussion on the Line Intensities and Their Ratios
Table 8.9 compaaes the ratio of some of the line intensities from M82 and
NGC253 to that found by Hiittemeister et al. (1995), and references therein. The
agreement is good, with all ratios in agreement to less than a factor of 1.7 and most
significantly less than that. Also shown in table 8.9 is the beam area ratio for the FCRAO
telescope for the line combinations. Except for HCN/CN and HCN/CO, the beam size
variation is small.
Table 8.9 Comparison of selected line intensity ratios from this work (FCRAO) and
Hiittemeister et al. (1995). The latter are designated as REF in the table.
Source Who HNC HNC HNC HNC COHCN HCO+ CN CS{2-1) HNC
Beam ratio FCRAO 0.957 0.967 1.57 1.17 1.62
NGC253 FCRAO 0.7349 0.8240 0.8550 1.469 8.887
±0.140 ±0.1213 ±0.160 ±0.296 ±1.38
REF 0.80 0.9 0.5 1.8
M82 FCRAO 0.3971 0.2796 0.5367 0.9781 18.8
±0.0950 ±0.0652 ±0.128 ±0.295 ±3.53
REF 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.8
Aalto et al. (2002) reports a range for the ratio on a set of 13 galaxies, with
values of 4 to 16 (and with a value of 64 for Mrk273), which compares favorably with our
values of 8.89 for NGC253 and 18.8 for M82.
Our measurement of the line intensities of HCN, HCO"*" and HNC were made
simultaneously. Thus many of the error sources such as receiver drift, antenna efficiency
and atmospheric variations are common to all lines. This shows a significant advantage
our instrument has for measuring line intensity ratios; many of these variations cancel
when taking the line intensity ratios. The primary source of error in these ratios is the
baseline noise.
A comparison of the reported integrated intensity of the HNC line from
Hiittemeister et al. (1995) provides some further insight into the performance of the
spectrometer, although these comparisons should be viewed as approximate, due to the
differences in the telescopes' beam widths, for which neither measurement is corrected
(approximately 25 arc-seconds for the IRAM-30m, and 50 arc-seconds for the
FCRAO- 14m). Also the points on the galaxies differ slightly.
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Ill NGC253. we measured an intensity of 19.81 K-km-sec~^ for HNC, pointing at
the center of the galaxy. Hiittemeister et al. (1995) mapped the galaxy in HNC and
reports an intensity of between 6.4 to 38.7 K-km-sec~\ with an average of about 15, for
points that would fall within our beam. In M82, for HNC, we measured 6.31 K-km-sec~^
at the center of the galaxy. Hiittemeister et al. (1995) reports an intensity of between 2.7
to 11.6 K-km-sec~^ and an average of about 6, for points that would fall within our beam.
Tables S.lOand 8.12 compares our measures of the integrated intensity of the CO
and ^^CO lines with those of Young et al. (1995) and Paglione et al. (2001); table 8.11
compares the velocities of the CO line between this work and Young, et al. These have
already been discussed for each galaxy individually. Collectively, agreement among the
various parameters for the galaxies is generally good, with the notable exceptions of the
NGC253, 12C0 intensity of Young, et al; and the CO velocity of NGC1068.
8.9 Summary
We have observed several galaxies, which have produced various line spectra, and
compared selected parameters derived from same to those of other authors in
tables 8.9, 8.10, 8.11, and 8.12. These comparisons are generally good, both in terms of
determining line frequencies and intensities. We have also observed SgrB2 and detected
many closely spaced lines (relative to the spectrometer's resolution), and shown in a
comparison to another detailed survey by Turner, et al, (table 8.8) that 1) we detect all
the prominent lines in the Turner survey in our pass band and 2) that we have a very
good match between our measured center frequencies and those of Turner.
Observations of Venus and Jupiter, which are strong continuum sources revealed
a potential issue with the instrument in that there is a series of unusual, unaccounted for
features in the spectrum in the region from 112.5 GHz to 115 GHz. There is also an
unexpected curvature in the spectrum. At this time we have not determined if this is a
shortcoming in the spectrometer or an overall setup issue (figure 8.1). Further evaluation
with the Redshift Receiver front-end should determine this.
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Table 8.10 Compai-ison of our measured ^^CO line intensities to those reported by Young
et al. (1995).
I(CO) This Work I(CO) Young, et al
Source K-km/sec K-km/sec
M82 137.3±13.7 158.8±15.9
NGC253 110.3±11.0 257.0±25.9
IC342 37.12±3.73 36.00±3.6
NGC1068 33.04±3.34 54.9±8.0
Table 8.11 Comparison of ^^CO line velocity measurements to those of Young,et al.
Vco (Sun), km/sec
Source This Work Young.et al
M82 190.3 187.
NGC253 266.6 261
IC342 56.52 31.
NGC1068 1243.0 1005.
Table 8.12 Comparison of integrated intensities of ^^CO and ^^CO from our observations
with those of Young,et al, and Paglione, et al.
This work Paglione,et al
Source
I(i2C0)
K-km/sec
I(i3C0)
K-km/sec
IC'^CO)
/("CO) I(i2cO)
K-km/sec K-km/sec
/("CO)
M82 137.3±13.7 8.502±0.941 16.15±2.41 148. 5.4 27.
NGC253 110.3±11.0 15.71±1.91 7.021±1.10 89. 7.5 12.
IC342 37.12±3.73 3.745±0.522 9.912±1.70 32. 3.8 8.4
NGC1068 33.04±3.34 4.021±0.651 8.217±1.57 43. 4.0 10.8
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CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the details of our design for the prototype analog correlating
spectrometer. A unique feature of our design is the use of diodes and phase switches as
the multiplier elements for the correlation function. This use of diodes and phase switches
is a simple and inexpensive method of performing the nmltiplication.
Another advantage of this approach is that both the left and right propagating
signals can be launched onto the same delay line from either end. This eliminates the
second delay line needed with discrete multipliers. Using a single delay line with a diode,
with only a single tap connection reduces the overall area required on the circuit board
compared to discrete multipliers.
Disadvantages of this approach are the effect of diode compression and the
presence of a residual total power terms in the raw autocorrelation function. We have
developed a simple process to remove the residual terms. Although the process does not
provide compete removal, we have shown it works.
Following Harris, et al, we implemented the calibration procedure to produce a
calibration matrix, which when the ACF is multiplied by the calibration matrix, produces
the desired spectrum. Using a detailed computer model of the spectrometer system,
including the calibration process, we have evaluated the sensitivity of the design to various
practical imperfections to which the spectrometer will be subject.
The results of this analysis showed that when the calibration procedure is
followed, the design is robust against these imperfections. Our analysis showed that
normal manufacturing tolerance associated with constructing the spectrometer will not
impact its ability to faithfully extract the spectrum from the input signal. A critical step
in this procedure is the determination of the cutoff index in the singular value
decomposition.
Using the techniques developed for evaluating the spectrometer's sensitivity to
manufacturing tolerances, we evaluated the prototype and showed that within the
passband it was well behaved. We also showed that setting the SVD cutoff index too high
or too low will corrupt the spectrum.
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Our observations liave proven the capability of tlie design. The observations have
produced the first spectra of these objects in the 3 nun l)aM(l over the continuous
bandwidth of 6.7 GHz in the various bands. Because the resolution is c:ourse (31 MHz),
most of the lines are only a few frequency bins wide, making it impractical to reliably fit a
a shape to the fines. Also, some lines are blended with neighboring fines, making detailed
analysis of the various line parameters impractical.
None-the-less, even with the modest redshift values for M82, NGC253 and
NGC1068, the resultant frequency shift was easily discernible
An issue that becomes particularly important with bandwidths as wide as ours is
baseline curvature and stability. We have developed a technique that hcis flattened the
baselines from the. order of a few Kelvin to about ±2 niilliKelvins. Even so, the baseline
ripple remains the dominant contribution to the calculated noise level (cr) in the spectra.
The use of the fast polarization switch is intended to improve this situation. Initial test of
the Redshift Receiver's dewar with the prototype spectrometer have borne this out.
During the development process several modifications to the prototype were
identified for the final design. A few of these are:
• In order to improve the return loss from the signal splitters in the driver module, an
additional segment will be added to the splitters. This will reduce the small scale
frequency ripple in the correlator response.
• In order to improve the return loss at the input to the phase switches, an amplifier
and attenuator will be added at the input to the phase switches.
• The phase switch in the secondary driver will move to the primary driver board to
improve the system symmetry and improve the match at the far end of the long
delay line.
• Some fixes will be added to the artwork on the correlator board to add fine drivers
for the MLCK to the ADCs and correct some minor artwork issues.
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Our prototype design has demonstrated it meets the requirements placed upon
it, and when used with the fast switching abihty of the Redshift Receiver front end, this
spectrometer design will provide the quality spectra expected.
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APPENDIX A
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A FIELD PROGRAMMABLE
GATE ARRAY FOR INTERFACE TO MULTIPLE
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS
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1.1 Purpose: This specification defines the functional requirements for a Field
Progrannnahle Gate Array (FPGA) to interface 128 dual-channel, serial-output
digital-to-analog converters (ADCs) to a 64x VMEbus back plain. Included are the logical
signals needed for processing the input signals. Not included are services such as power
supply lines and additional service clocks.
1.2 Implementation Note: Some requirements presented herein are shown as
implementation specific. Alternative implementations which when viewed at the input and
output pins defined in table 2, and via the VMEbus per section 3.4 are acceptable.
1.3 Definitions and Acronyms;
ADC Analog to digital Converter
ADCs Analog to digital Converters
FPGA Field programmable gate array
LSB Least significant bit
LRCK Left-Right clock
MSB Most significant bit
MCLK Master clock
SCLK Serial clock
SDATA Serial data
Accumulate: As used herein, we use accumulate to mean a summing process
where in each sample of a channel is added to the previous samples of that channel.
Input channel: Signal path for one channel of input data from an ADC
PowerPC: A single board computer to which the FPGA communicates
Sample: A single 18-bit data value from an ADC representing the value of the
analog input signal at the time the sample is taken.
Time reference: An external passive device that can be used as the basis for
setting internal clock signals.
References: Data sheet. Cirrus, Inc. CS5330A, Dual-channel, Serial-output,
Digital-to-analog Converter Chip
Correlator Board Schematic Diagram
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Correlator Board Physical Layout
Spectrometer System Diagram
Redshift Receiver Spectrometer Software Requirements
VMEbus 64x Specification, ANSI/VITA 1.1-1997
3. Design Requirements:
3.1 Overview: The FPGA is mounted on a circuit card, referred to as the
correlator board. The FPGA functions as an interface between 128 serial ADCs, also on
the corrrelator board, and a single board PowerPC computer. Both the PowerPC and the
correlator board reside in a 21 slot VMEbus rack and communicate over the VME bus.
Figures 1 and 2 show the signal flow into and out of the FPGA as well as the internal
signal flow. Further discussion of these figures is in section 3.3.
3.1.1 Analog-to-Digital Converter Interface: The FPGA interfaces to 128 ADC
chips, each chip providing two channels of digital data. Data comes in on 128 serial data
lines (SDATA_n, n= 1-128) from the 128 ADCs. The FPGA provides three service signals
to each of the ADCs, Master Clock (MCLK_n, n=l-128), which is the fundamental clock
used by the ADC: Serial Clock (SCLKui, n=l-128). which is used by the ADCs to clock
out the digital data, and Left-Right Clock (LRCK_n, n=l-8), which is used by the ADC
to start each data transmission. Each MCLK and SCLK output services a single ADC
chip. Each LRCK output services 16 ADC chips.
3.1.2 Time Base: The time base for each of the above service signals (MCLK,
SCLK and LRCK) as well as other timing signals discussed below comes from an external
12.5 MHz crystal clock. The 12.5 MHz source clock is phase locked to the system-timing
signal Swt^_in (Switch A in). Swt_A is the frequency that drives phase switch A on each
of the correlator boards (refs. 2 and 3) and is the lowest frequency signal in the
spectrometer system (ref 4).
3.1.3 Timing Signals: There are three timing signals out to the correlating
system and one internal signal:
Switch B (Swt_B_out) which drives the second phase switch (see ref 4), the faster
of the tW'O phase switches
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Table A.l Table 1. Timing Signal Frequencies and Basis
Signal I ahel Sonrpp ('IripK
Source Clock N/A 12.5 MHz N/A
Master Clock MCLK 12.5 MHz 1
Serial Clock SCLK 3.125 MHz 4
Left-Right Clock LRCK 48.2821 kHz 256
Switch B Swt_B 2.21946 kHz 5,632
Beam Switch Polar 1.10973 kHz 11,264
Blanking Switch Blank 554.865 Hz 22,528
Switch A SwtJ^ 138.716 Hz 90,112
Switch A (Swt_A_out) which drives the slower phase switch (see ref 4), and is a
buffered output of Swt_A_in
Blanking (Blank) which is used in total power mode (discussed below) to Gate
(on or off) the RF signal from the i-eceiver to the correlator (see ref 4).
Polar: This is an internal signal only (there is no output pin associated with
Polar) that is in time synch to the receivers beam switch and is used in the processing
logic in spectroscopic mode and some total power modes. See reference 5 for a discussion
of the various operating modes. (The label Polar comes from the fact that the beam
switch operates by rotating the incoming radiations polarization.)
Table 1 lists each of the various timing signals, their frequencies and ratio from
the source clock.
3.1.4 Gain ControhThe gain control signal is a 5-bit signal controls the gain of
the overall system. This signal is not dynamic. That is. this signal is set on command from
the system computer and will remain at the assigned value during subsequent integrations.
3.1.5 Mode Control: See reference 5 and section 3.5.
3.1.6 VMEbus Interface: The FPGA communicates with the PowerPC computer
via a VMEbus 64x back plane. Mode settings. Gain control values and data download
commands are sent from the PowerPC to the FPGA, and the data from the FPGA are
sent to the PowerPC over the VMEbus.
3.1.7 Data Accumulation: Because the data rate from the ADCs would
overwhelm the VMEbus if every ADC conversion were sent to the PowerPC, the data is
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accunuilated (suninied) in the FPGA. The PowerPC uploads to the FPGA a vahie of how
many samples to accunmlate. When the conniianded number of samples (with some
modification discussed below) have been accumulated, the FPGA sends an interrupt to
the PowerPC indicating the data is ready.
3.1.8 Data Storage (External Memory): In store mode, for an interval of up to
20 milliseconds, every sample of the incoming ADC will be saved. This may require
storage capacity beyond that of the FPGA, in which case an external storage device will
be required to support this mode.
3.2 Input and Output Signals: The discrete input and output signals are listed
in table 2, along with their logic levels. Table 1 lists the frequencies for each signal as
appropriate. Clock signals are 50+ /-5
In addition commands come into the FPGA and data goes out of the FPGA on a
VMEbus. The FPGA shall interface to a VMEbus 64x as specified in ref. 6.
3.3 Functional Logic: Figures 1 and 2 show signal flow into, out of, and within
the FPGA. Detailed requirements for the logical action within each block are provided In
sections 3.3.1 through 3.3.7 below.
3.3.1 Timing Logic: The timing logic of figure 2 is shown in detail in figure 3.
The timing logic consists of a phase locked loop and a series of frequency dividers. The
timing reference is used to set the base frequency of the oscillator in the phase lock loop
internal to the FPGA. The resonant device shall have a nominal frequency of 12.5 MHz.
The output of the oscillator is MCLK, and a series of frequency dividers produce
SCLK. LRCK, Swt-B, Polar. Blank and Swt_A. The phase of Swt_A is then compared
with that of Swt_A_in. The difference in phase is then used to trim the oscillator via
dynamic compensation to complete the phase locked loop.
Where rising edges of the above listed signals would logically line up in time, the
time between the first and last appropriate rising edge shall be 5 nanoseconds. Figure
4defines how edges are aligned.
3.3.2 Serial Data (ADC) Input Conversion: Figure 1 shows a block diagram of
the ADC interface to the FPGA. The ADC devices continually convert and transmit the
result. Data from each ADC is referred to as left or right channel, a nomenclature that
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comes from the standard application of tiie ADCs; stereo audio applications; each channel
is 18 bits wide. Data transmission of a digital word (18 bits) starts following a rising edge
of LRCK. Both channels are transmitted, first the left channel, followed by the right
channel, a series of 36 bits.
A data bit, SDATA. is valid on the falling edge of SCLK and thus on each falling
edge of SCLK, the data in the shift register is shifted left 1 bit position and the state of
SDATA is clocked into the rightmost position of the shift register. Data starts clocking
into the shift register on the falling edge of SCLK following a rising edge of LRCK. The
first bit clocked in will be the most significant bit (MSB) of the left channel. The
nineteenth bit will be the MSB of the right channel.
Note that the ratio between SCLK and LRCK is 64 but there are only 36 bits
clocked in. Data is clocked in on the first 36 falling edges of SCLK; the remaining (28)
clock cycles of SCLK are ignored until the next rising edge of LRCK.
3.3.3 Data Timing: The timing relationship between when a data sample is
measured versus when it is transmitted is illustrated in figure .5. A sample transmitted
following a rising edge of LRCK represents the value of the analog input signal at a time
prior to the rising edge of LRCK
This lag between when the analog input is sampled and when it is transmitted
impacts both the Sign Logic (section 3.3.5) and the Selection Logic (section 3.3.6). How
the lag is accommodated in each will be discussed in the respective sections.
3.3.4 Input Signal Processing: Data from the shift register is split, the first 18
bits and second 18 bits follow identical processing paths. Two possible signal processing
paths are available. Which is used is dependent on the state of Select-3.
3.3.4.1 / If select_3 (from the Command Registers, section 3.3.7) is low (0), the
data routes to a storage area where each sample is saved. The storage area shall be large
enough to store a minimum of 960 samples per 18-bit signal channel.
When the storage area has stored a predefined number of samples, the Selection
Logic will halt data storage and signal the PowerPC the data is ready. After the PowerPC
has read the data it will send a message to the command registers to clear the storage
area after which data will again be stored in the storage area.
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3.3.4.2 If select ^3 is high (1) then each 18-l)it saiui)le is routed to a pair of
accumulators. Each accumulator shall be capable of accumulating 18-bit signed samples
for 340 milliseconds at 48,000 samples / second without overflow. Sign logic (section 3.3.5)
determines if the sign of the sample is inverted prior to being sunnned into the
accunmlator. If sign is low (0), the sign of the data sample is not inverted, if sign is high
(1) then the sign of the data is inverted.
Data is accumulated into one accumulator for a predetermined number of
samples (see Selection Logic, section 3.3.6). When the selection logic determines that the
proper number of samples have been accumulated, the selection logic will change the state
of Select-1 and send an interupt to the PowerPC. Changing the state of Select.l will cause
the data to be summed into the other accumulator leaving the other accumulator available
to be read by the PowerPC. Note that Select.l switches are configured such that the
active accumulator (the one receiving data) is not accessible to the VME bus.
After the PowerPC has read the data from the inactive accumulator it will send
a message to the command registers to clear the inactive accumulator. Note there is no
logic to protect against an overflow in the accumulators. The design assumes the
PowerPC and its associated logic can read and clear the accumulators faster than the data
could overflow the accumulators.
3.3.5 Sign Logic: The sign (+ or -) shall be determined in accordance with Table
3.3.5-L When sign is minus (-) the new data shall be subtracted from the accumulators.
When sign is plus (+) the new data shall be added to the accumulators.
Due to the time lag discussed in section 3.3.3, the value of Sign (high or low)
used in a particular summing operation must be determined at an earlier time.
Specifically the sign with which a sample will be added to the accumulator shall be
determined by the state of the pertinent signals at the time of the falling edge of LRCK
prior to the rising edge of LRCK which initiated the current sample read.
For example, referring to figure 5, for the sunmiing operation that takes place
between edges C and E, Sign shall be determined at edge B, or for the summing operation
that takes place between edges E and G, Sign shall be determined at edge D.
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Table A. 2 Table 3.3.5-1 Accumulation Sign
dLAINK bW i _A bW i_B rOLAK blGN
0 0 0 0 +
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 +
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 +
0 1 1 0 +
0 1 1 1
u U u
0 0 1 +
0 1 0 +
0 1 1
1 0 0 +
1 0 1
1 1 0
1 1 1 +
3.3.6 Selection Logic: The Selection Logic provides the following functions: It
generates an interrupt to the PowerPC when data is ready to be read, in accumulate
mode switches the state of Select_l at the appropriate time and when the Clear input goes
high, determines which clear line to assert and does so.
3.3.6.1 Selection Logic in Accumulate Mode: This mode is active when Select-3
is high (1). In this mode when the proper conditions and timing are satisfied the Selection
Logic raises the interrupt and Select_l is complemented.
The Selection Logic continuously compares the value in either counter 1 or 2
(depending on the state of Select-1) to the value in the Count Register. The PowerPC
loads the value in the Count Register over the VMEbus. When the value in counter 1 (or
2) equals or exceeds the value in the Count Register the logic waits for the next rising
edge of Swt_A_out,. After the rising edge of Swt_A-out the logic waits for one cycle of
LRCK. Following one cycle of LRCK the logic complements Select.l and raises the
interrupt to the PowerPC.
After the PowerPC has read the data from the inactive accumulator it will send
a clear instruction to the Connnand Registers which will raise Clear. When Clear goes
high, if Select.l is high, the Logic will raise Clear-2; if Select-1 is low. the Logic will raise
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Table A.3 Table 3 Timing Signal States
Input Output State
SwtJ^ Swt_A-Out ON OFF Switching
Swt_B Swt_B_out ON OFF Switching
Polar Polar ON OFF Switching
Blank Blank_out ON OFF Switching
Clear.l. When the inactive accumulator is clear, the Selection Logic will clear Clear.l (or
2) and clear the interruj^t request.
3.3.6.2 Selection Logic in Store Mode: This mode is active when Select_3 is Low
(0). In this mode Counter 1 is active and always available to the VMEbus (Select_l is low).
In this mode the Selection Logic continuously compares the value in counter 1 to
the value in the Count Register. When the two become equal the selection logic raises the
interrupt and clears Select_2, halting further data storage.
After the PowerPC has read the data from the storage area it will send a clear
instruction to the Command Registers which will raise Clear, which will cause the
Selection Logic (in this mode) to raise Clear.3. When the storage area is clear, the
Selection Logic shall clear Clear
_3, clear the interrupt request and raise Select-2,
beginning storage of another set of data.
3.3.7 Command Registers and Logic: The PowerPC sets registers in this logic
block which sets the states of its output variables. Depending on the values of the
command registers four timing signals are manipulated as defined in table 3.
The state of the five gain bits is set from the command registers The command
registers also set the state of Select,3, determining if the FPGA will run in store mode or
accumulate mode (see section 3.3.6).
The command Logic will raise the Clear flag to the Selection Logic on reception
of a Clear command from the PowerPC. The selection logic will determine which registers
to clear (see section 3.3.6).
The mapping of register contents to output states is to be determined
3.4 VMEbus Interface: The PowerPC sends the following signals to the FPGA
via the VMEbus: Commands to the Command Registers (section 3.3.6) The sample count
to the Count Register
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The FPGA sends the following signals to the PowerPC via the VMEbus: The
data from the accumulators or storage register The number of samples counted in the
Counter. 1 (or 2) registers An interrupt indicating data is ready to be read.
The memory and data maps for the above data transfers are to be determined
3.5 Operating Modes: (For information only) The operating modes of the
system and hence the FPGA are defined in section 2 of reference 5. These modes are a
consequence of the setting of the timing signals of table 3 (ON, OFF or switching) and
the FPGA is in store mode or accumulate mode. No other operating mode logic is
required within the FPGA.
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APPENDIX B
ESTIMATES OF SURFACE MOUNT (CHIP) COMPONENT
PARASITICS
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B.l Chip Resistor Parasitic Capacitance
Figure 5.10 shows tlie construct ion of a typical 0402 chip resistor. Standard
dimensions for an 0402 chip resistor are 40 mils long (s), 20 mils wide (W), and 10 mils
high (H). The end cap overlaps the chip body 8 mils (b) on each end. To estimate the
capacitance we break the each end cap into five parts; the four planes parallel to the long
axis of the body, and the end plate perpendicular to the long axis of the body.
We start with the portion of the end-caps on the bottom of the chip. Figure B.l
illustrates a side view of the chip as mounted on the circuit board. Figure B.l also
illustrates how we approximate the electric field due to the charge on the end-cap, which
is evenly distributed over the end-cap, with surface-charge density p. We approximate the
electric field lines. as follows: From the bottom-surface of the end-cap, the field lines rise
perpendicularly to the diagonal lines. Between the diagonal lines the field lines run
parallel to the long axis of the body.
The application of Gauss's Law around a differential portion of one of the
bottom-surfaces (Figure B.l(B) ) yields
where p is the charge density on the plate, Co is the permittivity of free space, is the
relative permittivity of the substrate, E is the electric field intensity and dA = W dx is the
differential area of the plate.
p dA =
€o e,- E dA, or P E (B.l)
Using the definition of capacitance, C — ^\\'
the expression for E from equation B.l we get
E * l{x) (for constant E) and
dC = dQ pdA p Wdx to Cr ^ dx (B.2)
l{x)
The capacitance can be found by integrating equation B.2 with respect to .x, but
to do so we must express l{x) explicitly. From the figure we get
l{x) = {L- 2b) + 2x + 2—x = L-2b + 2x{l + —).
b b
(B.3)
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(A) H V
I
_ _
_EJectric Field
_^
Chip Body
Alumina
Bottom segment
of end cap
dA
(B)
Electric Field
Guassian
Surface
Bottom segment
of end cap
Figure B.l Construction for estimating parasitic capacitance of a chip resistor. Only the
bottom portion of the end cap is shown. The assumed pattern of the electric field is shown
as perpendicvilar to each portion of the end cap to: a diagonal line drawn form the inner
edge of the end cap to the opposite corner of the chip. This construction is used for all four
poi'tions of the end cap that are parallel to the long axis of the chip. The fifth portion of
the end cap, that perpendicular to the long axis of the chip is treated as a classical parallel
plate capacitor. From superposition we sum the five contributions. Also added to the sum
is the equivalent capacitance of two parallel plate capacitors in series, formed by the chip
mounting pads and the ground plane.
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Substitute equation B.3 into equation B.2 and integrate:
r" cir
C = (r^oW jr- (B.4)
b
,
/^I-26 + 26(l + f)
The substrate material of the chip resistors is Alumina, which has an of 9.34 [CRC
(1999), 12-52]. Substitute this, along with the values for L, H, W and b given above (and
converting W to meters for compatibility with Sq = l/367rl0^) into equation B.6, we get
C = 0.00854 picoFarads. Call this Chottom- Since the chip resistor is symmetric top to
bottom, the capacitance associated with the top segment will be the same, Ctop — 0.00854
picoFarads.
By interchanging W and H in equation B.6, we can get the capacitance for each
of the sides:
which after substitution of the indicated values (now H must be converted to meters)
gives Cgide = 0.00361 picoFarads.
The fifth surface, the portion of the end-cap perpendicular to the long axis of the
chip can be treated as a parallel plate capacitor:
HW
Cend = ^r^o—}— = 0.0105 picoFarads. (B.8)
The total capacitance will be the sum of the capacitances from each of the top,
bottom, two sides and end:
Cfotal = Cbottom + '^Cside + Ctop + Cgnd = 0.0348 picoFarads. (B.9)
In addition to the field in the dielectric, there is also a field in the air around the
chip resistor. We approximate the capacitance from this additional field by assuming its
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geometry is a minor of tiie field internal to the chip. Thus for the sides and top, the result
is the same as above, except e,. is replaced by a value of 1.0. Making this substitution, the
contribution from the field in the air will be
Carr = ^(2C,ide + Qop) = 0.00169 picoFarads. (B.IO)
Adding in the additional capacitance from the field in the air gives our estimate
of the parasitic capacitance of a typical 0402 chip resistor of:
Cparasitic = Ctotal + C'azr = 0.0365 picoFarads. (B.ll)
B.2 Chip Capacitor Parasitic Inductance
The chip capacitor construction is similar to that of the chip resistors, except
they are 20 mils high (//), rather than 10 mils. Figure B.2 shows an end view of a chip
capacitor mounted to a circuit board. We estimate the parasitic inductance with two
approaches and then take an average. Since the capacitor construction is one of
interleaved layered, and assume the current through the capacitor is uniformly
distributed, thus neglecting any skin effects.
The first approach (method 1) is shown in Figure B.2a. which includes the
approximate paths of the magnetic flux lines. For this analysis we use the assumptions
that the field lines are parallel to the plane of the circuit board and perpendicular to the
long axis of the chip, and that the entire magnetic field intensity appears across the region
between the vertical surfaces of the chip.
We start with the basic definition of the inductance
L=j = jjBdA (B.12)
where L is the inductance, $ is the magnetic flux, / is the total current, and B is the
magnetic flux density, integrated over area A. We break the integration into two regions,
the region within the chip and the region between the chip and the circuit boards ground
plane, the latter we take as the current return path.
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Chip body -
Alumina ^
B-field between
chip and gound
plane
w B-field in the chip
T
'Mounting pad and
chip metalization
Circuit Board Substrate
Ground Plane
Figure B.2 Construction for estimating parasitic inductance of a chip capacitor. This is
an end view of the chip mounted on a circuit board. The field is shown both internal and
external to the chip.
Within the chip the flux density can be found as
W/2 (B.13)
which solved for B{y) is
Then $„j becomes (using dA = sdy)
B{y) = ^y. (B.14)
l^lol S
(B.15)
Outside the chip, between the bottom of the chip and the ground plane we use
for B
B W (B.16)
The distance from the ground lane to the bottom of the chip, T, is the thickness of the
circuit board substrate, 15 mils, plus the another 3 mils for the mounting pad thickness
and solder fill, giving T = 18. Thus for ^out get
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(B.17)
The inductance is then
Putting in the values (with s in meters for compatibiUty with //q = 47rl0 ^) gives
ii = 1.31 nH.
The second method considers the chip capacitor to be approximated as a circular
conductor with a cross-sectional area equal to that of the chip, i.e. ttR^ = W^:
R = W/ y/n, and with the center of the conductor the same hight off the ground plane as
the central axis of the chip. Then using method-of-images, we treat the circular conductor
above a ground plane in the same manner as is done for a two wire transmission line. See
for example Johnson (1950)
Within the conductor the magnetic field intensity is:
2.rB = : B = (B.19)
and the total flux internal to the wire is
^internal —
^"^^ f\dr = t^. (B.20)
Jo 47r27ri?2
The magnetic field outside the wire is
27rrB = ; B = — (B.21)
2nr
and the total flux external to the wire is
27r Jr
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The total flux is ^nucmat + ^cxternah whicli divided by / is tlie inductance L:
47r 27r Vi?/ 27r V2 \RJJ
Putting in the vahies for .s (40 mils), R {y/n20 mils =35.4 mils) and h
\V/'2 mils = 28 mils), and converting s to meters as before, gives L2 = 0.195 nH.
Taking the average of Lj and L2 gives L — 0.753 nH.
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APPENDIX C
AUXILIARY BOARD - SCHEMATICS AND CIRCUIT BOARD
LAYOUT
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APPENDIX D
RELATION BETWEEN FLUCTUATIONS IN THE SPECTRUM AND
THE AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION
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In section 3.1 we showed that tlie autocorrelation function, 'JZ{t) and the power
spectral density, P(/), are Fourier transform pairs:
P{f) = mir)] (D.l)
Thus we can invoke Parseval's theorem:
/" n{T) n{T) dr = r P{f) Pit) df (D.2)
and convert to sums
N N
Y^n{7iTofTo = Y.P{kAffAf (D.3)
n=0 k=j
where j is the number of the frequency bin at the bottom edge of the pass band and A/ is
the width of each frequency bin.
Define AP(fcA/) as the deviation of the spectral power in a single bin from the
average power (P(/cA/) ). Then we can write
P(^-A/) = AP(/cA/) + (P(fcA/)) and (D.4)
PikAff = APikAf)^ + 2AP{kAf){P{k/\f)) + {P{kAf)f (D.5)
where {P{kAf) ) is the average of the spectral power density per bin across the pass band.
Extracting TZ{0)^ from the sum on the left of equation D.3 and substituting
equation D..5 into the right side of equation D.3 gives
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n= l
N
AfY^APikAff
k=j
N
+2AfY,AP{kAf){P{kAf))
k=j
+AfY,{{P{kAf)f. (D.6)
The first term on the left and the third term on the right of equation D.6 are
both equal to the average signal power so they cancel. The second term on the right of
equation D.6 is zero since the averaging process forces the sum of AP{kAf) to zero. Then
equation D.6 becomes
JL JL
(D.7)
N N
To niriTo)^ = AfY AP(fcA/)^
n=l k=j
Dividing by N and taking the square root get
n=l \ N
N
k=J
(D.8)
Multiply the right side by
^/ and separate the factors
\
N
N
n=\
N -J
N
A/
N -J
N
^AP(A^A/)^.
k=j
(D.9)
The expression on the left side of equation D.9 is the root mean square (RMS) of
TZ{nTo) 71 / 0; the second square root on the right side of equation D.9 is the root mean
square of AP(A:A/) in the pass band so we write
'Jl{nTo)RMS = \/^^^ AP{kAf)RMs. (D.IO)
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Note they are related by the factor
N V V/<
{N-J)
_
l{N-J)Af
_
iDf
'crit
that is, the square root of the ratio of the band pass (Df) to the critical frequency, fcnt,
v/6.7/7.957 = 0.917. This is due to spreading the noise from N — j frequency bins in the
pass band across the N time delay bins in the ACF.
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APPENDIX E
EFFECTIVE REFLECTION COEFFICIENT FOR CASCADED
REFLECTIONS
len
l_ ^ Transmission
^ Line
R
Discont. Discont.
B
Figure E.l Construction for determining the effective reflection coefficient for cascaded
reflections
Figure E.l shows the construction for this analysis. There are three cascaded
transmission lines, all with the same characteristic impedance, and with two intermediate
discontinuities having voltage reflection coefficients Fg, on the right and Tbb, on the left.
We further assume that the reflection coefficients are symmetric with regard to direction
of incidence. Consider a signal B propagating to the left on the right most segment. We
will determine what is the net reflection from the right hand discontinuity, considering the
presence of the left hand discontinuity.
The parameters are:
L: The total power propagating to the left measured just to the left of the right
hand discontinuitj'. L includes both the signal power from A transmitted through the
right hand discontinuity and the power reflected off the right hand discontinuity.
R: The total power propagating to the right measured just to the right of the left
hand discontinuity. R includes only the power reflected off the left hand discontinuity as
we assume no signal is propagating to the right on the left most transmission line segment.
B: The power signal propagating to the left on the right most transmission line
segment.
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D': Tlie power signal propagating to the right on tlio right most transmission
line segment. B' includes both the signal power from B reflected oflF the riglit hand
discontinuity and the power transmitted through the right hand discontinuity.
£: The length of the transmission line segment between the discontinuities ('len'
in the figure).
a: Attenuation of the delay hne in Nepers per unit length.
Our interest is in the net reflection coefficient; F'g, the ratio of B' to B. Since all
the signals are defined in terms of power and we have made all transmission lines to have
the same characteristic impedance, the reflected and transmitted power will be "incident
signar'*r- and "incident signal"*(l — P-^), respectively. The latter is a direct result of the
conservation of power.
Thus we can write:
L = /?e-2°^r| + 5(1 - r|,
B' = i2e-2"^(l-r|) + 5r|
Substitute the expression for L into the expression for R and solve for R:
R = {Re-'^'Tl + Bil-Tl)]e-'^rls
R = i?e-4^^r|r|5 + 5(i-r|)e-2«^r|5
Substitute this expression into the expression for B' and solve for B'/B and let
i^'sf = B'/B
n - r2 ^p-2af p2
B ^ (i-e-4'^^r|r|g) ^ ^
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(E.l)
Applying this to the correlator and external delay lines, is the reflection
coefficient at the correlator/external delay line (Tcon) and is the reflection coefficient
at the far end of the external delay lines. For delay lines on the left hand side of figure 2.8,
= 0.25(;^ - iu)d. and for delay lines on the right hand side of figure 2.8, a£ — 0.2.5??;^.
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APPENDIX F
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ACF Autocorrelation function
ADC Analog-to-digital converter
CPW Co-planer waveguide
FCRAO Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory
FWHM Full width half maximum
FWHP Full width half power
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FPGA Field programmable gate array
GHz Gigahertz
IF Intermediate frequency
kHz Kilohertz
LMT Large Millimeter Telescope
LRCK Left-right clock
MCLK Master clock
MHz Megahertz
RF Radio frequency
PSD Power spectral density
SCLK Serial clock
SDATA Serial data
SVD Singular value decomposition
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APPENDIX G
LIST OF SYMBOLS
A Signal launched onto correlatoi- delay line from the left
An Signal A with the phase switch A not inverting
Ai, Signal A with the phase switch A inverting
An Signal at tap n launched onto correlator delay line from the left
A!^ Signal at tap n launched onto correlator delay line from the left
with phase switch A in the "0" state
Signal at tap n launched onto correlator delay line from the left
with phase switch A in the "1" state
RMS value of A„
j4p Peak voltage of a sine signal from the A-side splitter
Arms RMS value of the voltage of the signal from a port of the A-side sphtter
(^15) Average voltage from A-side splitter
B Signal launched onto correlator delay line from the right
Bu Signal B with the phase switch B not inverting
Bi, Signal B with the phase switch B inverting
Sji Signal at tap n launched onto correlator delay line from the right
B^ Signal at tap n launched onto correlator delay line from the right
with phase switch B in the "0" state
B~ Signal at tap n launched onto correlator delay line from the right
with phase switch B in the "1" state
Brms RMS value of the voltage of the signal from a port of the B-side splitter
BW General reference for band width
C Amplitude of a reflected signal
also used as a vector of Fourier amplitudes
Cn Amplitude of a reflected signal C at tap n
D An arbitrary amplitude of an input sine wave
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Dn Amplitude of a reflected signal D at tap 71
[D] A diagonal matrix with singular values along its diagonal
Df Bandwidth of the correlator
] Fourier transform of the expression enclosed in the brackets
G A general function in the frequency domain
Ga Voltage gain of the low (audio) frequency amplifiers
Gd Gain of the driver amplifiers
H A general function in the frequency domain
Ti. Electrical delay associated with external delay lines A and H
Ig Bias current
Ig Diode reverse saturation current
Kp Ratio of the measured total power to the measured residual total power
AL Physical distance between correlator taps
N Number of taps on a correlator module, less one
N' Number of taps on a correlator line segment, less one
P Power
(P) Average power
Pa Power from an A-side splitter port
Pb Power from a B-side splitter poi't
Pt Result of a total power measurement
(Pt) Mean of the components of total power measurement
P(/) Power spectral density
Input spectrum of a known single frequency
Pin Incident power to a tap resistor
Pn Power at tap n
Pout Power leaving a tap
Pres Residual total power
Pq" Power at the zero-tap with the phase switch in the non-inverting state
Pq Power at the zero-tap with the phcise switch in the inverting state
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[Q] All inverse of [V] that may not formally exist
[Q]'^ A pseudo-inverse of the calibration vector array
R Resistance
^tdeal An ideal calibration vector
Rj Diode AC resistance
Rloss Resistance that represent the power dissipated in a tap
Rreal A realistic calibration vector
TZ Autocorrelation function as produced by the correlator
(TZ) Mean of the components of TZ
TZf Formal autocorrelation function
TZ' ACF that has had its reflection and a zero appended
S Frequency transform of input signal s
Sac Correlation coefficient between the A-side signal
and the reflection of the B-side signal, C
Sbd Correlation coefficient between the B-side signal
and the reflection of the A-side signal, D
T or AT General interval of integration, or period of a signal
T also used to indicate Temperature
Ta Antenna temperature
T' Arbitrary interval of integration not an
integral multiple of a signal period
Tj\ Time delay of delay line A
Tjj Time delay of delay line H
Tj Time delay of delay line J
Tc Telescope cold load temperature
Tfi Telescope hot load temperature
Tigad Time delay from a connector the first component on a circuit board
Tiong A time much longer than any other characteristic time in
the signal or measurement
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Tsys Ststem temperature of the telscope's receiver
Tq Specific time indicators for the limit of a temporal integration
Ti
Ti
Tz
Vb Bias Voltage
Vr Diode voltage response as a function of the input power
Vin Input voltage to a tap resistor
Vout Amplitude of the tap output voltage
^out.hot Receiver response to the hot load
^out.cold Receiver response to the cold load
Vtap_noise Total tap noise due to tap components at the input to the A-D converter
[V] An idealized matrix whose rows are the transformation
vectors from an ACF to a spectrum
[X] An orthogonal matrix that results from SVD
Y Ratio of the measure response of a radio telescope to hot and cold loads
[Y] An orthogonal matrix that results from SVD
Zq Characteristic impedance of a transmission line
a Change in attenuation of phase switch A from non-inverting to inverting
b Change in attenuation of phase switch B from non-inverting to inverting
c Speed of light in vacuum
Ck Amplitude of the A:"' frequency component in a signal
d Attenuation of the long delay line
e base of the natural logarithm
/ Frequency
fcrit Critical frequency, frequency for which tap
spacing is quarter wavelength
fk k"' frequency in a collection of discrete frequencies
A/ A small (but finite) frequency interval
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AJa Audio bandwidth of the ADC
g A general function in the time domain
also the receiving system overall gain
h A general function in the time domain
i Square root of -1
also used for instantaneous current
id Diode current as a displacement from the bias condition
k Index to indicate a discrete frequency
also used to represent Boltzmann's constant
also used as a gain constant
kd Diode responsivity in mV per mW,
generally frequency dependent and nonlinear
kp Proportionality constant between a total power measurement
and residual total power contained in an ACF
m An integer from 0 to 3 to indicate a particular line segment,
also used briefly as an arbitrary integer
n Tap designation
also used as a general index
Pk Power in a known single frequency input signal
q Charge on an electron
qn,m The m.n entry of [Q]
r„ n*^ component of TZ
s or s{t) Input signal in the time domain
Sn The n*'' component of the solution vector \S) (the spectrum)
Time domain signal at tap ?? on the "upper" delay line
glow Time domain signal at tap n on the "lower"' delay line
t Time
ta Time delay from first splitter to phase switch A
tf} Time delay from first splitter to delay line J
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tc Time delay from phase switch A to output splitter
td Time delay from delay line J to phase switch B
te Time delay from phase switch B to output splitter
At General finite time interval
V Instantaneous voltage across a diode
Vd Diode voltage as a displacement from the bias condition
(t'rf) Average diode voltage displacement from the bias condition
Vk The A:"' basis vector in a frequency transform
vl Phase velocity on the correlatior line
Vm,n The m.n entry of [V]
Vrjns Root mean square of he voltage v
Xji The n*'' column vector of [X]
Un Output of the n^^ tap
also used as the n''* column vector of \Y\
Output of the n"^ tap with single phase switch not inverting
y~ Output of the n*'^ tap with single phase switch inverting
Output of the n^'^ tap with single phase switch switching
^yn Output of the n^^ tap in state "j", with two phase switches
z Redshift
Reflection coefficient at the "A" end of a correlator delay line
Reflection coefficient at the far end of an external delay line
on the A-side of the correlator
Fb Reflection coefficient at the "B" end of a correlator delay fine
Tgg Reflection coefficient at the far end of an external delay line
on the B-side of the correlator
TcoN Reflection coefficient from the connector at the end
of the correlator delay line
TAm Reflection coefficient from the A-side connector at the end
of the correlator delay line segment m, including the
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effect of reflections at the far end of tiie external delay line
Tsm Reflection coefficient from the B-side connector at the end
of the correlator delay line segment 777,, including the
effect of reflections at the far end of the external delay line
@kp Angle between two vectors |V^;,.) and \Vp)
$ Angle between a calibration vector and the associated ideal
Q Attenuation of the correlator delay line
l3 Phase error of phase switch B between inverting and non-inverting states
7 Phase error of phase switch A between inverting and non-inverting states
STj Portion of a signal period
rj Diode ideality factor
fi Characteristic voltage of a diode
also used as the singular values resulting from SVD
TT Ratio of the circumference to the diameter of a circle
p Voltage division ratio from a delay line to the diode input
a Standard deviation
T Signal delay
To Signal dela>' from one tap to the next
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